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I. INTRODUCTION 
Inflatable type structures have been in service for more 
than three hundred years. Historically speaking, the balloon 
was probably the first example of this type of structure. A 
more familiar example, often unnoticed, is the air-inflated 
vehicle tire. Recently, in the fields of military and space 
applications, the use of air inflated structures has been in­
creasing. Those already in wide application are life rafts; 
radomes; inflated shelters etc. Still in various stages of de­
velopment are parawing; inflatable wing; inflatoplane; orbital 
station; hovercraft etc. 
Inflatable structures possess the unique advantages of 
lightness and packageability for easy transportation, quick 
erection for emergency situations, and economy for temporary 
and semi-permanent purposes. The future of inflated structures 
should be unlimited when better and more reliable information 
concerning the materials is available. 
In general, there are two major structural components that 
make up an inflatable structure; namely, inflation gas and the 
envelope. The most popular material for the envelope is a 
fabric coated with elastomer; examples are conventional fabric 
with neoprene elastomer for low temperature applications and 
stainless steel fabric with silicon compound elastomer for 
high temperature space applications. In comparison with con­
ventional structural material, all of these elastomer coated 
fabric are nonhomogeneous and anisotropic and possess stress 
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strain relationships which are nonlinear and time dependent. 
Therefore, it is extremely difficult to predict theoretically 
the static and dynamic behavior of the inflatable structures. 
In many cases, model studies and experimental results provide 
the only available information needed for design purposes. 
For some of the simpler space applications, theoretical solu­
tions have been formulated. However, in such cases there is 
usually no closed form solution, and the approximated numerical 
solution requires extensive work on the computer. This seems 
to be the main reason why development in the field of inflat­
able structures has proceeded very slowly. 
Recently, the introduction of airmat material by Goodyear 
Aerospace Corporation (GAC) has attracted a wide spread interest 
in further application and of investigation. Briefly, airmat 
structures are made up of two plies of elastomer coated fabric 
held together at a constant distance by evenly distributed 
threads called "drop cord". When the airmat structure is in­
flated, it resembles a sandwich plate of fabric-air-fabric. 
Because of this plate like shape, the airmat structure holds 
the promise of providing large lifting surfaces for a flying 
vehicle. In connection with this type of application, ' Good­
year has produced a two seater experimental plane, using con­
stant thickness airmat as a wing, tail, and stabilizer. In 
theory, a reentry vehicle equipped with inflatable wings can 
descend at low speed with a very mild angle of descent and can 
then glide to landing. When perfected, such vehicles might be 
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used as recoverable boosters and for earth-to-orbit shuttle 
purposes. 
McComb(l), a pioneer in the field of theoretical study of 
airmat structure, simplified the analysis by assuming the 
cover-ply to be an orthotropic material with linear and time 
independent stress-strain relationships. On the assumptions of 
small deflection, inextensible drop cords and negligible edge 
stiffness, he derived a linear theory for the airmat plate. In 
his work, the strain energy of the cover plies and the poten­
tial energy of the inflation gas were expressed in terms of the 
mid-plane displacement functions by the means of the stress-
strain relationships. Then the variational calculus technique 
was used to minimize the energy function. This operation re­
duced the final form of the linear theory to a set of three: 
linear, second order and partial differential equations. The 
three dependent variables are the displacement functions; i.e., 
the linear displacement function in the direction perpendicular 
to the mid-plane of the plate, and the angular displacement 
functions about two orthogonal axes lying in the mid-plane of 
the plate. 
StroTind (2) performed experimental work on square and rec­
tangular airmat structures with all the edges clamped, in an 
effort to verify McComb's theory. Both deflection and vibra­
tion tests showed good correlation with McComb's theory. 
GAC(3) has done extensive theoretical and experimental 
studies on a; broad variety of inflatable cylinders and airmat 
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structures of different shapes; such as, rectangular flat 
structures, tapered structures and airmat delta wings. The 
mechanical properties of both the conventional and metal fab­
rics were tested at room and elevated temperatures. Although, 
the concept of orthotropic elasticity was included in the ana­
lytical solutions derived for predicting the static behavior 
of the above mentioned inflatable structural elements, GAC's 
solutions were finally obtained by means of engineering beam 
theory, a somewhat different technique. Only in the case of 
airmat delta wing, has GAC made the attempt to decouple the 
bending and shearing deformations of McCoirib's theory. Unfor­
tunately, they made serious errors in the derivation which in­
volve the application of double Fourier series approximation. 
Mar(4), using the same assumptions as McComb, worked out 
a large deformation theory from an incrementally based theory 
to predict the static and vibrational behavior of inflated 
rectangular and triangular wings. Since a direct solution 
was difficult to obtain. Mar used power series to provide an 
approximation solution. His analytical results show good cor­
relation on rectangular airmat wing and poor correlation on 
the triangular airmat wing. 
PollocTc{5) did an experimental study of a delta airmat wing 
at elevated temperature. The static deflection test results 
showed poor correlation with the analytical results. 
Seath(6) determined the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes of a delta airmat wing from the measured influence coef­
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ficients. His data show a good correlation with the experi­
mental frequency tests. 
GAC(3), Mar(l+), and Pollock(5) have all neglected the 
edge stiffness of an airmat structure in the analytical solur 
tion. This appears to be one reason for the large discrep­
ancies between theoretical and experimental results. All sug­
gest that the analytical solution would be improved with the 
inclusion of edge stiffness effects. However, no one of them, 
has suggested a definite way to approach this problem. It is 
evident from Seath's(6) and Mar'sC^-) work that the influence 
coefficient and lumped parameter method predicts the dynamic 
behavior of a triangular airmat wing with reasonable success. 
The next step needed was the development of a method that would 
yield correct influence coefficients analytically. This was 
the author's major concern in his work. Two different ap­
proaches were employed in this investigation. The first one 
involved an iterative procedure based on the principle of su­
perposition. The double Fourier series approximation of McComb's 
theory was correctly derived by the author and was used to 
compute the static deflection of an edgeless airmat structure. 
The stiff edges were treated separately as beams. A computer 
program was written in Fortran IV for the IBM computer System 
360/50 to determine the internal stress distribution at the 
boundary of the airmat and the edges through an iterative 
procedure. The influence coefficients were then computed 
through a consideration of the applied unit load and the 
internal streses computed from the previous step. The results 
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are compatible with influence coefficients measured exper­
imentally by Seath(6). From the influence coefficients, the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the airmat wing were 
also computed. They also show reasonably good correlation with 
experimental data by Seath(6). 
The second approach is termed the stiffness matrix meth­
od. The airmat wing was idealized as a plane grid structure 
with othogonal spars and ribs. Archer(8) has been successful 
with this method in treating the vibration of built-up wings, 
honeycomb fins, and solid plates. This process involves the 
formulation of a stiffness matrix for the wing and the compu­
tation of its inverse in order to obtain the influence coef­
ficients. The natural frequencies and mode shapes are com­
puted from these values as before. The results show a good 
agreement with the experimental data by Seath(6). All the 
computation of this second approach was performed on the IBM 
computer System 36O/65. 
The author's first approach, using the double Fourier 
series, was to attempt to obtain a somewhat general solution. 
Once the particular form of the double Fourier series solution 
is selected in accordance with the applicable boundary condi­
tions of the airmat wing, in theory, problems involving wings 
with the same shape and boundary conditions but with arbitrary 
dimensions can be solved. However, the double Fourier series 
solution is not always obtainable; and the programming of an 
iterative procedure is quite laborious. 
The second approach, using the stiffness matrix, is prob­
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ably applicable to all the problems with arbitrary dimensions 
and boundary conditions; but each problem requires a special 
formulation of the stiffness matrix. In addition, poor choice 
of the subdivision of the structure in elements may seriously 
affect the accuracy of the results. One can only search for 
the best solution through a trial-and-error process. 
Figure 1. Schematic Drawing of an Inflatable Wing 
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II. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION 
A. Linear Theory of the Inflatable Plate and Engineering 
Beam Theory 
1. General description 
Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of the triangular airmat 
wing investigated in this thesis. The root of the wing is as­
sumed to be fastened to a perfectly rigid wall along the x-
axis. Figure l-(b) is a sectional view to show the internal 
construction of the wing. The broken line on Figure l-(a) is 
on the boundary between the edgeless airmat section and the 
semi-circular edges. Details concerning the material, dimen­
sions and construction of this wing are described in both ref­
erence 3 and 6. 
In the application of the method of superposition to com­
pute the influence coefficients, this wing is treated concep­
tually as two separated parts: the edgeless airmat (the por­
tion of the wing enclosed by the broken line in Figure l-(a)) 
and the semi-circular edges. 
McComb's linear theory for an inflatable plate (1), which 
was derived on the distinctive assumption of neglecting the 
stiffness of the edges, is used to compute the deformation of 
the edgeless airmat. Then, engineering beam theory is applied 
to the edges. These are the,two basic tools used in the 
method of superposition, : An iterative procedure is. used to • 
combine these two tools together to predict the static behav­
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ior of the wing. 
To illustrate the application of this method, an inflated 
wing loaded with external loads is examined first. In this 
case, both the edgeless airmat and the semi-circular edges 
act as structural elements of a built-up structure—the wing. 
The loads acting on each structural element are the reactions 
at external supports, the external loads and the internal 
loads acting at the common boundaries of these elements. 
These internal loads are a function of the external loads, 
dimensions of the structural elements,, the mechanical proper­
ties of the material etc. If the internal loads can be ob­
tained by some method of computation^ then from the principle 
of superposition,, the total deformation of the structural 
element may be thought of as the arithmetic sum of the defor­
mation due to the external loads and the internal loads. A 
general method for obtaining the internal loads is to express 
the deformation of the connecting elements in terms of these 
loads. By matching the deformations of the connected elements 
at the common boundary, the internal loads can be obtained 
explicitly. 
In the case of the combinative application of the linear 
theory of the inflatable plate and the engineering beam theory, 
it seems to be difficult, if not impossible, to find a direct, 
explicit solution for the values of the internal loads acting 
at the boundaries of the airmat and edges. Therefore, an 
iterative procedure is employed. The details are described 
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in Chapter III. 
The following paragraphs are devoted to a description of 
linear theory of the inflatable plate and the engineering 
beam theory which are used in the study. 
2. Linear Theory of the inflatable plate 
McCoirib's linear theory of the inflatable plate was for­
mulated on the following assumptions; 
(a) The inflatable plate may have a small, symmetric 
taper in depth. 
(b) The cover plies are identical and are treated 
as orthotropic membranes. 
(c) The drop threads are normal to middle surface 
before deformation and are hinged at the ends. 
(d) The internal pressure is kept constant during 
deformation.. 
(e) The edges are presumed to be present and to 
contain the inflation pressure, but the mechan­
ical effects are neglected. 
McComb first formulates and linearizes the strain-dis-
placement relationship of the cover plies. Then, the stress-
strain relationship is established through the application of 
Hook's law. The stress-displacement equations are obtained 
by the elimination of strain functions from the first and 
second steps. Finally, the strain energy W of the cover plies 
and the potential energy V of the inflation gas are formulated 
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and reduced in the form for a constant thickness plate with 
the xy-plane as its middle surface. 
VH-V = ff I Î5N (w, ) ^ +Î5N (w, ) ^+N w, W, J . / L x x  y  y  x y x y  
+3ah2^A3^3^ ia,^) 2+A22 (P,yy2+2A^2 (3,^) 
h2 
"**•^33 ^ —phj|^-îg3;2—OfW/PW/y+j_2 x^fy 
-a, 6, ) -q w dxdy-©(Q w+M a-M 6)ds (1) 
y xj z J .li z y X 
where, a comma follow red by a subs crip denotes partial dif­
ferentiation with respect to the subscript^ 
X/ y and z are the rectangular coordinates, 
w,a and p are the displacement functions (w = linear 
displacement in z-direction, a and p = angular displace­
ment functions about x and y axis, respectively), 
h is the norminal thickness of the plate, 
Ny and Njjy are forces acting in the xy-plane 
(Nx = normal force in x-direction, Ny = normal force 
in y-direction and = shearing force in the xy-plane) , 
Qg, and My are loads acting along the edges of the 
wing (Q = linear load acting in z-direction M = 2 * 
moment acting about x-axis and My = moment acting about 
y-axis), 
is the distributed load acting in z-direction, 
A.12/ ^22 and A33 are othptropic elastic constants 
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of the fabric cover plies, 
s is the linear coordinate along the boundary of the 
airmat, 
p is the inflation pressure. 
Let w = Wg+wjj 
where, = shearing deflection and 
Wjj = bending deflection, 
then, w,^ = 
^'y = ^s,y+^b,y= ^8,y- (2) 
Furthermore, in the process of developing the influence 
coefficient, the forces acting in the xy-plane are due to 
the internal pressure only, i.e., 
= Ny .= ph and O. . (3) 
Substituting the Equations 2 and 3 into Equation 1 
and then taking the variation of W + V results in 
8 [pï5(ws,x<»"> 
W-W (80!) ,x-»Sh2(A22P,y 
+!sh2 ùl,y+p,^) a,yl (se ) dxdy 
- w+MJ^ôq:-Myôp ) ds=0 (4) 
By grouping the terms in Equation 4 that relate to the 
shearing deformation, the strain energy and the potential 
energy variation for the no edge load condition are obtained 
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Figure 2. Geometrical Boundaries of an Inflatable Wing 
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and may be expressed as follows: 
For the case of a cantilever plate with boundaries de­
fined at x=0 and x=by/a, as shown in Figure 2, the double 
Fourier series approximation is introduced next to obtain a 
numerical solution of Equation 5, 
The surface of deformation of.the plate is assumed to 
be represented by the following equation; 
00 00 
^s=iS s ^Cos(22^) Sin [ (4n-H^^(a-y)] (g) 
Equation 6 satisfies the following boundary conditions: 
(1) Wg=0 at y=a 
(2) Wg^y=0 at y=0 
(3) at y=a 
To apply Equation 6 to Equation 5, we have first to 
* " 






^(ws,y)^ll S(mx) coslMkhzil 
u=0 y=0 -6=1 UV b 2a 
(7) 
.U=0 v=0 
Substitution of Equation 7 into Equation 5, leads to 
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a final form . 
00 00 
11=0 v=0 l>m=0 n=0 " Jq b 
ginr(4n+l)ir (a-v)] cnr,((4v+l),t (a-y) ) dx^y 
^ 2a ^ ^ 2a J 
+£l 2 T^Cos (S^) CosP^5Auv 
^^ 4a"^ Jc^O b b 
Cos^i4n±ihA=YL j p^er(4v+l^n (a-v)J^^^,, 
"= "ÎL Tir r^SAuv ^  Cos(2if2E) sinf(4v+l)A-y) ] dxdy 
u=0 v=<y ph • b ^ 2a J 
0 0 
(8) 
The integration of the left hand side of Equation 8 
yields 
"^A 
.  \  ^ ^  i  2 f i 3 â ( T  4 . T  4 - T  + T  T  T  T  T  \  1=0 v=0 nf=0 n=0 inn 1^2 3 4" 5" 6" 7~ 8^ u 
*>5 S S S 
+15+1^-17-13) (9) 
where the value of 12» I3# I4/ 15^ Ig/ I7 and Iq are 
defined in the following: 
J _ 1-Cos n(m-u) y _ 1-Cos n(m-u) 
1 (m-u) C (m-\i) -2 (n-v); 2 (m-u) [(m-u) +2 (n-v)T 
T l+CosJt (m-u) J _ 1+Cos "(m-u) 
3 (m-u) l^(m-u)- ( 2n+2v+l^' 4 (m-u)^{m-u)i"(2n+2v+D^ 
j^— l^Cosrt(m^u) T 1-Cos Jt(m+u) 
5 (mtu) ,J^{m+u)-2(n-v)) 6 (nri-u) C(mri-u)+2 (n-v)) 
J 1+Cos n(m+u) • 1+Cos «(m+u) 
' (mtu) ((mtu) - (2n+2v+l)^ . 8 (id-u)^(m+u)•K2n+ 2y+])j 
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To perform the integration of the right hand side of 
Equation 8 for the case of a concentrated unit load F, it 
is necessary to transform the unit load to an equivalent 
distributed load q^. Under this transformation, the unit 
load is assumed to distribute uniformly only on a square unit 
area centered at the point of application (xq, Yq) of the 
unit load F. In other words, on the lateral surface of the 
whole wing, only one unit area bonded by the lines 
x=xq-32, y^yo"*"^ and y=yo-^ are loaded with a uniform load 
q™ which has a magnitude of q_=_2_. . The rest of the wing is 
1X1 
free of external loads. 
The right hand side of Equation 8 represents the total 
external work done due to a distributed load q„. Let F be 
^ uv 
the components of this work, we have 
& S, S/' dxdy 
o o 
(10a) 
In the special case where the only distributed load 
acting on the wing is q^ which acts on a square unit area 
centered at the point (x^, y^), the integration of right hand 
side of Equation 10a can'be carried out by an approximated 
method as follows: • • -
Th'e wing is first- divided into many small unit area 
divisions and the function cos ) sin ) ig eval­
uated at the points which are the coordinates of the cen-
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ter of those small divisionsions. Qhen, the total value of this 




+ 0 X Cos Sin, =_ X 1 X 1 
ujtx (4v+l) jt (a-y,) 
+ 0 X Cos (_ 2) Sin 
b 2a 
•J* * * * 
= ^ F Cos;!ii?0,Sin(4v+l) «(a-Yo) ^Qb) 
u=ô v=0 2a 
In similar fashion, the bending deflection of the plate 
may be obtained. In an analysis worked out by GAC{3) ; it is 
shown that the bending deformation is much smaller than the 
shearing deformation for inflatable plates. The mechanism of 
this phenomenon can be described briefly as follows: the 
shearing deformation is produced mainly by the shear deforma­
tion of the air-core of the plate with the inflation pressure 
as the shearing modul s, whereas, the bending deformation is 
produced by the tensile deform'ation of the cover plies in 
which the moduli of elasticity are about 1000 times as large 
as the inflation pressure of the air-core. Since both the 
shearing and bending deformations of'-the inflatable plate are 
inversely proportional to these modului of elasticity, the 
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shearing deformation is much bigger than the bending deforma­
tion. So/ in the computation of total deflection of the wing, 
the bending deflection is negligible for practical purposes. 
Therefore, for the sake of simplification in the computational 
procedure, the bending deformation is neglected. 
In this thesis, the values of the Fourier series coef­
ficients of Equation 9 were computed by means of a computer 
program written for the IBM computer 360/50. The essential 
procedure of computation involves the solution of sets of 
linear simultaneous equations as described in Chapter III. 
Then, these values are. substituted back to Equation 6 to 
obtain the shearing deformation Wg of the inflatable plate. 
3. Beam theory for the semi-circular edges of the wing 
In order to retain the inflation gas, the semi-circular 
edges of the wing were constructed in somewhat the same fashion . 
as the cover plies. In addition to the cover plies, there are 
also splicing strips to joint the upper and lower plies to­
gether—the thickest portion of the edges is about twice the 
thickness of the cover plies. As a result of this type of con­
struction, the edges are very stiff .in comparison with the 
stiffness of the airmat. Under the action of lateral loads, 
the edges tend to restrain the airmat from deformation and act 
structurally as a continuous, elastic support for the airmat. 
This phenomenon was observed in all of the previous experimental 
works (3), (4), (5) and (6). In the case of a high swept angle 
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and low inflation pressure wing, this phenomenon was clearly 
shown in all the related experimental data (3), (4), (5) and 
(6). This was the reason that Seath(6), GAC(3) # Mar (4), and 
Pollock(5) all suggested the importance of the edge effect in 
the static and dynamic analysis of inflatable wing. 
Analytically, the restraining effect of the edges upon 
the airmat is caused by the great difference of the mechanical 
properties between the airmat and the edges. The moduli of 
elasticity of the edge fabric are usually a thousand times 
larger than the modulus of elasticity of the air-core of the 
airmat which is related to the inflation pressure. Because of 
the great difference which exists between the airmat and the 
edges, for analytical purposes the author conceived the idea . 
of treating the inflatable wing as being composed of two parts, 
the edgeless airmat and the edge beams. 
Then, engineering keam theory is used to treat the edge 
beams. Since the analysis of bending, transverse shear, tor­
sional and tensile deformation of a beam by engineering beam 
theory is presented in most text books of Strength of Materials 
(9"), it is not repeated here. However, the relative magni­
tudes of such types of deformation and their.interaction with 
the edgeless airmat will be examined here. 
A section of an edge is isolated and shown in Figure 3. 
The loads acting on this cantilever type beam are the applied 
external loads, the inflation pressure p, the normal stresses 
Tx and T^ and the shearing stresses T and T . If we choose 
xy s 
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Figure 3. Loading Diagram of the Edge Beam 
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the inflated state as the initial state, the stresses shown in 
Figure 3 are developed due to the combination of the effect of 
the external loads, the deformation of edgeless airmat along 
the common boundary with the edge beams and the stiffness» of 
the edge beam. We shall call these stresses the "resisting 
stresses" of the edge beams. If the edges were made of per­
fectly flexible material, the edges would deform with the air-
mat under the action of external loads and would offer no re­
sistance at all. On the other hand, if the airmat did not 
deform, there would be no resisting stresses either, even for 
the extreme case such that the edges were made of rigid material. 
Thus, through the analysis of the type of external loads, the 
type of airmat deformation and the stiffness properties of the 
edge beams, one may hopefully determine the types and compute 
the magnitudes of the resisting stresses. Once these stresses 
are determine, the deformation of the airmat and the edges 
can be computed from the linear inflatable plate theory and 
the engineering beam theory, respectively. 
In this thesis, one primary objective is to compute the 
influence coefficients of the wing. The external load of con­
cern in achieving this objective is the unit load acting in the 
Z-direction at the center of gravity of arbitrarily determined 
subsections of the wing. From the linear theory of the inflat­
able plate that was previously presented, it was discovered by 
GAG(3) and Mar(4) that the significant deformation of the air­
mat under.these unit loads was the shearing deformation; i.e.. 
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the linear deformation in the Z-direction involving no rota­
tional deformation at all. If this is the case, in order to 
restrain the airmat from the above mentioned shearing deforma­
tion along the edges, a series of distributed forces acting 
along the edges of the airmat in the Z-direction is required. 
Since the edge beams are to restrain the airmat from shearing 
deformation (3)> (4), (5) and (6), we conclude that the resist­
ing stresses developed from these beams must produce a mechan­
ically equivalent effect to that produced by a series of 
distributed forces acting along the edges of the airmat in the 
Z-direction. Assuming such a distribution, the imaginary 
forces may be calculated instead of the resisting stresses 
suggested in the iterative procedure described in Chapter III. 
In the process of the development of the resisting 
stresses, the edge beams deform also. It is important to 
identify the components of deformation and their order of 
magnitudes previous to the application of the iterative pro­
cedure of influence coefficients computation. 
It was stated in the previous paragraph that in the case 
of computing influence coefficients, the external load is only 
a unit force acting in the Z-direction at the center of gravity 
of arbitrarily determined subsections of the Wing. Under this 
type of load, it was also stated in the previous paragraph 
that GAC(3) had discovered that the significant deformation of 
the airmat was the shearing deformation. From this restriction 
of loading condition and the nature of shearing deformation of 
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the airmat, we may examine the induced deformation of the edge 
beams. In general, there are four components of deformation of 
a beam; namely, longitudinal deformation along the axis of the 
beam, torsional deformation about the axis of the beam, bending 
deformation about the transverse axes of the beam and shearing 
deformation normal to the axis of the beam. Since the longitud­
inal deformation of the edge beams has to be induced by the in-
plane deformation of the airmat, the longitudinal component of 
deformation is considered to be small because of the lack of 
in-plane external loads to deform the.airmat in its middle 
plane. Since the torsional deformation of the edge beams has 
to he induced by the bending deformation of the air mat, the 
order of magnitude^ of torsional "deformation of the edge beams 
is the same as the order of magnitude of the bending defor­
mation of the airmat. The order of magnitude of bending 
deformation of an airmat is found to be negligible by GAC(3). 
Therefore, the order of magnitude of the torsional deformation 
of edge beams is small also. Thus^ it is believed that the 
significant components of deformation of these edge beams are 
shearing and bending deformation that are induced by the shear­
ing deformation of the airmat. 
In the case of conventional material construction such 
as with steel, aluminum, etc., the shearing deformation of a 
slender beam is usually neglected in comparison with the 
large bending deformation. However, in the case of a beam of 
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fabric construction, the situation is quite different; shear­
ing effects can not be neglected because the, shearing deforma­
tion constitutes a major portion of the total deformation of 
the beam. This is due to the fact that the ratio of Young's 
modulus to the shearing modulus of fabrics is about 20 to 1. 
So, the resisting stresses are developed both from the bending 
and shearing stiffness of the edge beam. These are the bases 
used in computing the imaginary forces in the iterative proce­
dure described in Chapter III. 
B. Stiffness Matrix Method 
1. General description 
The stiffness matrix method is a simulation method used 
frequently in the field of Structural Mechanics. Usually, 
the application of the method to a given structure is accom­
plished by dividing the structure into a finite number of 
interconnected basic elements. These basic elements may 
take the form of beams, columns, springs, torque boxes, tor­
que tubes, plates, shells or any combination of them. They 
may be fastened together by frictionless pins or rigid moment 
connections. In the case in which the idealized structure is 
itself made up of the above listed basic elements, the pro­
cedure in the stiffness matrix method is a straight forward 
one. On the contrary, when the structure is continuous, such 
as in the case of inflatable plate, the process of the 
simulation of the structure with basic elements becomes 
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more difficult. 
The advancement of computer technology in recent years 
has really promoted the application of the stiffness matrix 
method in the field of Structural Mechanics. Through the use 
of this method on the computer, many complicated problems 
are now solvable at a reasonable cost ÛO). It is interesting 
to notice that in the multi-billion dollar project of SST 
design, this method was used to analyze the structure of 
the SST airplane. 
The first step of simulation is to divide the structure 
into sub-units. Usually, the smaller the subdivisions of the 
continuous structure, the better is the accuracy of the result 
from this method. Hoijever, often there seems to be a logical 
limit to the subdivision process. Beyond this limit, the 
amount of computation time and computer storage required will 
increase too rapidly to be reasonable in terms of the small 
improvement in accuracy. 
After subdividing the continuous structure into basic 
elements, the load-displacement function of each individual 
element has to be investigated. The objective is to find a 
load-displacement function for the isolated element which 
closely resembles the load-displacement function of the 
element in its non-isolated state. Both analytical and ex­
perimental methods have been used to determine this function. 
Often this function is expressed by means of a matrix which 
is called the stiffness matrix of the structure. Each element 
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of this matrix represents the reaction developed by the stiff­
ness of the structure from a unit displacement of the structure. 
Let P2******^n be a set of generalized forces act­
ing on a conservative elastic, system of structure, and 
Djj be a set of generalized coordinates that represent 
possible independent displacement of the structure at the 
points of application of the generalized forces. The load-
displacement function of this n degree of freedom structure 
can be stated in the mathematical form 
^2=S2lVS22V' 
«I e e 9 o 9 ' 
'+S D 
nn ly (11) 
By means of matrix notation, the form of . Equation 11 may be 
simplified as 
N = #  M  ( 1 2 )  
v/here Ijand Qdenote a column and a square matrix, respectively, 
is called the stiffness matrix of the structure. 
2. The application of stiffness matrix method to the inflatable 
wing problem 
In this study, the inflatable wing is idealized as a 
"plane grid" which is made of a group of interconnected spars, 
ribs and edge beams as shown in Figure 4. The spars and ribs 














Width of Rib (23,20) 
typical Width of Edge Beam (56,59), typical 
Figure 4, Idealized Inflatable Wing 
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the root of the wing. The structural joints of these members 
are called nodes. Each node is assigned an identification num­
ber as shown in Figure 4. The location of the node is defined 
by a rectangular coordinate system (x,y), Each node is assumed 
to provide three degrees of freedom; a translational one normal 
to the xy-plane and two rotational ones about the coordinate 
axes. The displacements of these nodes are denoted as 
(translational displacement normal to the xy-plane), ^ 
(rotational displacement about the y-axis) and (rotational 
displacement about the x-axis). The- subscript i is the iden­
tification number of the node. Similarly, the generalized 
loads acting at these nodes are denoted as (force normal to 
xy-plane), ^ and Pj^+j^ (moment about x and y-axis, respec­
tively) . There are 20 nodes assigned to this wing. Therefore, 
the idealized structural system possesses 60 degrees of free­
dom. 
The first step in formulating the stiffness matrix for the 
whole wing is to compute the sub-matrix for each individual 
spar, rib and edge beam, A typical example is shown in the 
following paragraphs. 
Choose a spar denoted by spar (i,j), which spans the dis­
tance L between the ith and the jth node, as shown in Figure 
5-(a). There are four degrees of freedom associated with this 
spar-translation normal to xy-plane at ith end^ rotation 
about x-axis at ith end, translation normal to xy-plane at jth 
















(a) (b) (c) 
RS^^=L/EI RS^3=LV2EI aSg^fL^/^EI RS23=-LV6EI+L/pA 
RSi2-L2/2EI RS^^=-L/EI RS =lV3EI+L/PA RS^ =-lV2EI 22 24 
(<3) (e) 
RS —LV2EI RS33=L/EI RS^]^=L2/2EI RS^gzzL-^/SEI+L/pA ' 
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I 
F-L/EI RS,^=-LV2EI RS^^=_L^/6EI+L/pA RS^^=-LV2EI 
(f) (g) 
Figure 5. Stiffness Matrix of Spar 11,j) 
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these, there are four loads (F^, F^ and P^) and four dis­
placements (d^, d2, d3 and d^) where F^ and d^ correspond to 
the translational freedom at ith end of the spar, etc» If 
we set dg, d^ equal to zero and apply a unit force at ith 
node, i.e. F^sl, as shown in Figure 5-(b), the displacements, 
d]^ and d2, can be computed from engineering beam theory as 
^1 = -3ET- + 
do = _ -îif 
2EI 
(13) 
where L = length of the spar 
E = Young's modulus of the cover plies 
I = effective moment of inertia of the spar 
p = inflation pressure of the wing and 
A = effective sectional area of the spar. 
Similarly, if we replace the unit force at ith node by a unit 
moment, we have as shown in Figure 5-(c) 
2 
^1 ~ 2EI 
*2 = . (14) 
Equations 13! and 14 can then be assembled in a matrix form. 
Ckl = 
L-= ^_L _L' 






Tc, 1= ,2 
(15) 
C is called the flexibility matrix which is the inverse of the 
stiffness matrix of the cantilever spar in Figure 5-(b) . To 
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l3 . L 
2EI 3EI pA (16) 
where R, with the value of ^22%2' the determi­
nant of C]^. 
Prom, the data above, the first row of the stiffness matrix 
of this spar (i,j), (m,n = 1,2,3 and 4), is obtained from 
the equations of static equilibrium. Figure 5-(d) is a free 
body diagram of the spar. In this figure, the loads developed 
in the direction of dj^^ d^, d^ and d^ due to a unit linear dis­
placement at ith end of the spar were marked. Comparing Figures 
(b) and (d) ^ one can see that F, = Sni = Sn = -— and F_ = S. _ 
SIR 2 12 
Si p = are the results from Equation 16 . Applying the 
2EIR 
equations of static equilibrium, one may obtain also that 
^3 '^13 ËÏR and F^ = . Similarly, the rest 
terms of S^ are obtained and, they are marked on the cor­
responding free body diagrams of Figure 5-(e), (f) and (g). 
^mn presented in Table 1 as follows for further il­
lustration of its physical meaning. 
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Table 1. Stiffness matrix of spar (1,1) 
'^1 d 2 ^3 <4 
^1 L 
L2 
_ L L2 
EIR 2EIR EIR 2EIR 
^2 
L2 L3 L L 
2EIR 3EIR pAR 2EIR 6EIR pAR 
^3 - L 
- L2 L - L2 
EIR 2EIR EIR 2EIR 




3EIR pAR 2EIR 2EIR 
The sum of the terms of the first row of represents the 
linear load developed at the ith end of the spar due to the 
unit displacements at d^, dg, d^ and d^. Similarly, the second 
row represents the moment developed at the ith end of the spar, 
etc. 
The loads developed from all the members connected to 
a node are summed up as the resisting loads of the structure at 
this node. The principle of static equilibrium indicates that 
the resisting loads are equal and opposite in direction to the 
applied loads at the node. Therefore, the stiffness matrix 
of the structure is the arithmetic sum of all the sub-matrices 
for the basic elements. The details of computing the submatrix 
and the addition of them to form the total stiffness matrix are 
described in Chapter III. 
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C. Natural frequency and mode shape computation 
The wing is idealized, in conjunction with the influence 
coefficients, as a lumped-mass system—with all the mass con­
centrated at the node. These masses are denoted by a diagonal 
matrix j for a static coupling system. 
The equation of motion of this lumped-parameter system is 
defined as following: 
M p] + [s] H = H (17) 
J- f 
where is the second derivative of the displacement function 
with respect to time and fs'j is the stiffness matrix of this 
wing. 
For natural frequency analysis, the values of the external 
loads are set to equal zero, and the displacement functions 
are assumed to vary as a sinusoidal function of time. This 
relationship may be written as 
(bj = Sinc;t[A], (18) 
where t is time and the matrix denotes the relative amp­
litude of vibration. This assumption may be used to reduce 
the equations of motion of this' wing (8) , for a free vibration 
state, into the following forms: 
^sj =cr2|^A^ (19) 
(,0) 
Equation 19 is used in connection with stiffness matrix 
method and Equation 20 is used in connection with flexibility 
matrix method to confute the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes of the wing. 
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III. PROCEDURE OF COMPUTATION 
The system of numerical analysis used in this thesis re­
sults in a somewhat tedious, complicated and time consuming 
process which requires the manipulation of a large number of 
matrices that have a maximum rank of 196. To further compli­
cate this problem, an iterative procedure was needed in the 
application of the linear inflatable plate theory and the beam 
theory. Thus, there was involved a large amount of work in 
coding, debugging and testing of the computer programs and in 
processing the data of the static and vibrational analysis of 
the wing. In order to effectively use the core capacity avail­
able in the computer for handling the large rank and number 
of matrices involved in the analysis, the author devised many 
special programming techniques. Special checking processes 
such as double inversion, forward multiplication and backward 
multiplication of the matrices, were developed in the computa­
tion system also to make sure that the matrices involved were 
not singular. Such singularities could arise both from input 
errors or from the truncation process in the computer operation. 
Double precision numbers (accurate to the 16th significant 
figures) were used in many of the computations to insure the 
accuracy of the computation results. The iterative procedure, 
matrix inversion, eigen value and eigen vector computation 
were all time consuming programs. Total computation time of 
the whole thesis, work was about 17 hours on IBM computer 
360/50 and 360/65, All the programs were written in 
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Fortran IV and are listed in the Appendix A for possible uses 
by others who might find them useful. 
The procedure of the computation of influence coefficients 
and natural frequencies of the inflatable wing by both the 
linear theory of inflatable plate and the stiffness matrix 
method are explained step by step in the following paragraphs. 
To closely relate tljie computations with the ipheories, typical 
samples of computation are worked out for illustrative pur­
poses. The accuracy, cycles of iteration and time of computa­
tions are also stated. The description of the numerical 
methods such as Gauss-Jordan's method of matrix inversion and 
Jacob 1*8 method of eigen value-vector computation may be found 
in reference (11) and (12) . 
A. Iterative Procedure for the Linear Theory of Inflatable 
Plate and Engineering Beam Theory 
1. Simultaneous algebraic ecruations for the determination of 
the Fourier series coefficients 
The fractions, I^, ^2'^'*'**^8' Equation 9 and Fuv 
of Equation 10 are expanded first. The resulting expansions 
are a set of simultaneous equations containing the Fourier 
series coefficients as unknowns. To compute the coeffi­
cients of this set of simultaneous ^uations, one needs only 
to substitute the values of m,n, u. and v into Equation 9, 
Let k be the number of harmonic components of the Fourier 
series and (kj+e) ^  coefficients of the siraul-
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taneous equations# where i, j/ X and© = O, Then, 
the value of r (ki-iX ) (kj+G) is obtained by setting i = m, X = 1-n 
j = u and ^  = 1-v. The collection of the terms of ^ (ki-*^ ) (kj-M 
is denoted by Cd . 
Among all the possible combinations of the values of m, n, 
u and v> the numerical values of the fractions, I.# I , I , I , 
i. 2 3 4 
I5/ Ig, I.y and Ig, may be anything from-" to +«•. Therefore, 
they are examined first with the following four possible cases: 
Case I. Numerator = O and denominator ^  O 
The value of the fraction is zero. 
Case II. Numerator = O and denominator = O 
The value of the fraction is evaluated 
throug"h a limiting process. 
Case III. Numerator ^  O and denominator ^  o 
The value of the fraction can be computed 
directly. 
Case IV. Numerator ^  O and denominator = O 
If case IV prevails, the series will not 
converge. This last case should not exist for 
a convergent series. 
To serve as an illustration, the value of I^ is evaluated ac­
cording to the four cases. Rzr the cases <3 aad a direct 
substitution is sufficient. Rr case II, when (m-u)=0 andOn-u)= 
2(n-v), Maosïa.ta'1's rule is applied to the fraction to obtain its value 
For m-u=0, we have 
In=lim , l-cos,t(m-u) 
W-uM^-u) [(mr.u) -2 (n-v)] 
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= lim n2cosn(m-u) = jd. (for n-v=0) (21) 
(m-u)->0 2 2 
For (m-u) -2 (n-v) =0 and m-u=2k, we have 
I = lim 1-cos it(m-u) 
1 (m-u)-2(n-v)->0 (m-u) (m-u)-2 (n-v) 
= O = O (22) 
(m-u) 
For case IV, the non-zero value of the numerator occurs at 
1-Cos't(m-u)=2, (23) 
i.e., 
(m-u) =±2ktl (lc=l, 2, ) (24) 
Substituting Equation 24 into the denominator of 1^, we have 
2(n-v)=±2ktl. (25) 
Since n, v and k are all integers. Equations 24 and 25 in-, 
dicate that case IV does not exist for Equations 21 to 
25 and the logic of evaluation were all programmed together 
to obtain the values of C3 . Theoretically, an infinite 
nuinber of harmonic components are required to compute the 
exact solution of Equation 5. However, a finite number of 
harmonic components is sufficient for practical purposes. The 
biggest number of harmonic components ever tested was 14. It 
was found that this series converges to 1% accuracy at 8 
harmonic components. In the influence coefficients computa- -
tion, 9 harmonic components were used. 
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2. An example of the simultaneous equations 
A set of simultaneous equations for the determination of 
Fourier series coefficients is formulated for the case of 2 
harmonic con^onents -where, •£f=7.0 psig, h/a=2.64 and the unit 
load is applied at 36=oj249b and y=0.243a. They are tabu­
lated in Table 2. 
Table 2. An e xample of simultaneous equations 
\)0 ^01 ^10 All F UV 
^00 1.6285 0.3665 0.6598 -1.0997 0.0421 
^01 0.3665 41.3631 -1.0997 16.4964 -0.0356 
FlO 0.6598 -1.0997 12.4885 0.5300 0.0341 
^11 -1.0997 16.4964 
0.5300 21.5430 -0.0289 
The coefficients in this table are computed from Equa­
tions 10 and 21. For exainple, the coefficient is obtained 
by the substituti'oh of irt=0, r^O, n=0 and v=0 into Equation 
21; i.e., 
r-i •>=-0 
•ir »0.a ( 2-2Cos^(0-0) . 24-2 Cos'7r(m-u) 8b- 1(0-0) ^-4(0-0)2 ""(O-O) Z_(2'0+2"0+l)^ 
2-2CosTr(OfO) _ _ 2+2 Cos7r(04-0) J 
"(04-0) ^-4(0-0)2 (Ot-O) ^-(2-Of2-0-l4)'^j 
, (40. l)(4.0+l)b 
32a 
2-2Co^0-0) _ 2+2 CosTTCO-O) 




(0+0) 2—(2• 0+2 • 0+1) 2 
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= (j^ +n2)=1.6285 for b/a=2.64 
The value of Fqq is computed from Equation 10, 
Foo= ~ Cos (0-"-0^249 b^sin (4-0+1) %^a_0.243a) = 0.0421 
In matrix notation. Table 2 is written as 0 H ° f j 
3. The determination of the Fourier series coefficients 
Gauss-Jordan's method of matrix inversion is applied to 
the coefficient matrix |^r j of these simultaneous equations 
(Equation 25) to obtain the inverse of^rj. The values of 
Fourier series coefficients denoted by [aJ are computed 
by Equation 27 in the following: 
H = (27) 
Where |Fj is the energycomponent matrix computed from Equation 
10 . Then these coefficients are substituted back in Equation 
5 to compute the shearing deflection Wg of the edgeless air-
mat. 
The order of magnitude of the elements of the matrix ^r^ 
may differ from each other by 1000 times in this thesis. The 
rank of the matrix is 81. From experience, to invert a large 
rank matrix of this type may be troublesome. The truncation 
error in the computation process by a computer may turn a 
theoretically non-singular matrix of this particular type 
into a singular one and result in a false solution for the 
Fourier series coefficients. To prevent this possible error, 
a double inversion technique was performed on j^r^ for checking 
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purposes. After double inversion, a properly executed 
computation should return the matrix to its original values. 
4. Edge beam reaction-forces computation 
It was stated in the previous Chapter that the stresses 
at the boundaries of the edgeless airmat and the edge beams 
are developed because of the combined effect of the deforma­
tion of the airmat and rigidity of the edge beams. In this 
thesis, the undeformed inflated wing is defined as the initial 
state of deformation, and the loads needed for influence coef­
ficients computation are the unit loads acting on the edgeless 
airmat. Because of this loading condition and the assumption 
that the bending deformation of the airmat is negligible in 
comparison with the shearing deformation, the only significant 
deformation of the airmat is the shearing deformation: i.e., a 
linear deflection in the direction normal to the mid-plane of 
the airmat. In order to restrain the airmat along its edges 
from this type of deformation, a series of reaction forces 
acting along the edges of the airmat in the Z-direction must 
be developed from rigidity consideration of the edge beams. 
Furthermore, since it is assumed that the airmat does not have 
any in-plane (xy-plane) deformation due to a unit load acting 
normally to the xy-plane, the edge beams exert no in-plane re­
action forces to the airmat: i.e., reaction forces acting in 
the xy-plane do not exist. Since the shearing deformation of 
the airmat is a linear deformation which produces no rotational 
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deformation of the airmat about its edges, any reaction moments 
(which may be developed from the combined effects of rotational 
deformation of the airmat and the rigidity of the edge beams) 
acting along the edges of the airmat do not exist. 
In the case of an integrated wing, the above mentioned 
reaction forces exist in the form of internal stresses in the 
cover plies of the wing along the boundary of the airmat and 
the edge beams. If we choose to apply these internal stresses 
over an interval of the boundary, the result will be a reaction 
force. Conversely, if we choose to distribute this reaction 
force over the interval of the boundary, the distributed load 
will be the average internal stresses in the cover plies of the 
wing in that interval. To facilitate the process of compu­
tation, the reaction forces situtation was chosen in the compu­
tational procedure. This approximation is justified because . 
the reaction forces function mechanically in the same way as 
the internal stresses which resist the linear deflection of 
the edgeless airmat. Although the stresses are continuous 
functions, the author chose to replace the functional distribu­
tions by a large number of discrete forces (32 for each of the 
edge beam) as an approximation of the continuous effects. The 
computed results show this arrangement to be a reasonably good 
approximation. To compute the reaction forces developed by the 
forced deflection of the edge beams, the influence coefficient 
method (flexibility matrix method) was used. The influence 
coefficients of the beam were computed through the application 
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of engineering beam theory on the basis of the bending and 
shearing stiffness of the beam. The beam shown in Figure 3 
is used as an example; the bending deflection of the beam in 
the Z-direction at a distance ^  from the fixed end of the beam 
due to a unit load acting at a distance y from the fixed end 
is defined as 
w=n^(3y-n)/(6Ei) 
Wg=y^ (3Ti-y)/(6EI) ( Tp^y) (28) 
The shearing deflection due to the same loading condition is 
defined as 
Wg / (pA + Gk) ( "H^y) 
= y/(pA + Gk) ( (29) 
where G=shearing modulus and 
k=shearing constant of the beam. 
The total deflection of the beam is the sum of w^ and Wg, such 
that 
w=Ti^ (3y-'n)/(5EI)+Ti/(pA+Gk) Cl^y) 
vpy^ (3Ti-y)/(6EI)+y/(pA+Gk) (n^y) (30) 
To coiirpute the influence coefficients of the beam, the 
unit force is assumed to be located at one of the above men­
tioned 32 equally spaced stations along the length of the edge 
beam. Let y be designated as the ith station and be desig­
nated as the jth station, then the influence coefficient of 
the beam at due to a unit force acting at y is defined by 
Equation 30, The rest of the elements of the whole influence 
coefficient matrix are obtained in a similar fashion. The 
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influence coefficient matrix is then inverted to obtain the 
stiffness matrix of this beam. The reaction forces developed ... 
by the beam are expressed in terms of a column matrix -which is 
obtained by the multiplication of the stiffness matrix of the 
beam and the displacement matrix of the beam at its equilib­
rium position. The deflection of the beam in its equilibrium 
position is obtained through the iterative procedure described 
in the following paragraph. 
5. Iterative procedure 
The first loop of iteration starts with the computation 
of the surface of shearing deformation of the edgeless airmat 
due to a unit force acting at the center of gravity of one 
of the sections of the wing without any reaction forces acting 
along the edges of the airmat. Equations 21 and 10 are used 
in this step of iterative computation. Then, the deflec­
tion of the airmat at 63 stations (32 equally spaced stations 
for each of the leading and trailing edges 6f the airmat) of 
the airmat is computed from Equation 6. 
If the edge beams deform the same amount as do the 
edges of the airmat, there will be reaction forces developed 
due to the stiffness of the edge beams. These reaction 
forces can be computed from the influence coefficients of 
the beams obtained from Equation 30 and the deflection of the 
airmat at 6.3 stations along its edges computed from the pre­
ceding step of computation. In the corresponding computer 
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program, all the values of reaction forces, influence coef­
ficients and deflections along the edges of the airmat are 
stored in matrix form. The reaction force matrix is simply 
the product of the deflection matrix and the inverse of the 
influence coefficient matrix. The first loop of iteration 
ends here. 
The second loop of iteration starts with the computation 
of the shearing deformation surface of the edgeless airmat due 
to the effect of a unit force acting at the center of gravity 
of the same subsection of the wing as in the first loop of 
iteration and with reaction forces acting along the edges of 
the airmat. The reaction forces involved here are computed 
in the first loop of iteration,. Equation 21 and 10 are used 
in this step of computation to obtain the deflection surface 
of the airmat. The deflection of the airmat at the same 63 
stations as the first loop of iteration are computed again 
from Equation 6. From these values of deflection, a second 
set of reaction forces is computed in the same fashion as de­
scribed in the first loop of iteration. This second set of 
reaction forces is compared with the first set to determine 
the rate of convergence of the iterative procedure. The 
second loop of iteration stops here. 
The third and the nth loop of iteration are executed in 
exactly the same way as the second loop of iteration. When 
the reaction forces computed from two successive loops of 
iteration converge to within l,CP/o, the iterative procedure 
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is terminated. This threshold value of 1.0% is chosen on the 
basis of practicality. In this study, it took about 200 iter­
ations to attain this accuracy of 1.0%. 
6. Influence coefficients of the wing 
From the final deflection surface of the airmat, the 
influence coefficients are computed from the one particularly 
located unit load. The rest of the influence coefficients of . 
the wing are computed in a similar way. 
7. Natural frequency and mode shape computation 
Equation 20 is used in conjunction with the matrix iter­
ation method (6) to compute the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes of vibration of the wing. The subdivisions, assigned 
arbitrarily to idealize the wing as a lumped-parameter system 
for dynamic analysis, are chosen to be the same as Seath's (6) 
for the purpose of simplifying the correlation analysis. Fig­
ure 6 is a schematic drawing of subdivisions of the wing. The 
broken lines are the boundaries between the subdivisions. The 
numbers without parentheses are the identification numbers of 
the subdivision. The pairs of numbers enclosed in the paren­
theses are the x and y coordinates of the center of gravity of. 
the subdivision. 
B. Stiffness Matrix Method 
1. Formulation of the member stiffness matrix 
The basic stiffness matrix of all the spars, ribs and 
edge beams is computed in the same way as that in which Table 1 
was Computed. The length L of these members are taken as the 
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distance between the two nodes that designate the start and 
the end of a member. For instance, the length of spar (29,11) 
shown in Figure 4 of page 28, is the distance between the 11th 
and the 29th node of the wing. The moments of inertia I of the 
cross-section of these members are computed from the effective 
widths of the member, the nominal thickness of the wing, the 
thickness of the cover plies and the thickness of the semi­
circular edges. The formulae for the computation of moment 
of inertia are found in reference 10 . That the effective 
width instead of the actual width of the member is used in 
the computation of the moment of inertia is a result of the 
unique structural characteristic of a low aspect ratio swept 
wing. The skins of the wing (in this thesis, it is the cover 
plies of the wing) act as the flange for both the spanwise spar 
members and cordwise rib members. In other words, the flange 
of ribs and spars overlaps each other. The question of how 
much width of the skins (or cover plies) should be assigned in 
each direction is a difficult one. Levy (13) suggested a 
figure of 0.362 to 1.000 of the actual width of the member. 
This figure is an empirical one. It depends on the construc­
tion of the wing. In the case of an inflatable wing, since 
the construction of the wing is identical in both the spanwise 
and cordwise direction, it seems to be reasonable to assign one 
half of the cover plies to each spar and rib member that over­
laps each other. In the computer program for the moment of 
inertia computation, the actual widths of the members are used 
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Fi«:ure 6. Subdivisions and Points of Application for Unit Loads 
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and are compensated for by using only half the thickness of 
the cover plies. For example, the moment of inertia of spar 
(29,11), shown in Figure 4, is computed by using half the 
distance between the 8 th and the iM-th node as its effective 
width, and the thickness of the cover plies is reduced to half 
the actual thickness. 
In the process of computing the shearing area A of the 
members, the effective width of the air-core for each spar and 
rib is taken as only half the actual width of the member. This 
assumption was applied also because the air-core is mechanically 
identical in both the spanwise and cordwise direction. 
The moment of inertia I and the shearing constant K of 
the cross-section of the semi-circular edge beams are computed 
on the basis of actual dimensions without any reduction. 
The proper node identification numbers are used in for­
mulating the basic matrix. As an example, the stiffness 
matrix for spar (26,41) is shown in Table 3 on the following 
page. 
2., Formulation of the stiffness matrix of the wing 
The basic stiffness matrices are first computed through 
a computer program and then are assembled for the whole wing. 
This is accomplished by placing the coefficients of the stiff- -
ness matrix for the individual elements within a common.matrix. 
The location of the individual coefficients in the common ma­
trix is determined by the node identification number as shown 
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2EIR 6EIR pAR 2EIR 3EIR pAR 
in Table 4. Coefficients corresponding to identical locations 
are added together to give the total stiffness coefficient of 
the whole structure. 
3. Mass matrix computation 
At each node of the wing, three generalized mass effects 
are computed; they are the concentrated mass, mass moment of 
inertia about x-axis and mass moment of inertia about y-axis 
of the subdivision assigned to the node where the boundaries 
of the subdivisions are the midway lines between two neigh­
boring nodes. These boundaries are indicated by double dotted 
lines in Figure 4. 
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4. Natural frequency and mode shape computation 
Equation 19 is used to compute the natural frequencies 
and mode shapes of the wing from the mass and stiffness 
matrices. Here, Jacoti's method for eigen value-vector 
computation is used. Also, similar results for natural 
frequencies and mode shapes are obtained by inverting the 
stiffness matrix first and using Equation 20 for checking 
purposes. 
r 
Table 4» Stiffness matrix of the inflatable viLng 
'26 D 27 -'"41 "42' 
,D 60 
...........L 1? - L l? 
EIR 2EIR EIR 2EIR 
P27 L3 JL_ 1? jç£_ _L 




P4I L - _L? _I^ -[? 
EIR 2EIR EIR 2EIR 
P42 ......... - -L^ J. L - -l? L3 
2EIR 6EIR pAR 2EIR 3EIR pAR 
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IV. RESULTS 
In order to verify the theories and numerical methods 
developed in this thesis, a number of important sample prob­
lems have been computed to match the experimental data of 
Seath's work (6). They are presented in the following; 
A. Influence Coefficients of a Triangular Inflatable Wing 
The subdivisions of the wing and the location of the 
points of application of unit loads used in this computation 
are shown in Figure 6. The broken lines are the boundaries 
between the subdivisions. Thé integral numbers are the ident­
ification numbers of the subdivisions. The location of the 
center of gravity of es :h subdivision is marked by a cross (+) 
and a pair of numbers is enclosed in the parentheses to indi­
cate its coordinates. The subdivisions and centers of gravity 
are chosen to be the same as in Seath's work (6)for the 
purpose of simplifying the correlation analysis. In accord­
ance with this system of subdivision of the wing. Equations 6, 
9, 10f 21 and 27 are used to cpmpute the influence coefficients 
of the wing. Three sets of computed influence coefficients are 
presented here in Tables 5, 6 and 7. The theoretical values 
are listed in the upper triangle of the tables, and the 
measured experimental counterparts from Seath's work (5) are 
listed in the lower triangle. A percentage figure computed on 
the basis of experimental value for each influence coefficient 
is indicated in parentheses. 
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In Table 5, the theoretical values are computed from the 
linear inflatable plate theory alone without the support from 
the edge beams. Since it has been indicated in Equation 8 
that the deflection of an edgeless airmat is linearly propor­
tional to the inverse of the inflation pressure, only the in­
fluence coefficients at 7.0 psig are presented here to indi­
cate the accuracy of linear inflatable plate theory. 
In Table 6 and 7, the influence coefficients are computed 
from the combination of the linear inflatable plate theory and 
the beam theory by an iterative procedure described in Chapter 
III. The inflation pressures, 3.0 psig and 7.0 psig, are 
chosen because they represent the case of typical low and high 
inflation pressure, respectively. 
In the application of the stiffness matrix method of 
analysis, a second set of subdivisions is used. These 
subdivisions are shown in Figure 4. The boundaries of these 
subdivisions are indicated by double dotted lines. The center 
of gravity of each is identified by an integral number and 
marked by a circular dot. In accordance with this system of . 
subdivisions, the stiffness matrix of the wing is computed 
from Table 4. Four sets of stiffness matrices were computed 
in this study for each of the four cases of inflation pressure-
3.0, 5.0, 7.0 and 9.0 psig. These stiffness matrices are 
then used to compute the natural frequencies and mode shapes 
of the vibration of the wing. The influence coefficients 
corresponding to this second set of subdivision are computed 
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also from the inversion of the stiffness matrices. The results 
are in good agreement with the experimental result from Seath's 
work. Since each set of these influence coefficients is a 60 X 
60 symmetric square matrix containing 3600 elements, it was de­
cided that the set is too space consuming to,be presented here. 
It is included in Appendix B. Since these influence coeffi­
cients matrices are symmetric matrices- only the upper triangle 
of these matrices is presented. Because, of. .these results, the 
author believes that the method of sub-dividing the wing, shown 
in Figure 4, is correct. The author did try a different method 
of subsectioning, which transfered the wing into a radial beam 
grid, prior to this method without success. It is believed 
that the radial beam grid system does not work well in the case 
of a delta wing since the root of the wing is poorly simulated. 
B. Natural Frequency of a Triangular Inflatable Wing 
The experimental and computed natural frequencies are 
listed in Table 8. Column 2 and 3 of this table are the re­
sults from Seath' s work (6) . Column 4 indicates the natural 
frequencies computed from the influence coefficients obtained 
from the application of linear inflatable plate theory and 
engineering beam theory. Column 5 contains the results ob­
tained from the application of stiffness matrix method. Equa­
tions 19 and 20 of page 35 are used for these computations. 
Table 5, Influence coefficients computed from linear inflatable plate theory at 
7.0 psig inflation pressure® 
,01600"- .03788 .00195 .02866 .00924 .00064 .00625 .01102 .01575 .01478 .00019 
^(^7) (111) (473) (269) (30) (29) (750) (222) (301) (22) 
.00176 .015^ .01401 .00137 .00132 .00239 .00164 .00081 .00381 .00360 .00032 
•^^(88) (149) (196) (117) (112) (437) (160) (113) (35) 
.00607 .00092 .012^ .06275 .01027 .00071 .00462 .02582 .01186 .01107 ,00007 
(590) (690) (435) (1100) (275) (402) (10) 
.00343 .00068 .00173 .013^ .01196 .00077 .00163 .00362 .00525 .00498 .00055 
"><90) (159) (94) (286) (234) (392) (220) 
.00217 .00205 .00102 .00048 .0087^ .02423 .00046 .00059 .00134 . .00122 .00202 
M^6) (53) (236) (46)  (32) (82) 
.00214 .00147 .00106 .00174 .00087 .01260 .01606 .00139 .00842 .00835 .00032 
M^7) (474) (219) (385) (6) 
.00147 .00018 .00233 .00126 .00025 .00029 .00920 .01911 .00454 .00419 ,00008 
M^3) (445) (640) (4) 
*00709 .00237 .00431 .00224 .00291 .00384 .00102 .01252 .03569 .03259 ,00018 
--^85) (512) (13) 




.00090 .00091 .00074 .00025 .00246 .00055 .00018 .00138 .00241 .00495^ .03998 
^800) 
a 
Units Inches per pound 
Table 6, Influence coefficients computed from linear inflatable plate theory and 



























































.00181 .01044 .00652 .00152 
(98) (99) (88) (79) 
.00032 .00337 .00479 .00124 
(103) (96) (104) (92) 
.00264 .00539 .00391 .00080 
(98) • (83) (80) (67) 
.00196 .00^15 .00144 .00034 
(80) (100) (98) (84) 
.00033 .00451 .00547 .00300 
(100) (94) (94) (93) 
.00041 .00702 .00383 .00078 
(93) (105) (101) (93) 
.01331 .00134 .00093 .00023 
(95) (67) 
.02304 .00934 .00204 
\m8) (94) (89) 
.0097^ .01645 .00303 
-v^68) (91) 
.00334 .0082^ .00863 
vJ[105) 
a 
Unit: Inches per pound 
Table 7. Influence coefficients conputed from linear inflatable plate theory and 
beam theory by an iterative procedure at 7.0 psig inflation pressure® 
.01600' .01623 .001560 00555 .00357 .00185 .00214 .00147 .00758 .00419 .00068 
(88) (92) (104) (86) (100) (100) (107) (86) (76) 
.00176 .01588 .01403 .00078 .00063 .00217 .00140 .00018 .00242 .00334 .00081 
"<88) (85) (93) (106) (95) (99) (102) (1)5) (89) 
.00607 .00092 .0122^ .01071 .00178 .00084 .00098 .00241 .00373 .00231 .00046 
(102) (82) (93) (103) (87) (84) (63) 
.00643 .00068 .00173 .013^ .01161 .00044 .00168 .00109 .00221 .00120 .00018 
"^487) (93) (96) (86) (99) (95) (75) 
.1 217 .00205 .00102 .00048 .00879" .00874 .00086 .00023 .00267 .00357 .00226 
"<M0) (98) (92) (92) (94) (92) 
.00214 .00147 .00106 .00174 .00087 .01260 .01196 .00028 .00369 .00211 .00047 
(98) (96) (97) (86) 
.00147 .00018 .00233 .00126 .00025 .00029 .00920 .00671 .00097 .00067 .00011 
"<73) (96) (104) (63) 
.00709 .00237 .00431 .00224 .00291 .00384 .00102 .01252 .01440 .00599 .00115 
\C115) (95) (83) 
.00488 .00318 .00274 .00126 .00379 .00217 .00065 .00638 .00688^ .01106 .00205 
^160) (85) 
.00090 .00091 ,00074 .00025 .00246 .00055 .00018 .00138 .00241 .0049^ .00489 
^98) 
a 
Unit: Inches per pound 
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Table 8. Natural frequencies of the inflatable wing^ 
Natural Frequencies 
Mode (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
First 49.1 47.0 48.2 46.0 
Second 3,0 75.7 68.9 72.1 71.9 
Third 88.6 72.2 80.3 81.6 
Fourth 98.3 72.2 87.1 85.7 
First 55.9 54.3 53.6 
Second C A 94.6 87.5 86.7 • 
Third 5#U 305.8 96.6 101.0 
Fourth 123.0 93.6 • 110.4 
First 61.3 59.0 60.0 58.5 
Second 108.6 92.9 94.2 103.4 
Third 7.0 116.0 107.0 108.4 105.0 
Fourth . 143.0 -107.6 124.5 127.1 
First 65.1 63.3 68.7 
Second 122.0 101.9 113.2 
Third 9.0 127.0 117.7 120.7 
Fourth 157.0 119.1 140.3 
Inflation pressure in psig 
Experimental 
Computed from measured influence coefficients 
Confuted from inflatable plate theory and beam theory 
Computed from stiffness matrix method 
â ! ' ; ; 







V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
In the structural analysis and design of a low aspect 
ratio wing such as the one in this investigation, the compu­
tation of influence coefficients, natural frequencies and mode 
shapes is of great importance to the aeroelastician. The in­
fluence coefficients define the load-displacement relationship 
of the wing that is essential for static aeroelastic analyses 
such as load distribution, stress distribution and divergence 
analyses. The natural frequencies and mode shapes define the 
interaction between the inertial and the elastic forces acting 
on the wing and are essential for dynamic aeroelastic analyses 
such as dynamic response, flutter analyses, etc. Therefore, 
through the development of the analytical methods to compute 
influence coefficients, natural frequencies and mode shapes, 
this thesis provides the tools for structural analysis and de­
sign of a low aspect ratio inflatable wing. 
The principles of mechanics involved in this investigation 
are somewhat similar to those used in the previous works (3), 
(4) and (5) . The difference and new contribution is the inclu­
sion of the stiffness effect of the semi-circular edges of the 
wing. This additional consideration necessitated the trans­
forming of the wing structure into a discrete structural 
system. It was necessary to make this transformation because 
of the great difference in mechanical properties that exists 
between the components of the inflatable plate and those of the 
edge beams. The edge beams are much stiffer than the inflat­
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able plate because of the fact that the shearing and tensile 
moduli of elasticity of the fabrics of the edge beams are 
1000 times larger than the shearing modulus of the air-core 
which depends on the inflation pressure of the wing. 
In order to effectively analyze the discrete system of 
the structure and predict natural frequencies of vibration, 
computer technology was used extensively. This necessitated 
a large amount of effort in programming and data processing 
in this investigation. However, it was this unique effort 
that made the analysis possible and produced improved results. 
The accuracy of these results is better than those obtained 
in previous work,(3) and (4),related to this subject. For 
example, in Mar's report (4), the computed influence coef­
ficients of a delta inflatable wing showed a poor correlation 
with their experimental data. The accuracy of his analytical 
results are somewhat similar to the author•s results listed 
in Table 5. From these results. Mar computed the natural fre­
quencies of that particular wing and found that they were 5C% 
or more than the experimental counterparts. GAC(3) failed to 
obtain a numerical solution of the linear theory of inflatable 
plates. Therefore, they did not have any analytical solutions 
equivalent to Mar's(4) and the author's results. 
The results presented in Chapter IV ^e reasonably close 
to the experimental values obtained by Seath(6) . They should 
be good for some practical applications. The accuracy of these 
results can be further improved by changing a few parameters 
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in the numerical methods developed in this thesis (details are 
presented in the following paragraphs). However, one must be 
aware of the additional amount of programming work, computer 
running time, computer storage capacity and data processing 
time involved in making such changes. The author feels that 
the accuracy of these results is sufficiently good for design 
and analysis purposes in practical application. To attempt to 
further improve the accuracy of these results seems to be in­
consistent with the accuracy that can be maintained in the pre­
sent manufacturing process of fabric structures. For instance, 
the fabrics of the models used in reference (3), (4), (5) and 
(6) were all hand woven, and the elastomer was manually brushed 
on the fabric. Since it is very difficult to keep a close 
tolerance in this type of manufacturing process, the accuracy 
of structural analysis for fabric structures should not be 
overemphasized either. In other words, the accuracy of an 
analytical method probably should be compatible with the ac­
curacy of the data being analyzed. 
The parameters of the computation method that may be al­
tered for the purpose of improving the accuracy of analytical 
results are discussed in the following two paragraphs. 
In the application of linear inflatable plate theory and 
engineering beam theory in the iterative procedure, the bending 
deformation of the airmat might be included to improve the 
accuracy of influence coefficients computation. The number 
of harmonic components of the Fourier series, the number of 
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reaction forces acting between the edge beams and the airmat 
and the number of iterations in computing these reaction forces 
may be increased also to improve the accuracy of influence 
coefficients computation. All of these improvements, together 
with the increase of the number of subdivisions of the wing, 
might improve the accuracy of natural frequency and mode shape 
computation. It is difficult to estimate how accurate these 
results will be after the above mentioned changes. However, 
it is interesting to consider the corresponding increase 
required in computer work. To include the tending deflection 
of the airmat, an additional computer program similar to the 
shearing deflection computation program is required. To 
increase the number of reaction forces, the computation time 
required to compute these forces will increase according to 
the additional computing time required by the matrix inversion 
subroutine. Gauss-Jordan's method (11) is used here and is 
one of the few time saving matrix inversion methods, yet the 
inversion time by this method on a given matrix is about 
linearly proportional to the square of the order of the matrix. 
Similarly, since the number of simultaneous equations involved 
in Fourier series approximation for shearing deflection of 
the airmat is equal to the square of the nuiriber of harmonic 
components, the computer time required to solve a set of 
Fourier series coefficients will be proportional to the fourth 
power of the number of harmonic components, etc. The size of 
storage core required by these changes will increase in the 
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same order of magnitude as that of the computation time. In 
the computation process of this study, the total available 
core area on IBM 350/50 was just enough for the case of nine 
harmonic components, 10 subdivisions and 32 reaction forces. 
Therefore, any increase in the number of these parameters 
will not only increase the time of computation but also will 
cause a part of the existing program to be rewritten so that 
it may be partitioned into subprograms to fit the storage area 
available by the computier. These subprograms will then have 
to be executed one at a time. This is a very inefficient 
way to use the computer. All of the difficulties mentioned 
here provided an indication of the reasons that the author did 
not attempt to further improve the accuracy of the results. 
In the application of the stiffness matrix method, the 
number of subdivisions of the wing may be increased to reduce 
the size of the spars, ribs and edge beams and therefore, 
improve the accuracy of the results. However, the increment 
in the subdivision numbers is restricted by the geometric 
configuration of the idealized plane grid system of the 
structure. In order to maintain a similar plane grid system, 
one has to add at least a whole row of spars and a whole 
column of ribs to the system to have a complete alternation. 
Then, for example, if two rows of spars and two columns 
of ribs were added to this system, it would add to the 
system an additional 15 nodal points or 45 degrees of freedom. 
This addition would change the original system from 60 
degrees of freedom.to 105 degrees of freedom. Because of 
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this change, it would require 75% (105/60=1.75) more computer 
time to form the stiffness matrix and three times the core area 
(1.752=3.06) to store it. Gauss-Jordan's method for matrix 
inversion routine would need three times the computing time 
for the inversion of the matrix needed to obtain influence 
coefficients of the wing. Jacob!b method for eigen value 
and eigen vector subrouting would require five times the 
original computing time to compute the eigen values and 
vectors of the dynamic matrix which is the product of stiff­
ness matrix and the inverse of the mass matrix of the wing. 
The computer programs for numerical solutions developed in 
this thesis are listed in Appendix A. In the future, when the 
manufacturing process for fabric constructions evolves to a 
better standard, these, programs can be modified accordingly to 
obtain a numerical solution more accurate than the present 
results. 
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VII. . APPENDIX A; 
LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS . 
Part I, Influence Coefficients Computation and Vibration Analysis by Linear 
Inflatable Plate Theory and Engineering Beam Theory 
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R iSd  , J )  =  (T  
_Lim(iSlR.5B 
l iTE  (3 ,150  
RIMAT (E3G.  
1 ;  
d )  2  9 ,26 ,2  
1 .  .  
9 i  
-
i  s .0051  
LS_c.Q.0,5_2_ 
i  5 .0053  
!  5 .0054  
-
29  RS 
IF  
S,[ I, J)-ES(|li, J) )/TS(I 
SK I  ,  J)  ) -C  J l lOOO)  30 .3  
t  
G 
J )  
, 38  
38  WR 
1501  FO 
11) RSRSd, 
116 ,120 ,14 )  
J )  ,  I  ,  J  
i  5 .0055  
LS..jQ-05_6__ 
G Cl  ITO 9  
. . . 26  RSRlS( I , J )=0  !  i  • : 
i  S" ,0Ô57  
LSJ..0.05._8-— 
• S .0059  
_S_..(Iû6C 
S .0061  
• 5 .006?  
— 
30  c r  N iT INUE 
.ILCLJO 
j (  ICHK- IC  )  
_ I9 .999_ I  =  U  
19999  J= l ,  
R;S_LUJl5_(.T 
Ris ( I , J ) = ( T 
110  1  =  1 ,16  






s ; (  I ,  j ) -£S(  
i  
J  • 
j  -  -
1 "  
T  
t "  
! 
9  IF  
- 1I_DC 
DC 
RB II, J) )/TB (I 
1 '  
1  
i  
i  '  
S .0063  
S .0065  
• < .0066  
-
9999  RS 
12  ne  
11, J)} /TS (1 
1 
,1J) 
» .  •  t  ! 
DC 
•  TB  
!10  J=1 ,NC 
(1 I . J )= (T8 (  
RT 
I1 , J ) -ER{  J  ,  
1 :  !  
1  
J )  ) /  66 .en  1 04 -EB( I  ,  J  )  1 :  :  
5 .0067  
5 .0068  
TS 
FR 
( | l  , J )  =  (TS(  
(11^  J  )=TB{  I  
I1 ,J ) -ES( I ,  
, I J )  
^ )  ) / 49 .D0  +  GS(  I , J )  
!  -  i  •  i  ^  
5 .0069  ;  
5 .0070  
10  ES 
CA 
( I I , J )  =  T$(  I  
LIL  BLVSS (  
, i J )  
TB ,BL ,16 ,h  
!  ^ 
OPT. ICHK )  i  '  1 :  :  :  
S .0071  
< .nn7?  
:  CA 
n r  
llL BLVSS ( 
! ?n  1  =  1 .16  
T jSVRS,  16 , i \  
1 
OPT,  ICHK )  
i  i  :  ^ 
1  
i  !  1  : : :  :  
S .0073  
< .0074  
:  DD 
RR 
|20  J= l fNC 
R ! (  1  . . n=T%(  
HT 
î l .  J  )  1  1  :  h  -
S.0075  
< .nn7A 
2 0  RS 
IF  
R i {  I ,  J»=TS(  
î {  T f .HK- lG  1  
l i . J )  
18101 .8101  
i  .  -  '  :  :  
.18100 » i  :  ^ (  »  
S .0077  
S .007A 
8101  GC 
70  . i f  
•TO 5  
^K= l  i  ;  i  1  :  
i -  :  
1 .  
5 .0079  
5 .0080  
3300  FC 
WR 
R jMAT (  IH  ,  
HTF (3 .200  
l iOF12 .9 / l h  
d )  ( (0 (1 ,J  
| , 6F12 .9 / /  
)i. 1 = 1.NOP »i  .  A ) .  J=1 .NC J r ,  ^ 
S .0031  
5 .0  08?  
20G0 F f ,  
f i t  
R lMAT (7 (11 -
iTn  8100  
| , 7E18 .10 /  
1 
y / 1  ^ ,  
1 -  - i 1 : : 
S.0083  
< ; .noR4  
8100  WP 
WR 
I j T E  ( 2 , 6 7 6  
T iTF  ( 3 .675  
) i  
I I  i  ^ 1  i  :  :  
1 :  
r  : :  
S . 0 0 8 5  
5 .  n 0 8 f t  
6 7 5  F C  
WR 
R lMAT ( lOH 
TlT  F  (3 .30  C 
!  E )  
d)  ( (R3R( I  
i  
•  I J ) ,  J= l , l  
1 1  
d ) .  1=1 .1 )  i  
S .0087  
i  5 .0088  
WR 
WR 
I j T E  (3 ,33C 
l lTF  (3 .33C 
c i )  ( {RÔRS(  
d )  ( (RSRS(  
I j f J ) ,  I  — 1 ,  
I ' , J ) ,  1=1 ,  
116) , J = 1 ,N 
L '6 )  ,  J= l , \  
OPT)  
OPT)  
S .0039  
_S..0_D.9n„ 
S .0091  
5 .009?  
678  FC 
WR 
R jMAT (  •  
I l TF  (? ,31C 
ST A R T I N G  C  
d»  ( (RBRd 
R LO-CHINC ÎHUA OUI  
HPT) .  1=1 .  
P!UT CARDS' 




III E (2,310 
I lTE  (? .31C 
c i )  ( (RSRd 
d )  ( (FBd  
,jj), J — I t ^  
_ij J-)_i J=_l_T-^ 
f j j ) ,  J= l , ^  
.1 
UPT) ,  1=1 ,  
dPT i ,  1=1 ,  
L'6 ) 
1^6) 
S .0093  
5 .0094 .  
WR 
WR 
I lTE  (2 ,31C 
JilE J.2_i_6IÇ 
d )  ( (ESd  
) i  •  •  
OPT) ,  1  =  1 ,  
1 ,  • 1 
l ; 6 )  
î  
s'. 0095 
_.S. -0.CS.6. ._ 
S . 0 0 9 7  
-
6 7 9  F C  
3.1.C.C_ £C 
502  C/5  
_C S-3 
DC 
n r  
Hj ' iMAT (  « F 
L iL  TRVAS {  
i lOO M =1,N  
i l  00  L  =  l , 3  
^NISh lNG C 
j  Q •  
TÎR IG.NOMA,  
P;UI__IilFLU.I.-
qpT  
R LO-CHING jnJA  OUT P UT  CARDS'  
3  
N  
6 ,NGF0)  
CE COEFFI  C IFNTS 
-
5 .0098  







5 . 0 1 0 0  
5 . 0 1 0 1  
: T(| 
ne  
M,  L  )  — 0  »  0  






i  :  ^ :  
- ' 
S . 0 1 0 2  ICO T (  
C ËNt: 
M»L)=T(M,L  
inF  COMPUT 
) I  +  0 (K ,M; *1  
HNG INFLUE 
( ^ IG(K ,L )  
fv lCE COFFFI  d lENTS 
:<.Oim 
c ; OL 
nr  
T|PUT OF SI 
1 4 5 0  M = 1  .  1  
I jUT ICNS OF 
d
INFLUENCE I C O E F F I C I E  
! 
h TS 
s.0 1 0 4  
S . 0 1 0 5  
W P  
,  3 9 0  F O  
lAT  
I I T E  ( 3 t 3 9 C  
P ' M A T ( 6 4 H  I  
• P O I N T )  
) i .  
NTERNAL PR 
!  
E  SSURE DF T jHE A I  R M  AT U^  T  L O A D  A C  T GN 
5 . 0 1 0 6  
5 . 0 1 0 7  
WR 
3 9 1  F O  
I ITE  (3 ,391  
WMATdH ,  1  
.)! P,M : 
T |X ,F3 .  1 ,30  X , 13 / / / ) .  i  :  :  
5 . 0 1 0 8  
5 . 0 1 0 9  
WR 
403  FO 
I ITE  (3 ,40  3  
RIMAT (  IH  ,9  
) 1  T ( M , 3 6 )  
1 IX ,F13 .8 )  1  :  ^  :  
5 .0110  
5 .0111  
:  WR 
404  FO 
I ITE  (3 ,40  4  
RIMAT ( IH  ,7  
) !  (T (M,  
8 IX ,2F13 .8  )  
L ) ,L=34 ,3  
T  
' • 
5 .0112  
5 . 0 1 1 3  
WR 
405  FC 
I ITE  (3 ,40  5  
RIMAT ( IH  ,6  
> 1  ( T ( M ,  
5 IX ,3F13 .8 )  
L ) ,L=31 ,3  3 )  
1  .  
5 . 0114  
5 . 0115  
WR 
406  FO 
I ITE  (3 ,406  
R I i - lATdH ,5  
) l  (T (M,  
2 IX ,4F13 .a )  
L ) ,L=27 ,3  
t  :  
5 . 0116  
5 .0117  
WR 
407  F t )  
I ITE  (3 ,407  
RIMAT ( IH  ,3  
) |  ( T ( M ,  
9 IX ,5F13 .8  )  
L ) ,L=22 ,2  a )  
S .  0118  
S .0119  
,  W R  
408  FO 
l ÎTE  (3 ,406  
RIMAT ( l i 4  , 2  
) i  (T (M,  
6 'X ,6F13 .8  )  
L  )  , L^16 ,2  I j )  
i  
5 . 0120  
5 . 0121  
WR 
409  FO 
I ITE  (3 ,409  
RIMAT ( IH  , 1  
) i  (T (M,  
3 'X ,  7F13 .8 )  
L )  , L  =  9 ,  15  ) i  
i  
5 . 0122  
5 . 0123  
WRI iTE  (3 ,410  
410  FOk i iMATdH , 8  
) l  ( T (M ,  
R13 .0 / / / / /  
L  
)  
)  , L  =  1 ,8  )  i  
5 . 0124  





560  FO 
NTINUE 
l iTF  (2 ,56C 
iTfE (2 , 56 G 
R IMAT ( lOFO 
1  • 
) !  (  (  T  (  I  ,  J,  ) 
» 
,  1=1 ,NCP l i ) ,  J= l ,36  )  
S .0126  
_S_.P1?.7 . 
) i  (  (  T  DR l  I |  
. i 6 )  
J  > ,  1=1  ,N jdPT )  ,  J= l ,  N OPT )  
s .0128  
_S_...C12.9.__ 





' o  
1 
X  
SU B IROUTINE V AIR H S (K3,N OMA.NOPT ,N ;n  F0 ,R8K,RS U ,P )  
S .0002  
C R lGHl -
D I  
HAND S IOÉ OF EQUATIG 
HE iMSICN RR{ i49 ,  IC  )  ,RS  
MS 
(149 ,  IC  )  ,RR 
71) 
, !R3R,RSR ,X  
K  
•  






( ! 7 )  ,  YY(7 )  ,  
u:BLE PRECI 
XS(7 ) ,XXS(  
S'ION RB,RS Y ,XX,YY,X  s ,XXS,AAA,  S ,  S S  ,  G 
5 .0004  
5 .0005  
AA 
DO 
A l=3 .  141592  




5 .0006  
5 .0007  
-
DO 
:  KB 
120 L=1.N0 
(k ,L )  =  0  
PiT : 
i  :  i  :  :  '  :  . 
S.0008  
.S .0009  
20  RS 
00  
(1K ,L )  =  0  
150  1  =  1 ,NO 
i  • '  • :  •  PIT •  •  i 1 : 
5 .0010  




( ! l .DO- (  IR6  
116 
- i l ) / 16 .D0)  1 1 .  
5 .0012  
5 .0013  
S=  
ss  
01  .  i  
= l (  IRB-1  ) *1  
1 1  
JDO i  ;  
5 .0014  
5 .0015  
00  
YY 
i55  K=l ,NqFiU 
( IK )= (AAA*G!%\4* (K -1 )  +  
!  :  
i l )  ) / 2 .00  
5 .0016  
5 .0017  
:  XX 
XX 
{ iK )  =  (AAA*S  
S ' (K )  = (  AAAf^  
3 (K -1 ) ) /16  
SS* (K-1 ) ) /  
.100 
116.00 
S .0018  
S .0018  
Y(  
:  Y (  
K l )  =DSIN(YY 
K l )=DSIN(YY 
(l.<) ) 
( iK ) )  i  i  
5 .0019  
5 .0020  
X(  
55  XS 
K | )  =DCOS(XX 
(k )=COS(XX 
( iK ) )  
S i (K ) )  
5 .0021  
5 .0022  
:  K=  
DU 
o i  
160 M=l,NC ! : - ^ 
5 .0023  









5 .0025  
5 .0026  
RP 
60  RS 
( |K ,  I  )  =  RB(K  
( IK .  I  )  =  PS(K  
, i l )  +  X {M>*Y  
, i I )  +  XS(M)d  
( iN ) *RBR(  IR  
Y i (N) *RSR (  I  
f  
R 
, I ) / {P*3 .  
3 ,  I  ) / (P*3  
r  C)  
DO)  
5 .0027  
5 .0028  
DG 
80  RB 
180 M=1,NC 
( IM.  I  )  =  
MA 
!  -RB(M.  I  )  HRS(M, I )  





Us  COMPUTE o i  
5 .0030  
5 .0031  
RE TIURN 





i  s .0002 
-
SU BIROUTINE R 
PENSION QB 
4!9,  10)  ,TB( 




10 (  
(149,  lo j  ,QS 
1|6 , 1 0 ) , TS ( 
(149,  16 )  5 X(  
116,  10)  
, I X ,  Y ,  X X ,  Y Y  
7 
» 
) , Y ( 7 ) , X X  7 ) , Y Y ( 7 ) ,  
• 






Ai= 3 .  14159 2 
SI ION 0B,QS 
6^36 
X S , X X S , Q ,  T Q , T S , A A A ,  G , S , S S  





{ l l .D0-{  IRB 
116 
-11) /16.DO) 
1 •  1 1 1 
:  S .0007 




=!( IRB-1)*1 .100 i  :  1 
:  S.  0009 




( k )  =  (AAA*G 
FIO 
% ( 4 * ( K - 1 ) +  
i  '  
l i i  ) /2 .D0 
i  5 .0011 
j 5 .0012 
: XX 
XX 
( k )  =  ( A A A * S  
s i (K)  = (  AAAfî  
% ( K - 1 ) ) / 1 6  
sis* ( K- 1 ) ) / 
.100 
116.00 ;  r  
5 .0013 : 
i  s .0014 M: 
KI )=DSIN(YY 
K1=DC0S(XX 
(IK ) ) 
(IK ) ) i  
!  5 .0015 
1 5 .0016 
55  XS 
:  K = 
( iK)  = DCaS(X 
d 
X5(K) )  1 '  '  :  :  
1 :  
•; -





140  N= i ,Nd  
RO 






( IK .  IRB)=X(  M ) * Y ( N )  
i  • i  
5.0021 
5.0001 




( ^ ) * Y ( N )  
L|VS (Q,NO MA,NDPT,NO F  O f I C H K )  
5.0002 
5.0003 
;  D I  
00 
PENSION W( 
L^BLE PRECI  
419, 4 9 ) , Q ( 4 
S j l O N  k , Q , R  
91, 10) ,R{49 
i  
,  10) 
5 .0004  
5 .0005  
IF 
5  RE 
| (  ICHK-n 
AID (1.50)  
5 ! ,5 ,6  
(1{W( I ,  J)  ,  
: 






i i n  1  =  1 ,NO 




5 .0008  
5 .0009 
DO 
R {  
110 J=1,NC1 
Jj ,  I  ) —0 
MA 









10  R(  
DCl 
DO 
2C 0(  
RE 
.  EN 
110 K=1,NG 
j i ,  i )=R( J ,  I  
MA 
) i+W(  J ,K ) *Q 
!  '  
( IK , I )  : • 
__— 
120 1=1,N O M A  
1 2 0  J = 1 , N 0 P J  1  
1 1  S.0014 
_S.^O0.L5__ 
5.0016 
I I ,  J)  = R (  I ,  J  
T IU R N  
> i  
D:  • j  •  
s .00?2  50  CONTINUE 1 i  - - — ——-— - —:— 
S.0023  
S .g024_  
s.0025 
ç .0  026  
DQ 120 M=l,NC)PiT 
nn !?n i = i . i « 1 
-Td( IL  ,  M)  =  0  
TSdL .M)=0  1 •3 « y/-
S .0027  
*> .0028  
DCl 120 K=1,NC 
TH(1L" .M)=TB(  L  
MA 
, |M)+C(K ,M)  QB(K ,L )  
-
5 .0029  
5 .0030  
20  T9 ( IL ,X )=TS(L  
RRTIURN 
, i iM)+Q(  K ,M)  OS(K , l .  )  
C  
»  
S .0031  
S .0001  
.  E t ^q  
SUBROUTINE V A lUS (Q ,NC A ,NaPT,NG 0 ,  P I  
5 .0002  
5 .0003  
O lMENSinN Û(  
DOUBLE PRECI  
49 ,10 ) ,X (7  
S I  ON 0 ,X ,Y  
,Y (7 ) ,XX(  
XX,YY,HC,  V 
) ,YY(7 ) ,H  
C,AAA,G,S  
(10 ) ,VC(1  
BL  
C )  
i l  i  • •  •  
S .0004  
C :  COMPUTATION 
AAA!=  3 .  141592  
qP  FGUATIO 
8536 
VALUES 
5 .0005  
5 .0006  
:  READ (1 ,10 )  
RE AID ( 1 ,10 )  
(1HC( I) ,1 = 1 
(IVC ( I ) , I = 1 
NOPT)  
NOPT)  
5 .0007  
5 .0008  
• 10  FORWAT (10F4  
BL= !3C.DC/2 .6  
. ' 2  )  • :  
4!D0 • 
S .0009  
.S .0010  
• oq  i i 5  1=1 ,NT  
HC( i l )  =  (PL -HC 
PIT 
( i l  )  ) /BL  
5 .0011  
5 .0012  
15  VC( i l )  =  (VC(  I  )  
DO 150 1 = 1,NO 
- i l . 5  ) /30 .D  
PIT 
5 .0013  
5 .0014  
G= l i .G-HC( I )  
S=MC( I )  i  
5 .0015  
5 .0016  
:  ,  OOj  130  K=1 ,NQ 
YM( iK )  =  (AAA*G 
RG 
4^4* (K -1 )  +  )  ) / 2 .D0  \ . 
5 .0017  
5 .0018  
XX^K)= (AAA*S 
Y(K I )=DSIN(YY 
* ^K-1 ) )  
( ;K )  )  
5 .0019  
5 .0020  
x (K i )=ocns (xy  
30  CONTINUE 
( jK )  )  
5 .0021  
5 .0022  
K=p| 
od 140 N=1,NC Ho 
5 .0023  
5 .0024  
5 .0025  
S. 002^ 
-
DO 40  N=1 ,NL  
K = Ki+l 
Mo 
v ' rNT /T iTDC 40  Q(K | ,  I  )=X( .w)  n ' i  
50  CCNTINUE 
P  )  
0  "  -C EQUATION VAL,  MES CCiMPUTi  
_A,0027Z  
s .0028  
, S .0  001  




D I  
q "  
BkOUTlNE T  
PENSION Q(  
1 
R jVAS (Q  
419 ,36 )  ,X (  7  
S U  O N  0 , X , Y  
6536  
NOMA,NGPT 




» ,YY{7 )  
5 .0003  
5 .0004  
DO 
AA 
U jBLE PRECI  
A !=3 .  141592  
XX,YYfAAA , G,  S  
S .0005  





1 1  
i  
• 
5 .0007  
5 .0008  
DU 
• L=  
150 J=I,8 
11+1 ! 
• - - : 
5 .0009  
5 .0010  
G= 
S=  
( l l .CDC- (J -
( I I -1 ) *1 .0D 
i i ) / e ,0D0)  
d  i  
i  S .0011  




(k )= (AAA*G 
FIO 
* i ( 4 * (K - l  )  +  ) ) / 2 .CDC 
i  S.0013  
i  S .0014  
XX 
Y(  
( IK )  =  (AAA*S  
K i )=DSIN{YY 
%(K-1 )  ) / 8 . (  
( IK ) )  ,  
DO : : • • 
i  S .0015  
1 S .0016  
X(  
30  CO 
K i )=DCOS(XX 
NT I NUE 
(jK ) ) 
j  S.0017  





5 .0019  







5 .0021  
5 .0022  
40  Q (  
50  CO 
KJ,L)  =X(M)«  
NT I NUE 













SU i •  a lROUTINE B  L jVSS (0 .8L Î  .N ,M, ICHK 
- l  
1  
6  
6 ,  
) 
5 .0002  




MIENS ION W(  
S j lON 0 (16 ,1  
l i 6 ,  16 )  , LLL  
0 )  ,BLS,R(  
16 ) ,MMM (1  
10 )  
S.0004  





I I ,  I  )  =  17 -1  
! j 
-
5 .0006  
5 .0007  
lA  
i n  
U|= I -1 
L l=16- I  i  
5 .0008  




j : = l+ j  M 
S.0010  
s.0011. 
20  W( 
DO 
I I ,  I  I J )=W(  I  
1 2 . 5  J  =  1 , I A  
, i i ) - j  
u  
s .  00 .12  
S .0013  
-
25  W( | l j , J )=w l  I .  I  
10 CONTINUE 
1 V '  "  





i  S.0016  
i  S .0017  
BL  
DO 
S!S = 8 .0*3. 1 
.15  0_  I = i jHJ  
150  J= I ,16  
I l t J )=W( I f J |  
159*3 .0 *H  00 .0  *0 .0  44 /BLS* (  1 .  
1 .  
7  0  +  G .02* IC  K)  
DO 
50  W(  /RLSS 1 :  ^  
i  S .0018  
:  s .0019  
,  UV  
DO 
= i6 *3 .14159  
170  1  =  1 ,16  
1 .695*0 .0  0*175000*  (io. 59) 
5 .0020  W(  
IF  
l|, 1 )=W(I , 1 
1 (1 -1 )  70 ,  
+BLS**3* (  
0 ,63  
. 0 -3 * ( I - l  ) i / 16 .C  +  (  (  I  — 11 /16 .0 )%*  3 ) /UV 
5 .0022  
5 .0023  
63  DO 
64  W(  
164 J=1,I 
JUI )=W(J , I  +BLS**3* {  17 -1 ) /16 .  
i  • 




. lOJ /UV 




S .0025  :  65  W(  
lU  
j ; , i )=w( j ,  I  
- î l ) / 16 .01 /  
+BLS**3* (  
Uv  
. 0 - ( J - l ) /  l i 6 .0 ) * *2 * (  
1 
3  . 0 * (17 -1 )  / 16 .0 -1 .0+  
5 .0026  
5 .0027  
70  CC 
80  CA 
N^ iNUE 
L lL  M INV iV  , :N ,0 ,LLL , t  M)  !• 
5 .0028  
5 .0029  
IF  
84  WR 
1 (  ICHK- IO)  
I ITE  (2 ,81 )  
i 85 f  85 ,84  
l (  (W(  I  ,J )  t  1=1 fN) ,  J  i  -41 ,N)  
5 .0030  
5 .0031  
81  FL  
85 DCj 
R IMAT (4E2C 
190 1 = 1, M 
. •10 )  
! ' i ' i . :  
S .0032  
§ .0033  
DC 
R  (  
190 J=1,N 
J1 . I )=C 1 
i  -
:  
5 .0034  
5 .0035  
:  00  
90  R(  
190 K=1,N 
i , I )=R(J ,  I  1 '  ) ' +Q(K ,  I ) * k  J .K )  1 
5 .0036  
5 .0037  
DC 
DO 
1100 1 = 1,^ 
i lOO J  =  1 ,N  
! 
1  •  i  :  ,  ;  
5 .0038  
5 .0039  
100 Q( 
RP 
Jl, 1)=R(J, I 
TIURN 
1 
1  1  
S .0040  




q  .  
BKOUTINE e t  IFS  (W,NOM' /  ,NOPT,NOF 
! • 
m 
- — S.0002  
"^70003 
s .0004  
S .0005  
DIMENSION W( |  ; 9 ,  9 )  j 
C COMPUTATION UF EOUATIO& COEFFIC^  E^TS 
-
— ÀAj=;( 3. i4l"592;).**2 
A= 11 .0 /2 .42621  i  j  
-
—— 
nol 4 1 = 1,NOMA! 1 
s 5^ 0006 
$ .0007  
Sj!_0Ù08 
5.0009 
5 .0010  
s .00  I I  
5 .0012  
5 .0013  
5 .0014  
5 .0015  
S.. 0016 
5 .0017  
5 .0018  
5 .0019  
5 .0020  
5 .0021  
5 .0022  
5 .0023  
5 .0024  
5 .0025  
5 .0026  
5 .0027  
5 .0028  
5 .0029  
5 .0030  
5 .0031  
5 .0032  
5 .0033  
5 .0034  
5 .0035  
5 .0036  
S .0Ô37  
.  00  38  
ST0039" 
J .0040  






J = 1 ,NUMA. 













I l  =  1  » N  
_JJ  
fi 
























-1 ) * *2 -4* (L -J>* *2  
-n  
+ I I 
+ J ) 
* *2-i(2 *L+2*J+  i ; ) ; * *2  
**2-:4|*('L-J)**2ri 
**2-!(2»L+2*j+ 1 );**2 
20 
2 1  














IF| ;( I 









* 2 V 
G—0 
*-2» 




) 20,121 ,20 
(-l)#*(K-I+2*W0>n))*1.0/1 
• )  22  , : 23 ,22  '  n  • i  •  
(-1 )*;*(k-i+2*I\O;fo) 1*1.0/1 
r24,:2 5,24 Ti"" I 
(-1 )**(K-m-2) )«!i.ooo/ic ; 
y 26,^27;26 "71 • I 
( -1 )  (  K  +  1  +  2  )  )  ^ i l .  000 /  IG  !  
=  (  K  *  l  /  8  .  000  r * " (  A1  +  À 2  -  À 3  -  A4;  )  
+1  )  *  (  ' 4 *  J  +1  )  /  3  2 .  000  )  *  (  A  l -  A'2  +  A3-  A4  )  














10 CCWTlINiUE i I 
W( li, 1)=AA/I6:.j000/A + W'( i 
NÛNb=NCFO-lJ ! 
DÙ| '70 I = i,;N'UKG " 
k(^+i,l+l)=AA*(4*I + l) 
J = 1,NÏÏF'O • DO 70 
K=N ;UFO *I+J  |: 





•80 1=1, NOM:A 
•80'"J = I"INC)KA " 
Jlt I ) ( I I J; )! 
Dorj3ou I=I,NO;MÀ 
DO |300 J=1,N'O'MA 
»2/(32.00'0))/A+((I 
) 
2/16.000/lA +  b( 1 +  1,14^) 
)#*2*AA/8.0 00)*A)+W(K K) 
S.0055 IF •( ABS(W( I I I  J  )  )— 1 .  OE 0) 301,3011,300 
I ÛJ w.» 









. S . Û COl 
iJ5..oj:_oz 
_S_^CC03 
; S . O C OA 
i_S.CC05 




2300 FOÎK'MAT ( / / / / ! / ! •  CUEFFICIE iNTS CF EGU;ATI0N S * )  
wRpjTË-(3,-20o;o;r ( (W(Tû 
2000 FO|R;MAT ( 9 F13.;9;//) 
EN OiCiF^CDWPTl T'ÂT ro N" TTF 
RE TURN 
END; 
SUBROUTINE NATfP (C,Af 
EiQU A TI ON CÛ:E F F ï C IE N TS 
A) 
,0) 
DIMENSION A M ( 6 0 ) , W ( 6 0 ) , A. K { 6 C ), C ( 6 0, 6 C ) , C ( 6.0 , 6 0 ) , R ( 6 C B A!< C_T..6_0 ) , 
105(60., 60) 
1 REAE (1,10) NS , IFAX,DIT, PRES,^'G_GES,NPR INT -
I D' FOR MAT ( 21 5, 2F 1 R. 7 , 2 I 5 ) 
WRITE (2,40) _ _ _ 
40 FCPPAT ( MI , ' CALCULATION CF. WING VIBRATION MQCE SHAPES AND FREQ 
.  - ^ - ^n i lFNCTES BY METHCO CF LLMPFD MASSES ANC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS' / /  
I '  ' 2  '  / / )  
S.OCn? _ ,  WRITE (3 ,65)  NS,FRES .  •  _  _  
'S .OCOS " ' 45  FORMAT I •  WING D IV  10  Eh  I  KTC '  ,  I  37 'SECTIONS'  W ING INTERN AL PR PS 
lSURE= ' , r4 .1 ,  '  PSIG ' / / / / '  * * * * .  INPUT D AJ  _  •  
' '  ~  2Cd EFF IC  IENTS '  / /  )  "  '  '  '  "  .  
S .0C09.  • •  WRITE (3 ,50)  { (C(L  ,  W )  ,  M =  1 ,  NS )  ,  L =  1 ,NS)  '  
.  S . 'OCld  • '  50  FORMAT (STrn  ,12F i0 .5 / )7 / / )  :  "  '  '  '  '  
S.OCl l  •  :  •  WRITE (3 ,55)  :  ,  
S ' .bC12 55  FGRVAT {  • "  MASSES ' / / 1  T "  .  '  T  "  1  
S.0C13 WRITE (3 ,60)  (APfN) ,  h  =  l ,NS)  • 
S .ÔC14"  60 F0RNÀT (12F Ï0 .5 / / )  
S .0C15 WRITE (3 ,70)  IMAX,CLT,NODES,  
\  S .CC16 • :  70  FORMAT ( •  MAX I  yUN NUMBER C F  ITERATIONS: '13 / '  FREQUENCY CP IT  ER I  
\  i  •  •  ION FOR CONVERSION IN  CPS= 'F5 .4  / '  NUMBER OF MODES= '13 / / / / / / /  
V  •  •  2 iH i - - - - -RESULTT- - - " - - .  "  " * ' / / / ' »  4* * *F IPST NODE»*** ' / / / )  
!  S .dC17 -  '  DO i  100  I=1 . ,NS I  
1 s .oc is  • DO 100  J  =  1 ,NS '  • ;  
•S .0C19 I  100  D(  i , J )=C( I  ,  J) *AN(J )  '  
:  S .0C20 FROnlD iO '  '  , 
!S .0C21 i .  NMCC =  0  .  ; : I ' : ^ -
I  S .CC22 :  80  DO"  90  I I=1 ,NS '  i l  :  7 " '  '  '  
:  S .0C23 i 90 W(  I ' l  )  =  1 .  '  Î M \ 
;  S .0C24 ;  NM0C"=NVGC+1 ""  "  '  .  i  
S .0C25 !  IF  : (NPPI  NT)  99 ,99 ,95  :  :  '  .  .  
S .ÔC26 '  95 WP rTÈ '~ (3 ; , ' l  lO  ) "  (  (D l  I  ,  J  )  , "  J^ l lNS )1  '1=1  ,NS l  ' '  '  :  
S .0C27 I 110 FORMAT ( '  D MfTRIX ' / /5 ( lF  ,  12F10.5 / ) / / / )  
S .0C28 : 99  DOr îOOÔ ITER=r , ' lMAX '  -  ;  ;  "  "  '  "  "  ' 1  
S.0C29 DO 400  l= l ,NS - '  
S .  0C30 AN (  L1  =  C :  ;  I  
S .0C31 • DO 300  M=I ,NS :  *  
S .ÔC32 "  A i ' ^  (  L  )  =AT (  L  ) :+D (  L  ,M )  (M )  '  ~ ,  
S .0C33 300  CONTINUE 
S .  OC34 ' 400  CONf  l  NLF 
S .CC3 5  DO 500  K- Î  ,  NS .  
S .0C3Ô W( K ' )=A h (  K)  /AN(NS)  -  -  -  ^  -  -  •  -  -  -  -  -  -  — -
S . 0 C 3 7  500 CONTINUE 
S .Ô j^8 .% :  '  'F 'R= '  A8STA 'N(NS )  )  "  '  "  '  i  -  -  -  •-  -  -
S.0C39 R = ]./FP : : ' 
"s .6CAO q=SGRT(p)  '  r  -
S.0C41 FR0=0*C. lb9 ]54c  
S .CC42 . I F  TNPRINT)  610 l f  ]0 \5SC "  T  '  :  
S.0C43 ' 590 WRITE 0,600) ITER,FRO 
"S.1)C44 " , èlDO^FORMATO " ÏTEP ATÏCN NUI'REH^ ' 13/• ' FREOUENCY fN CP S= ' Fi2.6//7); 
S.0C45 ; WRITE (3,650) (Wd), I=],NS) ! _____ ___ 
_Sl.0C4y_ _ __6 50_FGR_MAT __( • __ ORCINATFS '//5( 1H_ ,12F1J^5/) ///) ' : : 
S.0C47 610  IF  (  AÉS. (FRQ-FRGCLC)-bL f  )  160C,  1600 ,600  
S .0C48 800  FRCCLO =  FRO ;  
S .  0C49 "  1000 CâNTI  NUF "  " -  % '  : :  
S .0C50 !  1600  IF  (NPRINT)  67C,67C,66C i  
S .ÔC51 ^ 670  WRITE (3 ,680)  Ï IÉRVFRQ "  ^  
S.CC52 680  FORMAT ( •  ITERATICN NUMBEP= ' I3 /  '  FREQUENCY IN  CPS= 'F12 .6 / / / )  
S .0C53 :  'WRITE (3 ,6901  (k  ( I  )  ,  ï  =  1 , 'NS )  "  
S .0C54 ;  690  FORMAT ( '  ORDINATES • / /  5 ( IH  ,12F10,5 / ) / / / )  
S .0055  '660  iF  (WOCES-NMOC)  1609 ,  1609 ,16Cl  "  • "  > 
S .0C56 '  1601  IF  (NMCD- l )  1603 ,1603 ,1604  .  i l  
S .ÔC57 1603  bO '  200C T= Ï ,NS '  '  '  : '  
S .0C58 :  2000  B( I )=AP( I ) *W( I )  
S .  ÔC59 ~ "DÔ ' 2005  L=1  ,NS '  -  -  -  -  -  • -  -
S .0C60 : DO _2005_M=l j ,NS __J  ^  :  '  
S .CC61 2005  AK^UM)=0 ~ '  '  
j^qc«__; DO _2C^fLJ=2_,NS • ' • •. ; ; . 
S.ÔC63 AK lJ , j )= l .  ;  ,  
_S .QÇ^_J  2010_AK( .J  ,  J )  =  -B(J )^P  ( I J  _  _  ;  :  j  :  :  
S .0C65_^=  • DÛ 2 foc  I I= Ï ,NS 
sTÔC^ DO 2100  JJ  =  I ,NS 
S.  0C67 ,  '  '  DSdï ,  J j  )=0  '  '  '  '  
_S.0_C68 _  :  .  DO 2100  KK =  1 ,NS _  _  : ;  
S .0C69 '  2100 DS( I I , JJ )  =  DS(T l , j jT + C ( r i ,KK)*AK(K l< ,JJ )  
S .0C70 en  2 I1C LL=1 ,MS 
S .0071  '  "~bn  ^ îTc  mm=i ,ns  • '  -  -  -  - -
S .0C72 2110  D( l .L  ,MM )=DS(  LL ,  NV)  
SV0C73 "' T wRi jp- (3,2115) ' ' " 
S.CC74 _ 2115 FORMAT (IHl, •  * *»*SECCNn MCCE****'//) _ _  _  • _  
S .  OC 75  '2116  IF  ' {NPr ! lN t ) ' 80 ,pn ,2 î in  '  '  






S_.0C8 2  
S .  OC83 
S .0C84 
S .CC85 '  
S .0C86 




•  S .0C91 
S .0C92 
;  S .ÔC93 
i  S .0C94 







I  S.0C95 
!  S .0096  |^CC97 
I  5.0  098  
2120 FOnXAT (' 
GO TC 8C 
l 'F  lKMCD-2) 16bf ,r6C6, 
DO 3000-  1=  1 ,MS 
B ( I  )= A f  (  r  )  : :=  % ' (  I  )  "  • 
DEKCM=R{  1 ) *AK(1  ,2 )4R(2  )  
"AK{? ,2  )=o"~  :  
DO 3010  J=3 ,M_S _  _  
"  AK (  2  ,  j  )  = -  (  R  (  1  ) *  f iK  (  r ,  J  )  +  R (  J  )7 /DENC> "  
DO.302  0  L=2 ,NS :  :  
AK( r,L )=o ' ' ' •; 
DO ;3100  11=1 ,  NS ;  
DO 3100  JJ=1 ,NS " i  
DS(  i i , j j )=o  ; i  '  !  •  
DÔ"  3100  KK=1,NS ;  "  ~  
3100  DS(  I I , JJ )=DS{ I I  , JJ )+D( I I ,KK)*AK(KK,JJ )  
—DÛ :3 n0"LL  =  1  ,  NS '  ;  f  
DO 311C Ny= l ,NS :  ;  
311b  D lLL ,MyT=DS(LL ,WM)^^  "  "  '  ;  
WRITE (3 ,3115)  
I S.CC99 
!  S .0100  
3 l l 5  ' fo rmat  1  IHl "  
GO ;T0  2116  
IF  :  ( 'NXGD-3  ) '  
GO iTO 80  
'****fH TRO MCDE***77) 
1607 
16 08 
16 08 ,16  08 ,16  09  
Part II, Stiffness Coefficients Computation and Vibration Analysis 
M •• / f  ^ 4 d *;.• 3 C H i J '  ^ I ? -• I 1 - • 'i I  ^  1  '  \ «  '  %  .  \  ' I l  
X.T i  i  ' i  "  '  ' 1  I  ' M i  '  ^ 
JOB !  11081  L I .C .HUA,T IME=240,PAGE'S=240,RUN 




STIFFNESS MATRIX 0 ,F j  A  TRIANGULAR A I  RMAT;  WING 
LO-CHING.  ihUA,  AEROSPACE ENGINEERING |1  i  :  
D IMENSION QSK{ |3 i600)  ,0SKN;C400 ) ,  AS 1 (400  )  
i  D IMENSION SK(  6 i0 ' ,60 )  ,A (  60)  ,LLL(60)  ,M:MM(60)  !  .  % !  ! 
DIME,NS ION PSKT,  ( .6 ,6  ) ,SKT(  6 : ,6 ) ,RTN(  6 , :6 )  ,RTNT(  6» :6 )  
:  :  D IMENSION PSKTS(3 ,3 ) ,SKTS(3 ,3 ) ,RTNS(3 ,3 ) ,RTNTS(3 ,3 )  
DIMENSION ZPI36( )  ,ZS(  36) , ,ZR(36)  ,  ZT(36)  ,Z1(9 )  ,Z  
DIMENSION JNB( :1 I5 )  I  !  I I  I  
2 (9 ) ,Z3(9  ) ,Z4 (9 )  ;  
;  D IMEI fv jS ION PSI  (3 )  1 1  i  i  1 
D IMENSION ACN(20) ,SKN(2O,2O) ,DYN(ZO,2O) ,LL l (2  0 ) ,MM1(20  ) 
1 
,SNI  (20 ,20  ) 
j  
EQUIVALENCE (PSKT(1 ,1 ) ,Z  
l (RTNr (  1 ,  1 )  ,ZT(  1 )  )  , (PSKTS 
P( l ) ) , (SKT 
(1 ,1 ) ,Z1(1  
( i l ,  1 ) ,Z4(  1  
(1 )  )  ,  (SKNI  
(1 ,  1 ) ,ZS(  1 ; ) . ) ,  (RTN(1 ,1  
)  )  t (SKTS( l  , 1  )  ,Z2  (1>)  ,  
) ,ZR(  D)  ,  
i  
1  CRTNSd,  1  ) ,  Z3  I , t )  ) ,  (RTNTS 
EQUI 'VALENCE (SK(1 ,1 ) ,QSK 
) )  1 
1 ,1 )  ,QSKN(1  )  ) ,  (SNKl l  
t 
1 ) ,ASI (  1 )  )  
READ : (  1 ,9999)  ;  jCPSKI )  ,  1=1,3 )  
9999  FORMAT (3F10 .5 i ) ;  I  i  




DO 1000  I JK=1,2  
DO 4^  1=1 ,3  i  i  








DO 4T i  J=1  ,3  j 1  •  j  i  
PSKTS{  I  ,  J)=0  I  1 1  !  i  1 
1  
!  ! 
47 SKTSdf  J )=0  j j  
DO 48 ;  1=1 ,6  !  1 
I 1 ;  
I 
\ 1 •  1  1  
! 
i  
DO 48 ,  J= l ,6  i l  
-  PSKT ( I , J  >=0 1 i  !  i i  J  
1 ! 
SKT( r ,J )=0  
48  RTN( I , J )=0  M • ! ! 1 
READ 1(1 ,49)  {  (RTNS(  I ,  J  ) ,  ;J=1 ,3 )»  1  =  
49  FORMAT (9F5 . .3  )  !  i  !  |  
It 3)  1 
i  
1 
! •  
•  DO 5 ,0 ,  1=1 ,3  j i  i l  
DO 5 :0  J  =  1  ,3  !  !  I  i  
RTN( ; i : ,  J )=RTNS( r : , J )  j  i  
50  RTN(  l ,+3 ,  J  +  3 )=RTNSl  1  ,  J)  h  
: :  CALL:  ;GMTRA (Z3  , :Z4 ,3 ,  3 )  
CALL;  GMTRA (ZR,ZT,6 ,61  
1 
1 i 
DO 1;  j l = l ,  60  
LLL( I : )=0  
1 1 1 1 
1  
1  1  1  
MMM(1 ; )=0  
DO l i  : j = l ,  60  
1 
i 1 ! : 
I  SKdj ,  J )=0  








0=8600 .0  
1 
1 1 . 
T=.q4 ;4  
00  20 :  ICHK=1,3  
1 




READ ; (1 ,10)  .BW, 'BL , IS6C,  J  
10  FORMIAT (2F10 .3 , :5 I5 )  
S ; ING,  lEX IT 
1 
f If J 
IF ( j i - J )  5 ,5 ,  
4 II=I| i 1 1 
1 
! 
•  I =J  1 i  
J=  I I  1 
1 
! 
1 1 1 
\ 
5 CONTINUE 
B I=YG*T*4 .5*BW 
1 1 1 \ 
I 
BA=BW»3 1 1  
B= (RL**3 / (3*B I )+BL/ (P*BA 
WRITE (3 ,2 )  B , l i : , J  
i  ) ) * (eL /B i )  
i  
3L* *4 / (2*  B I) * *2  
— • -
- • 
2 FORMAT (E20 .  10 , , ;2110 / / )  |  1 
A1=(BL**3 / (3*B I )+BL/ (P*PA1) /B  
A2=( :SL /RI ) /B  |i 
A3=( :BL»*2 / (  2 *B l : )  )  /B  I 1 1 
A4=( - ;BL**3 / (6*  
WRITE (3 ,3 )  A1 
B I )+BL/ (P*  
t  A2  ,  A3 ,  A4 
/ / / / )  
B ,A)  ) /B  
3  FORMAT (4F20 .7  t • 
-IF  ( ISEC)  1 1 , 1 1 , 1 6  1 1  1  •  i  1  i  
11  IF  ( i - J )  12 ,13 ,12  
12  SK(  1 ,1  )  =  A2  +  SK(  I  ,  I  )  
1 
i \  
i  
_ i  1 
SK(  I , : I  +  1 )= -A3+S:K( I ,  I  + l )  1 i  
SK(  I  , 'J )  = -A2+sk(> I  ,  J)  h  
-SK( I , ; J  +  1 )= -A3+.SK(  I ,  J+1  )  
SK(  I + l , I  +  l  ) =  A1+:SK(  1+1 ,1+^)  
SK( I :+1 ,J )=A3+SK(  I  + l  , J )  1 1  
SK( I+ ; i ,  J  +  1  )  =  A4+:SK( I  +  1 ,  J  +  l )  
SKtJ ,J )^A2+SKlJ ,J )  1 
SK(J ,J  +  l )=A3+SK(J ,J+ l )  '  1 1  1 
SK(  J+ l  , J  +  1  )^A l i+SK(J  +  l ,  J  +  
:  GO TQ 20  1  !  I  
0  
1 
13  SK{  I ' , ; n=A?+SK( | I i , I  )  11  
SKI I ,1+1)=-A3+SK( I , I  +  1 )  !  !  
SK( I I + i l , I+ l ) -A l .+ lSK{ I  +  l , I+ l j )  
G C  T d  2 0  i  !  •  1  !  
16  IF  ( l i - J )  17 ,18  ,17  i  i  
17  SK(  I - ; i ,  I - l )  = A1:+!SK( 1 -1 ,1-1:) 
SKI IH I ,  I  )= A3+SKi l  I - l ,  I  ) j i  
SK( lWl ,J - l )  =  A4 +  SK( I - l , J - l : )  
SK{  iH l t J  )=-A3+ iS :K{  I -1 ,J )  
SK( I , ; I  )=A2 +SK ( l ï ,  I  ) 
\ I 
1  
SK( l i , ' J - l )=A3 +  SK( I  , J -1 )  i  i  
S K (  I , I J  ) = - A 2 + S K ; ( ' l ,  J )  i l  
SK(J41 ,J -1 )  =  A1+SK(J -1 ,J^1 ; )  
S K (  J - ; l , J ) = - A 3 + : S K (  J - 1 ,  J )  i  !  
'  SK(J : , ; J  )=A2 +  SK ( | J ; , J  )  |  1 
GO TO 20  11  1 i  
18  SK(  i ; - l , I - l )=A l i+ :SK(  I -1 , I -1 | )  
S K ( I - l , i y = A 3 + S K ! ( I - l , I )  :  1  
SK( i : , i I  )=A2+S.K( | i : , I )  1 :  
20  CONTINUE 11  11  
DC 30  
REAO 
ICHK=l ,-5; i  [ i  
(1,10) BW ,'B L ,  1 S EC ,  is :  I  NG,  I  EX IT  f I t  J  1 
I F  ( I  
24 11  =  1  
- J )  2 5 , 2 5 , , 2 4  j  1 1 
. l = J ! l  1  1  1 1 
~ J. I f  !  :  l i  i  i  
25  CCNTINUE |  j  
B I=YE*T*21 .2*2  1 
1  1  1  1  
-
1 
CG=.75*3 .1415*G»T»2 [ j  
CP =  1 .125*3 .1415*P 1 !  
E  
• • 1 
B= (BL*»3 / (  3 *B I  )  +  BL /CP+BL/CG)  *BL /B I  
WRITE (3 ,2 )  B . ' l ,  J  i  i  
BL**4 / (2*  I  )* *2  
.  1 
A1=(BL**3 / (3*B I )+BL/CP+B 
A2=(8L /8 I ) /3  l i  






A3=(BL**2 / (2*B I ) ) /B  ^ : 
A4=(pBL**2 / (6*# I )+BL/CP+ 
WRITE (3 ,3 )  A1 ,A2 ,A3 ,A4  
B.L /CG)  /B  
IF  i j l ^J )  27 ,28  ,27  
27  SK(  Ii,ll ) = A2 + SK( I', I ) i  1 
SK(  L , i I  +  l)=-A3+SK( I ,  I  +l )  
!  :  SK(  l l , : J )= -A2+SK( : I  ,  J)  
1 
1  
SK(I,'J + 1 J=-A3 + SK( I,J+1 ) 1 1 
SK{I+!I,I+I)=AI+:SK( J+1, I+ l ' )  
SK( I ,+ ; i , J )=A3+SK{  I  + l ,  J)  | i  
SK( lk l , J+ l )  =  A4+SK( I  +  l , J  +  l )  
;  SK(  J ,J )=A2 +  SK(  J ,  J )  j i  
SK( j ! ,U+ l )=A3+SK(  J ,J+1)  !  1 
SK( J+,1 , J + 1 ) = A1+SK( J + 1, J + l) 
• GO TO'  30  i l  I I  
28 SK( I:,;I )=A2+SK{ I;, I ) 11 
SK( I , I+1 )= -A3+SK( I , I+1 ) '  i  
SK(  1  +  1 ,1+1)=A1+SK(  I+ l , I  +  l | )  
30  CONTINUE i i  I I  
. DC 7,0 I CHK=1 ,6: 1 1 i 
READ, ID,IC) BWVBL,ISEC , IS ING, IEXIT  » I  tJ  
IF ( I-J ) 55,55,;54 j 1 i 
•  5 4  I I = I  ;  1  1 1 1  ! 
1 i! . 1 ! 1 
55 CONTINUE M j [  j  
8 I=YE*T*21 .2  M l i  1 i  i i  i 
i 
! 
CG=.75*3 .1415*G*T*2  
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DO 62  M=4,6  !  ;  1 1  
NCONT.=  JCONT+M-3  j  
D O  6 2 :  N = 4 , 6  i  ;  1  !  
NCDNT=JC0NT+N-3  i  !  
62  SK (MCONT f  NCONT)  =SKT (M,  K  ) !+SK (MCONT NCONT)  
GO TQ 70  i  1 
64  DO 6 :3  M= l ,3  i  !  
i  
1  1  
DC 6:51  N=1  ,3  j  i  
65  SKTS( ,M,N) -=0  ! J  
I  1  1  1  
SKT$( :2 ,2 )  =  A2  ,  j  
SKTS: ( :2  , 3  )= -A3  !  :  
1  
i  '  
SKTS( i3 ,3 )=A l  1  !  
DO 66  M=1,3  11  I  1  
DC 661  N=M,3  1  1  
66 SKTS( !N ,M)  =SKTS( ;N ,N)  
1  t  i  
CALL j  iGMPRD (ZZ , f3 ,Z l ,3 ,  3 , :3 )  
:  CALL]  iGMPRD (  Z4 : , 'Z1  ,  Z2 »  3  ,3 ' , ' 3  )  
i  IC0NT=I -2  
JCDNT=J-2  




DO ^7  M= l ,3  
^  MCONT=ICONT+M 
\ 1  
!  r  
1  i  
!  1  






67 SK(MqONT,  NCONT)=SKTS(M,  
70  CONTINUE 1 1  
N )  +  SK(MCON 1  
1  
,  NCONT)  
00  35  I=1 ,6C i  1 •  
D O  3 5  J = I , 6 0  1  !  
1  1 t  
35 SK(J , I )=SK( I , J )  
W R I T E '  (  3 ,  1 2 3 5 ) '  1  
1 (  1  1  
1235 FORMAT ( / / / •  
WRITE (3 ,41)  (  
STIFFNESS MARRIX '  
(SK( I , J ) ,  1=1 ,60) ,  J  
,8E16 .7 / ) ,1H ,4F16 .7  
L ,TL , (JNB(K) ,  K= l ,12  
/ / )  
1 ,60)  
41  FORMAT I  7(  IH  
REAb : {1 ,  101  )  R 
//) 
• 
101 FORMAT (2F10 .5  ,1215)  j j  i  
DO 100  1  =  1 ,10  ;  I  1 !  
J=JNB( I )  
A (J+ i l )  =  5 .0E-7*  ! RL*TL* (RL*  
* ,TL  
!  !  
*2+2 .25)  
A(J )= i6 .0E-6*RL i  1 • ,  1  
--
100 A(J - l )=5 .0E-7*RL*TL* (TLd*2  +  2 .25)  i  1 ! 
READ,  ; {  1 ,101)  RL ,TL , (JN3{  
DO 110  1=1 ,4  1 !  
K )  ,  K=1 ,12  
1  
)  1  
1 
- — 
J=JNB( I )  1 i  
A (  J ) ;41 .  75E-5*RL 
A (  J+  iT=1  .  75 E-5 :X^  (  1  .  12 5+  RL 
1  
1  
* ; * 2 7 T 2 . T*R L 
^ 
- • —• —. - ' . 
110 A(J -1 )  =  1 .75E-5*^L*2 .25  i  1 |  
READ ; (1 ,101)  RU,  TL ,  (JNB(K i )  ,  K= l ,12)  
DO l i3 ;0  1=1 ,6  
J=JN3 ' ( I )  
1  
i  1  !  • 
/5  1J  )H l  .75E-5*R 
A(J - l )=1 .75E-5  
L I  
»k l . l 25+RL 
1  
*^2 /12 . )»R L  
130  A(J+1 : )=1 .75E-5*RL*2 .25  1 1  
WRITë  (3 ,120)  Î (A(  I  ) ,  1=1 ,^60)  
120  FORMAT (  IH  ,6F  






DO I l3 i l 0  1=1 ,3600  






CALL!  :UMINV (QSK,  60 ,  60 ,  Z ,  
w r i t e!  (3,1411)  i z  
LLL,MMM) 
1 
1411  FORMAjT  (E20 .10) i  
WRITE (3 ,  1236) :  !  
1 
1  I  
1236 FORMAJT (  / / / ,« !  INFLUENCE COEFFIC 
wr i te :  (3 ,41)  ( i ( iSK( I ,J ) ,  ! I !=1,60) ,  J  =  
lENTS '  
1 ,60)  
/ in 
WRITE (3 ,1237  ) ;  1 j  i  
1237  FORMAT ( / / / •  1 CHECKING |  !  * / / / )  
DO 5100 1=1 ,20 :  j  
ADN(!I;)=A(3»I-l!)! 
1 1  1  
_ ! • _ 
DO 5100 J=L,20|  1 11  
5100 SKN(I ,J )=SK(3* I -1 ,3*J-1)  !  
•  1  
i  
c a l l ;  ;NATFR (SKN,ACN,  DYN) ,  i  
w r i t e '  ( 3 ,55Cl ) i  i  1 1  1 
5501 FORMAT ( / / /  •  |  INFLUENCE:  COEFFIC lEN 
WRITE (3 ,55  00) '  ISKN !  !  '  1 




CALL!  UMINV (QSK;N,20 ,  20 ,  Z , ,LL  1 ,MM1)  ,  
___  WRITE (3  ,5502) ;  !  l l  1 . 1 J 
-5502 FORMAT ( / / / •  




SKN j  
COEFFÎCIEN 
1 
TS ' / / / j )  
DC 5200 1=1 ,20  
DO 5200  J= l ,?0  
. 
5200 S N I  ( I ,  J  )=SKN(  I
5500 FERMAT (2  ( IH  ,  
J )  1 
E16 .7 / ) ,1H ,4F16 .7 /  /  / ) 
CALL ;VFQQ (QSK,N 
C/ iLL i  iVFQQ (4SI ,  
,ADN,20,1 , ) :  j  j 
AON, 20,  2  ) :  !  . 11  
ICOO CONTENUE 




• i  
:  END i  i  
'SLBRin j j JT INE VFO Q ( S K A , Â , N  S i , N P )  
j. .... . .. : : • • 
1 
DIMENSION X(20 ; ,  
^  DIMENSION XX (40  
20)  ,A (  20)  
0  )  
, |SKA(400)  ,  A;B(400)  ,VF  
1 J 
G (20)  ,XL(2  0 ) 
GO T| 0 |  ( 1 ,2 ) ,  N 





3 FORMAT ( IH I ,  » 
60 TO! 9 
UPPER B CjND VALUE 1 1 
OF EIGEN V 1 1 I 
A LUE • / /  / î 
2 WRITE (3,4) 
4 FORMAT (IHL ,' LOWER BC 
j 
ND VALUE 0  
: I 
F;  E IGEN VA JE ' / / /  
9  WRITE!  (3 ,10)  
10  FORMAT ( / / / '  
1 f 
1 
MASS ' / ; / / )  1 1 
WRITS (3 ,2  0 )  A;  
20  FORMAT (2 (1H , 'p  1 i  E16 .7 / )  ,1H!  ,4E16 .7 /  
1 1 
/!/) 
DO 4,0 ;  1=1 ,400  
^40  A8(  l ' ) i=0 1 ^ ^ 
1 
i  ^ ^ 




1 1 1 1 
50 A B (  I , M A K ) = A (  1)  
DO 6:0 '  1=1 ,NS 
1 
1 1 1 1 1 
XL(  I : ) :=0  
DO 6 :0  J=1 ,NS 
J 
! 
1 1 J i 1 1 
60  X(  I ,  J , )=0  î 
GO TO (70 ,90) , '  NP ! . 
1  
! 
70 CALL iNROOT l  NS 
00  80  1=1 ,NS 
, 
( 
SKA,AB,X l  
-




80  VFQCI ; )  =SQRT (XL  D )  i  i  1 .  ,  1  
• "  GO TO;  110  i  i  !  .  1  
,AB,SKA,XL,XX)  |  
'  i  !  i  
-
90 CALL NROOT (NS 
DC 100  1=1 ,MS 
100  VFQ( I )  =  SQRT(1 /  
110  WRITE (3 ,120  )  
XLU) )  1  !  ~ 1  
1  1  i  1  
120 FORMAT { / / / '  
WRITE:  (3 ,20)  X 
E IGEN VALUE V / / ) .  
L '  l i  1 
WRIT ,B  (3 ,130  )  i  1  1 i  j  
130  FORMAT ( / / / '  l iE IGEN VECTOR • / / / )  
WRIT iE j  ( 3 ,20)  XX 
W R I T E  ( 3  , 1 4 0  )  i  !  
1 •  
i  .  
140  FORMAT ( / / / '  1  NATURAL F  
WRITË (3 ,20)  VFO 
RE QUENCI  ES 
1 1  
• / / / )  
' 
RETURN 
'  E N D  1  1  
1 
\ . , 
1  1 i  :  K  
- i  
: 
91 
VII. APPENDIX B: 
LIST OF INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS AND MASS EFFECTS 
APPENDIX B: LIST OF INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS . 
I, 3,0 psig Inflation Pressure 
. A, Influence Coefficients in E Format 
.27644 -03 -.15969 -04 -.55859 -09 -.23859 
-.17356 -04 -.26311 -07 -.11362 -03 .14584 
-.46053 -07 -.12996 -04 .68269-05 .10817 
-.78608 -05 .57231 -05 .45245 -08 .82155 
.65983 -05 .72359 -07 .10256 -04 -.97135 
.48557 -08 -.77684 -05 .29453 -05 -.29013 
-.89523 -05 .36602 -05 -.11620 -05 .79073 
.17824 -05 ..70901 -08 .83584 -05 -.30837 
,92486 -08 -.82437 -05 .15124 -05 -.92208 
ÎII683 ^01 .10347 -05 -.47332 -05 .15203 
.17750 -06 -.19152 -06 .74170 -04 .52943 
.55405 -07 .23401 -05 .27264 -08 -.17385 
.21337 -02 -.19500 -05 -.15050 -05 .63331 
-.24791 -06 -.22828 -06 .51153 -04 -.55173 
-.27831 -05 .21485 -02 .19042 -05 -.23471 
,30790 -03 .10096 -06 .26301 -05 .24464 
-.17839 -05 -.74348 -05 .10257 -02 -.56519 
-.82088 -06 .20378 -02 .18384 -05 
.34277 r05 -.12770 -08 .13639 -06 .95082 
-.10127 -08 .69928 -08 -.14420 -10 .11319 
,27015 -09 -.50879 -11 .29796 -08 .46227 
-.17298 -09 .31674 -08 .59214 -07 -.11345 
.41528-08 .39033 -08 .39058 -10 .64185 
.20172 -06 .15601 -09 .65035 -08 .82396 
-.89853 -10 .10864 -07 .24139 -06 .34073 
.11172 -07 .96546 -07 .79958 -10 -.11852 
.20209 -06 .14109 -09 
MASS EFFECTS 
-03 .12514 -04 .78879 -08 .17159 -03 
-04 -.12948 -07 .61668 -04 -.14766 -04 
-05 .78250 "05 -.18775 -05 -.36737 -08 
-05 -.88747 -05 .41603 -07 -.90001 -05 
-05 .11017 -06 .77215 -05 .11545 -05 
-08 ,81469 -05 -.46744 -05 -.75819 -07 
-05 .14966 -05 -.66441 -08 -.79585 -05 
-05 .10203 -06 .82160 -05 .12146 -05 
-08 
-02 .10854 -05 -.50446 -06 .25526 -03 
-07 -.77931 -07 .18578 -04 .11440 -04 
-05 .51978 -02 .11647 -06 -.45233 -05 
-03 -.71731 -06 -,32447 -06 .20806 -03 
-07 .78536 -06 .31217 -02 .25871 -06 
-05 .87455 -03 .35163 -06 .14795 -07 
-02 -.14353 -06 -.34090 -05 .20744 -02 
-06 .16173 -06 ,22423 -02 ,20431 -06 
-10 .85563 -09 .23670 -07 -.20181 -11 
-08 .15221 -08 -.13330-10 -.13385 -08 
-06 -.34186 -05 -.35466 -08 ,19485 -06 
-10 -.36771 -08 .19771 -07 .35110 -10 
-08 .29282 -06 ,34118 -05 -.66470 -08 
-07 -.61544 -10 -.74108-08 .30010 -07 
-05 -.11020 -07 .20044 -06 -.14832 -09 
-05 .26405 -06 .34047 -05 -.15817 -07 
.24015 -03 -.91033 -05 -.53953 -08 -.17271 
.14657 -04 .13050 -07 -.62073 -04 .14867 
.10888 -05 -.78606 -05 -.43859 -05 .29479 
.82705 -05 .91404 -05 -.42029 -07 .90594 
.97891 -05 -.11090 -06 -.77685 -05 -.31580 
.26676 -08 -.82009 -05 .48583 -05 .76548 
.79586 -05 -.22691 -05 .64837 -08 .80115 
.32187 -05 -.10288 -06 -.82705 -05 -.16525 
.88041 -08 
,32263 -02 ,23281 -05 -.22135 -05 .35301 
,61106 -07 -.59437 -06 ,20907 -04 .11278 
.59315 -05 .21325 -02 -,24979 -06 -.51197 
,73467 -03 -,79224 -06 -,16875 -05 .723243 
,56421-07 .25505 -05 ..21429 -02 ,25161 
,26127 -05 .94941 -03 ,46511 -06 ,10026 
.20739 -02 ».24314 -06 -.29920 -05 .20429 
,65138 -06 -.14495 -06 ,20323 -02 ,26086 
.49889 -05 -,28491 -08 ,25075 -06 ,20209 
,20158 -08 ,15116 -07 .28287 -10 ,19993 
,14875 -05 -.16511 -09 .96302 -09 .17393 
.63450 -09 .49510 -08 .16418 -06 -.27595 
,68788 -08 ,15270 -05 .15651 -09 .70638 
.67352 -06 .44973 -09 .10403 -07 .23809 
,14461 -09 .12810 -07 .14369 -05 -.47444 
,21946 -07 .14492 -05 ,14769 -09 -.16491 
,18181 -03 -,69544 -05 -.19582 -07 -.12042 
,15500 -04 -.48635 -07 -.13774 -04 .72528 
,24658 -08 -,82699 -05 -.23030 -05 ..54954 
.95504.-05 .85756-05 .74969 -07 ,10873 
.20138 -05 .43476 -08 -.81987 -05 -.22517 
,75705 -07 -,94948-05 ,56601 -05 -.12165 
,84159 -05 -.21926 -05 .10642 -07 .88655 
,23421 -05 ,88807 -08 -.87348 -05 -.21800 
•03 ,17669 -04 .26627 -07 .11437 -03 
.04 .46357 -07 .13081 -04 -.68712 -05 
.08 .79110 -05 -.49124 -05 -.32261 -08 
•05 -.65917 -05 -.72889 -07 -.10323 -04 
.05 -.49021 -08 .78200 -05 -.28435 -05 
.07 .90111 -05 -.36225 -05 .11700 -06 
.05 -.18585 -05 -.66164 -08 -.84133 -05 
.05 -.91833 -08 .82983 -05 -.16150 -05 
.03 .24804 -06 .70105 -06 .85386 -04 
.07 .17764 -06 .25543 -05 -.56506 -08 
.05 .25480 -02 -.13014 -05 -.20732 -05 
•03 -.27544 -06 -.37353 -06 .56995 -04 
.06 -.24429 -05 .22076 -02 .17808 -05 
.06 .33806 -03 .12021 -06 .29095 -05 
•02 -.15298 -05 -.81261 -06 .10817 -02 
•06 -.53798 -06 .19925 -02 ,16054 -05 
.09 ,18968 -08 .60411 -07 .70163 -10 
.08 .17376 -08 .33034 ^11'.-,44446 -09 
•05 -.48741 -05 -,60438 -08 .51736 -06 










47933 -05 -.11234 -07 
12800 -07 .14683 -05 
76847 -06 .63715 -09 
47280 -05 
.03 ,16390 -04 -.13017 »07 .65356 -04 
.05 .11464 -05 .82147 -05 -.16586 -05 
.08 .87030 -05 -.30792 -05 .43316 -07 
.04 -.99285 -05 .11614 -06 .81448 -05 
.05 -,81226 -08 ,86353 -05 -.12661 -05 
.06 .83610 -05 -,21459 -05 -,61469 -08 
.05 -.82239 -06 .10529-06 ,87072 -05 
•05 -.13445 -07 
.31783 -02 .22977 -05 -.35383 -05 .31807 -03 .23603 -06 .13551 -05 .57680 -04 
*51280 -07 -.52500 -06 .71821 -05 .28091 -07 -.88217 -05 .62995 -03 -.92/35 -07 
,90883 -05 .73189 -03 -.79638 -06 -.30129 -05 23215 -02 -.10175 -05 -.33264 -05 
,62925 -03 -.70370 -06 ,88456 -06 ,14845 -03 -.20237 -06 -,56020 -05 ,85809 -03 
<54377 -07 .57954 -05 ,93467 -03 .49236 -06 -,21921 -05 ,18826 -02 .16488 -05 
.19090 -05 .78587 -03 .48848 -06 -.13245 -05 ,97611 -03 -.77778 -07 .14567 -05 
.10364 -02 -,63940 -06 ,12193 -05 ;i704l -02 -.13835 -05 -.50991 -07 .10215 -02 
,69565 -07 -.23266 -06 .10689 -02 ,59346 -06 
,50018 -05 ,13483 -07 .22684 -06 ,48154-09 -.17381 -07 ,44714 -07 .26828 -09 
,21279 -07 ,43093 -08 ,10638 -09 -.56304 -07 ,.43455 -06 -.80430 -11 .56819 -07 
,50620 -06 -,62603 -09 -.55292 -07 .16036 -05 -.49131 -05 .56421 -0/ .44314 -06 
,14411 -08 -i66641 -07 .12031 -06 -,85703 -09 -.10650 -06 ,58944 -06 -.55291 -10 
.10731 -06 ,64177 -06 ,47544 -09 -.10999 -06 ,13641 -05 .48589 -05 ,11808 -06 
,54531 -06 ,19423 -08 ,14401 -05 .67057 -06 ,76637 -10 ,14494 -05 .69644 -06 
,60772 -09 .15282 -05 .12399 -05 -.48371 -05 -.17808 -06 .70291 -06 -.13708 -09 
,17847 -06 .72397 -06 .62327 -09 
,13280 -03 -,61388 -05 ,22943 -07 -.72101 -04 ,18131-04 .54246-07 .15197-04 
.78963 -04 -.12645 -05 -.89924 -04 -,14412 -06 ,30132 -08 ,90616 -05 .92.24 -07 
,39121 -08 -.95430 -05 -.32812 -05 -.46369 -07 .10529 -04 -,20467 -05 -.84451 -07 
.12004 -04 .12804 -04 -,12960 -06 -,89496 -05 -,29600 -06 -,49976 -08 ,90008 -05 
25471 -06 .71582 -08 -.94953 -05 -.30839 -05 .78901 -07 .10480 -04 -.85306 -06 
.13876 -06 .92195 -05 -.37651 -06 .70287 -08 .92798 -05 -.44476 -06 -.97635 -08 
97793 -05 -.28552 -05 -.11259 -06 -.96023 -05 -.13914 -06 -.10033 -07 .96336 -05 
57954-06 .12912-07 
.32026 -02 .23107 -05 -.38235 -05 ..30739 -03 119665 -06 .93671-06 .31833 -04 
.15578 -07 .83732 -05 .20748 -03 -.31650 -07 -.83786 -05 .23160 -03 -.27212 -06 
10433 -04 .62262 -03 -.66616 -06 -.40689 -05 .24076 -02 -.11118 -05 -.21989 -05 
59390 -03 -.56402 -06 .28412 -05 .30595 -03 .15003 -07 -.28015 -05 .33452 -03 
11945 -06 ,46597 -05 .74930 -03 ,47608 -06 ,39424 -06 ,20711 -02 ,15837 -05 
72430 -06 ,36327 -03 -.26143 -07 .78808 -06 .39211 -03 -.20353 -06 .68903 -06 
76038 -03 -.49172 -06 ,93265 -07 .38635 -03 .21518 -07 .18603 -06 .41027 -03 
"763  -06  . . . .  . .  .  . . .  .  
50162 -05 -.34130 -07 .22395 -06 .53723 -09 .37679 -07 .21026 -07 .13538 -09 
80460 -07 .14820 -06 ,36013 -10 .81020 
47264 -06 -.14574 -08 .97631 -07 .I6619 
I6l40 -08 ,13169 -05 .22180 -06 -.87659 
13970 -05 .60112 -06 .19065 -08 -,15373 
26358 -06 .11894 -09 .11815 -06 .28330 
25378 -08 -.18726 -06 .28726 -06 -.18149 
82609 -04 -.83393 -05 -.52957 -07 -.17425 
42384 -06 -.33677 -08 -.10324 -04 -.66074 
55306 -07 -.12016 -04 -.45874 -05 .98723 
10245 -04 -.58936 -06 .56977 -08 -.10312 
64393 -06 -.92559 -07 -.12000 -04 -.45697 
798I7 -08 -.10629 -04 -.74480 -06 .11813 
10995 -04 -.10770-05 .11440 -07 -.11030 
33039 -02 .24195 -05 -.12410 -05 .25207 
74086 -08 .57640 -05 .58720 -04 -.70567 
8O739 -05 .57758 -03 -.62260 -06 -.15606 
79077 -04 .25131 -08 .11351 -05 .86507 
12045 -06 ,26151 -05 .62557 -03 .55775 
24091 -05 .10228 -03 -.53810 -07 -,21224 
10085 -03 .30587 -08 .22193 -05 .10724 
50314 -05 .54403 -07 .18217 -06 .40268 
11936 -05 .27831 -07 -.93323 -10 .12571 
32503 -06 -.15246 -08 .15952 -05 .20556 
69967 -10 ,13029 -06 .56632 -07 .92319 
I5I86 -06 ,39117 -06 ,22367 -08 -.13378 
71525 -07 -.15616 -09 -.14147 -06 .14615 
14163 -09 .13954 -06 .75073 -07 .19396 
20574 -04 .15659 -05 -.17022 ,-05 -.12097 
33989 -06 -.60254 -08 -.12824 -04 -.96674 
11393 -06 -.16237 -04 -.21088 -05 -.16512 
12169 -04 .40136 -06 .97635 -08 -.12818 
20261 -05 .18936 -06 -.12453 -04 .39561 
13671 -07 -.13202 -04 -.11895 -05 -.15426 
.07 .16416 "06 -.27389 -09 -.84022 -07 
.05 -.49569 -05 -.11652 -06 -.44028 -06 
.10 -.13256 -05 .23000 -06 ,23118 -09 
•05 .14066 -05 ,49322 -05 -.18063 -06 
.06 -,36517 -09 -,19019 -06 ,58776 -06 
.09 ,18779 -06 ,29837 -06 ,40113 -09 
.04 ,99658 -05 ,14502-05 ,10256 -04 
.06 ,53216 -08 ,10875 -04 ,85678 -06 
.07 ,13764 -04 -.56390 -05 .14397 -06 
.04 -.72127 -06 -.84769 -08 .10862 -04 
-0^ -.16290 -06 ..1056c -04 -.71481 -06 
.07 .11195 -04 .49540 -06 .13097 -06 
.04 -.66630 -06 -.15310 -07 
.03 .24955 -06 -.57147 -05 .52942 -04 
.07 -.56993 -05 ,14815 -03 -.18344 -06 
.06 ,27486 -02 -.16443 -05 -.11260 -05 
.04 .30064 -07 -.74452 -06 .19575 -03 
-06 -.23777 -05 .94536 -04 -.50354 -08 
.05 .20265 -03 -.13838 -06 -.22355 -05 
.03 .47438 -07 
.09 .11858 -05 .35442 -07 ,.37955 -10 
:05 .14486 -06 -.87372 -09 -*13856 -05 
.05 -,50029 -05 -.12943 -06 «52517 -07 
.10 •i.13678 -06 ,15003 -06 .13399 -08 
.06 .65561 -07 .96681 -10 .13461 -06 
.06 -.18171 -08 -113909 -06 117513 -07 
-09 
-04 .18639 -06 .40253 -08 .12176 -04 
.06 -.64494 -07 ,14155 -04 ,18369 -05 
.06 -.12090 -04 .28580 -06 -.67569 -08 
-04 -.12238 -05 .10917 -06 .14150 -04 
.06 .94579 -08 .12534 -04 .41064 -06 
.06 -.12966 -04 .80987 -06 -.13535 -07 
,13008 -04 .31173 -06 
,34593-02 .24794 -05 
,85515 -08 -.82809 -08 
,12040 -05 .38044 -03 
,10885 -04 .31769 -08 
,60741 -07 .42657 -06 
,50297 -06 .25767 -04 
,13531 -04 .49195 -08 
,50491 -05 -.48762 -07 
,51589 -07 .22483 -07 
,32041 -06 -.95537 -09 
.39252 -10 .50868 -07 
.49532 -07 .93740 -08 
,18821 -07 -.62879 -09 
.73637 -10 
.25978 -03 -.16399 -04 
.31293 -04 .19038 -06 
.35753 -05 .28325 -04 
.29884 -04 -.15555 -04 
,45232 -05 .16778 -07 
,41178 -06 .30114 -04 
,20098 -01 -.31251 -05 
,20575 -05 -.10714 -05 
,27941 -06 .10824 -01 
,25317 -02 .89895 -06 
,42803 -05 -.10780 -04 
.58303 -06 .70696 -02 
,10318 -04 .11351 -07 
,11172 -07 -.91169 -07 
,17005 -05 -010298 -04 
,15072 -09 ..22361 -07 
,33964 -07 -.98954 -06 
.17803 -07 
-.50522 -07 .66510 
.18692 -04 -.19394 
-.36909-06 .56814 
,65766 -06 .24862 
.11911 -04 -.11845 
-.83061 -08 .47483 
,39064 -08 .15631 
-.27227 -09 .56967 
-.48049 -07 .69928 
.20141 -07 .45169 
.37314 -10 .49859 
-.51537 -07 .11856 
-.66874 -08 -.22180 
-.93909 -04 .30066 
.12850 -05 .98621 
^.31585 -06 -.32821 
-.29151 -04 .66826 
.40491 -05 .26146 
-.12677 -04 .58434 
.59277 -03 -.70959 
.47868 -05 -.87791 
.48455 -07 .88580 
.63057 -02 -.57497 
.45225 -05 -.27783 
-.86906 -06 .10424 
-.67905 -10 -.12502 
,20632 -07 -.98361 
-.13871 -06 ,25749 
.83667 -09 -.33577 
05 -.11667 -08 .52286 -07 .73512 -05 
07 .23149 -06 .72077 -04 -.75951 -07 
06 .99549 -05 .70637 -09 -.56995 -06 
04 .86212 -08 -.49562 -06 .79894 -04 
08 -.42735 -06 .12895 -04 -.59732 -08 
06 .12691 -04 .11717 -08 .47932 -06 
10 .49079 -07 .31118 -08 .31118 -10 
07 .38625 -07 -.51212 -09 -.64121 -07 
08 -.26948 -10 .48366 -07 .79708 -08 
09 .56237 -07 .52733 -07 .79196 -09 
07 -.10386 -07 -.58279 -10 -.52452 -07 
07 -.53705 -10 .51702 -07 .10736 -07 
03 .21959 -04 -.13492 -07 .15381 -03 
04 .22383 -06 .39003 -04 -.19685 -04 
08 -.28490 -04 .11035 -04 .20018 -07 
04 .19135 -04 -.38454 -06 .28966 -04 
05 -.42223 -08 .30622 -04 -.97387 -05 
07 -.30224 -04 .57088 -05 -.37141 -08 
02 -.68187 -05 -.38450 -05 .17656 -02 
06 -.63068 -06 .14611 -03 -.16633 -06 
05 .63990 -02 ,59243 -05 -.68169 -05 
03 .27867 -06 .74282 -05 .79193 -02 
05 -.22576 -05 .30150 "02 .15831 -05 
05 .62153 -02 .58839 -05 
08 -.94105 -08 -.26768 -06 .14546 -09 
07 -.19492 -07 -.10789 -09 -.19040 -07 
06 -.84815 -09 -.19247 -07 -.38822 -06 
09 -.33175 -07 -.12681 -05 .10285 -04 
07 -.46319 -06 -.16042 -09 .35775 -.05 
-.12578 -05 -.10277 -04 .47937 -07 -.99143 -06 -.81936 -09 
.22325 -03 .17615-04 .79258 -08 -.15473 -03 .32067 -04 -.19299-06 .94526 -04 
-.30130 -04 -.22644 -06 -.39260 -04 .19846 -04 .35988-05 -.28490 -04 -.10354 -04 
-.18123 -07 .28677 -04 -.10192 -04 -.94120 -08 -.30082 -04 .l6l42 -04 .31871 -06 
.33037 -04 -.19083 -04 .38714 -06 -.29151 -04 -.78503 -05 .24052 -07 .29344 -04 
.67555 -05 -.50019 -08 -.30823-04 .10187 -04 -.41512 -06 -.30311 -04 -.58275 -05 
-.33884 -07 .30420 -04 -.59306 -05 .13185 -07 
,80354-02 -.95810 -05 -.60933-05 .20434 -02 -.23830 -05 -.28360 -06 ,65814 -03 
-.78305 -06 -,10802 -05 ,16187 -03 -,14939 -06 .93765 -05 .63985 -02 .78346 -06 
-.85208 -05 .68465 -02 .11168 -04 -.78255 -05 .27686 -02 .12820 -Ô5 .37232 -06 
.97218 -03 .31858 -06 .95772 -05 .63088 -02 -.78138 -06 -.96753 -05 .62915 -02 
-.10268 -04 -,25438 -05 .32032 -02 -.18945 -05 .35245 -06 .62130 -02 .82714 -06 
-.37403 -05 .61253 -02 .10498 -04 
.14755 -04 .21144 -07 ,24086 -05 .30928 -08 -.15057 ^07 -.78065 -06 .11759 -08 
,18836 -07 -.19616 -06 .36316 -09 .14526 -07 -.77121 -05 -.88526 -09 -.16027 -07 
. -.83988 -05 -.14511 -04 ,37806 -07 -.33155 -05 -.18774 -08 -.31724 -07 -.11552 -05 ^ 
-.78776 -09 .33200 -07 -.76175 -05 .87111 -09 -.33357 -07 -.75879 -05 .14363 -04 
' .50146 -07 -138525 -05 .27970 -08 .66482 -07 -.75423 -05 -.89557 -09 .49927 -05 
-.74705 -05 -.14313 -04 
.16297 -03 -.11543 -04 .17537 -06 -.99552 -04 .36117 -04 .23176 -06 .41346 -04 
-.19894 -04 -.37119 -05 .29874 -04 -.52927 -05 .16334 -07 -.30072 -04 -.61925 -05 
-.30332 -07 .31668 -04 -.38728 -05 -3 29537 -06 -.34804 -04 ,25430 -04 -.40313 -06 
.30636 -04 -,58824 -05 -.22912 -07 -.30837 -04 -.61050 -05 .39742 -07 .32481 -04 
-.18841 -05 .40319 -06 .31908 -04 -.69779 -05 .32948 -07 -.32009 -04 -.58354 -05 
-.49947 -07 
.74315 -02 -.89488 -05 -.96848 -05 .17247 -02 -.21343 -05 .24590 -05 .40410 -03 
-.59660 -06 -.19670 -04 .24984 -02 .14377 -06 .20289 -04 .27379 -02 .13714 -05 
-.81129 -05 .59504 -02 .11020 -04 -".55760 -05 .22672 -02 .13928 -05 -.34433 -05 
.28870 -02 -.21992 -06 ,38711 -05 .30850 -02 -.18744 -05 .52534 -05 ,53470 -02 
-,10001 -04 -,91996 -06 .3-382 -02 .19092 -06 ,92083 -07 .31953 -02 ,17179 -05 
,14873 -04 -.16230 -06 -,20255 -05 .54278 -08 ,20058 -06 -.52145 -06 .28705 -08 
.33464 -06 -.29325 -05 .11555 -09 -.33742 -06 -.32177 -05 -.20064 -08 .33823 -06 
.73377 -05 -.14710 -04 -135463 -06 -.26716 -05 -.64868 -08 -.43554 -05 -.34021 -05 
.13684 -09 .43836 .05 -.35939 -05 .27137 -08 -.46272 -05 -.66005 -05 .14644 -04 
.53993 -06 -.35886 -05 .33849 -09 -.54075 -06 -.37440 -05 -.26657 -08 
.10977 -03 -.14851 -04 -.28548 -06 -.45634 -04 .26819 -04 .41762 -05 -.32812 -04 
.15139 -05 -.18462 -07 .33036 -04 -.13348 -05 .26979 -07 -.34817 -04 -,10578 -04 
.28781 -06 .38400 -04 .99044 -05 .48386 -06 -.33781 -04 -.17346 -05 .25891 -07 
.34002 -04 -.19480 -05 -.36637 -07 -.35839 -04 -.10257 -04 -.41052 -06 -.35185 -04 
,83360 -06 -.36906 -07 .35296 -04 -.24153 -05 .48133 -07 
,77328 -02 -.93150 -05 -.62470 -05 .15756 -02 -,16010 -05 .12600 -04 .88294 -03 
,42296 -07 -.12512 -04 ,96580 -03 .32435 -06 .18220 -04 .21897 -02 ,13278 -05 
,16470 -05 .66046 -02 .IO861 -04 -.12033 -05 .10536 -02 -.75637 -07 .13867 -05 
,11394 -02 -.57776 -06 .31112 -05 .22479 -02 -.14080 -05 .13228 -05 .11226 -02 
,62026 -07 -.15909 -05 .11941 -02 .49936 -06 
15005 -04 .35522 -06 -.19016 -05 .55775 -08 -.39943 -05 -.10682 -05 .24707 -09 
40203 -05 -.11318 -05 -.82491 -09 -.42394 -05 -.28340 -05 -.63195 -08 .46544 -05 
78734 -05 -.14932 -04 .54609 -06 -.12780-05 -.32514 -09 -.54987 -06 -.13789 -05 
13555 -08 .57283 -06 -.28465 -05 .83OI3 -08 .56482 -06 -.13832 -05 .52073 -09 
56633 -06 -.14516 -05 -.14252 -08 
52319 -04 -.22278 -06 -.48259 -05 .37557 -04 -.99563 -06 .20995 -07 -.37804 -04 
13658 -05 -.30356 -07 .39818 -04 .32982 -05 -.33943 -06 -.43956 -04 -.71286 -05 
58908 -06 -.38684 -04 -.13768 -05 -.29378 -07 -.38938 -04 -.14431 -05 .42567 -07 
41011 -04 ,32254 -05 .47946 -06 .40277 -04 -.26808 -05 .42047 -07 -.40408 -04 
11510 -05 -.55381 -07 
88804 -02 -.11190 -04 -.55345 -05 .^21879-05 ^54049 -08 .56129 -05 .23938 -03 
83926 -07 .46578 -05 .54281 -03 .34642 -06 .10277 -04 .17749 -02 .16398 -05 
92470 -05 .26192 -03 -.11867 -07 .93519 -05 .28353 -03 -.15117 -06 -.86894 -05 
56381 -03 -.40849 -06 -.89527 -05 .27965 -03 .54895 -08 .89171 -05 ,29736 -03 
13421 -06 
15146 -04 .39643 -06 -.24796 -06 .21112 -09 -.39907 -06 -<26883 -06 -.31424 -09 
41844 -06 -.67618 -06 -.42087 -08 -.46683 -06 -.19529 -05 -.75368 -08 .41133 -06 
.30536 -06 -.28984 -09 -.4.408 -06 -.33237 
,56910 -08 .42738 -06 -.34178 -06 .42894 
,23888-03 -.15698 -04 .34612 -07 -.20076 
.42947 -04 -.51014 -06 -.69390 -04 ,25856 
,50434 -07 -.59362 -04 .11090 -04 .88336 
,61247 -04 .24693 -05 .68806 -07 .61443 
,24896 -01 -.77298 -06 -.14686 -04 .IOO55 
,90018 -06 .14719 -06 .13390 -02 .40521 
,19251 -04 .10557 -01 -.32122 -05 -.38766 
,13128 -01"..16571 -05 -.28204 -05 .10522 
,17192 -04 -.32512 -07 i36527 -06 ;14529 
,37352 -07 .63650 -07 -.47949 -09 .54443 
,26678 -06 -.12708 -08 .56569 -07 .16903 
17156 -04 -.79738 -07 .26868 -06 .12394 
20207 -03 -.18938 -04 .49348 -07 -.13247 
25769 -04 -.67085 -05 -.59361 -04 -.11464 
80283 -07 -.62735 -04 .30859 -04 -.70878 
6I85O -04 -.82751 -05 .96075 -07 
12123 -01 .68313 -06 -.12483 -04 .42438 
438051 -06 ,19237 -04 .10563 -01 -.48982 
,45134 -05 .51004 -02 -.21633 -05 ,41523 
,10607 -01 -.46917 -06 
.24329 -04 -.50127 -07 .11371 -05 .26036 
,77826 -07 .13377 -05 -.12408 -08 .77040 
,10551 -05 -,27533 -08 -.11229 -06 ,11227 
.23999 -04 
13944 -03 -.18909 -04 -.54417 -06 -.73569 
12667 -04 -.46535 -07 -.62758 -04 -.13684 
76202 -06 .64892 -04 -.15388 -04 .67132 
•06 .53643 -09 .43452 -06 -.67502 -06 
09 -.42873 -06 -.34887 -06 -.64459 -09 
.03 .23123 -04 -.52513 -07 ,13161 -03 
.04 .66648 -05 .58997 -04 .92340 -06 
•07 .62325 -04 -.29912 -04 .70416 -06 
.04 .83871 -05 .10309 -06 
01 .23972 -05 -,10318 -04 ,38481 -02 
.06 ,86460 -05 ,15709 -01 ,23758 -05 
•05 ,47336 -02 -.21595 -05 .33905 -05 
•01 .32893 -05 
08 .33429 -07 ,16411 -06 -,33770 -09 
.07 -.69040 -07 -.17169 -04 -,54113 -07 
06 ,52520 -09 -,59728 -05 ,31159 -06 
.08 
03 ,44038 -04 ,51358 -06 ,69845 -04 
.04 ,44897 -07 ,59753 -04 -.10370 -04 
06 -.61654 -04 -,77038 -05 -.64793 -07 
-02 ,95093 -06 ,62810 -06 ,14643 -02 
-06 -.18584 -04 ,10944-01 ,10037-05 
-06 .10579 -01 .52276 -06 -.69033 -06 
-08 .52484 -07 .42459 -06 .97567 -09 
•07 .70492 -06 -.24083 -04 -.79678 -07 
-05 ,12645 -08 -,83700 -05 .89770 -06 
-04 ,34948 -04 ,70660 -05 ,62347 -04 
-04 ,71398 -07 -,66069 -04 -,13695 -04 
07 -.65101 -04 -.13567 -04.-V91557 -07 
.10901 -07 .10273 -06 -.88642 -05 .33604 -02 .12477-05 -.16195 -04 '.45959 -02 
.30817 -06 .17074 -04 .49732 -02 -.22072 -05 -.13412 -05 .96573 -02 .16824 -05 
.33247 -05 .48946 -02 .24659 -06 .23008 -05 .52036 -02 .18813 -05 
.24663 -04 ,60381 -06 .10313 -05 .99593 -08 .73221 -05 .835^9 -06 .53688 -09 
.73703 -05 .72878 -06 -.25334 -08 .77574 -05 .31442 -06 -.2^554 -04 -.90062 -06 
.80521 -06 -.80247 -09 .90295 -06 .71135 -06 .28330 -08 
.81167 -04 -.12825 -05 -.78005 -05 -.68686 -04 .56937 -06 .52283 -07 .69136 -04 
.55637 -07 -.73868 -07 -.72824 -04 -.91161 -05 -.85187 -06 -.71519 -04 .27879 -05 
,74763 -07 .71752 -04 -.29107 -07 .96719 -07 
,12306 -01 -,65209 -06 ,38070 -05 .16117 -02 -',11806 -06 -,35523 -05 .17482 -02 
.83765 -06 ,11190 -04 .35550 -02 -.12910 -05 .84961 -05 .17224 -02 .97882 -07 
,89124 -05 .18376 -02 ,70758 -06 
,25361 -04 -.92192 -06 .46600 -06 .66876 -09 .92800 -06 ,49045 -06 -.14428 -03 
,*97478 -06 ,10164 -05 -.12946 -07 --.95^57 -06 -,52445 -06 -.97570 -09 -.96153 -06 
•51442 -06 .16799 -08 
,21690 -03 -.62211 -05 -.73321 -07 -.17863 -03 «37514 -04 .91911 -07 .10829 -03 
,33090 -04 -,10294 -04 .10243 -03 .88475 -05 .IOO83 -06 -.10279 -03 .31428 -04 
,10447 -06 
,30905 -01 -.26921 -05 -.27834 -04 ,14252 -01 -.67433 -05 -.54666 -05 .59250 -02 
,27406 -05 .52057 -05 .22854 -01 .48615 -05 -.50716 -05 ,14706 -01 ,61051 -05 
,24065 -04 .77354 -07 -.96102 -06 ,18831-08 -.79051 -07 -.39384 -06 -.68445 -09 
,83709 -05 -.21800 -05 -,24047 -04 ,11203 -06 .IO6OI -05 -,16997 -08 
.17979 -03 -.33246 -04 -.86596 -07 -.10900 -03 ,34508 -04 .10361 -04 -.10311 -03 
24965 -04 -.10976 -06 ,10346 -03 -.29397 -04 ,11263 -06 
16457 -01 ,87697 -05 -,59325 -05 .65117 -02 -,29057 -05 .22953 -05 .15010 -01 
81685 -06 -.68196 -05 .15799 -01 ,97577 -05 
33963 -04 ,11436 -06 -,31283 -05 ,42145 -08 ,15497 -06 -,76413 -05 .16268 -08 
,11808 -04 -.85515 -05 -.33846 -04 
,11478 -03 .1226? -07 -.10932 -04 ,10849 
,54863 -05 -,14839 -06 . 
,15324 -01 i86976 -05 -.12649 -04 ,64314 
,25001 -05 
.34629 -04 .12946 -05 -.30151 -05 .11397 
.17847 -03 .21584 -04 -.11878 -04 -.15184 
.53472 -01 .55733 -05 -.22888 -05 .18511 
.34114 -04 -.15929 -06 .13933 -06 125638 
•15782 -03 -.10237 -04 -.15312 -04 
22398 -01 -.10687 -05 
43922 -04 
B, Mass Effects 
92143 -04 ,40934-04 ,64568 -04 ,32457 
90031 -04 ,57663 -04 .32457 -03 .90031 
57663 -04 .95701 -03 .14339 -03 .32269 
32457 -03 .90031 -04 .57663 -04 .32457 
90031 -04 .57663 -04 .95701 -03 .14339 
64568 -04 .32457 -03 .90031 -04 .57663 
95701 -03 .14339 -03 .32269 -03 .92143 
90031 -04 .57663 -04 .95701 -03 .14339 
32269 -03 .95701 -03 .14339 -03 .32269 
03 -.92892 -05 .11324 -06 -.10884 -03 
-02 ,28082 -06 .11273 -04 .69525 -02 
-08 -.12877 -05 -.32065 -05 -.41693-08 
-03 .79530 -05 -.20977 -06 , . ;; 
-01 ,25516 -05 
-08 
•03 .90031 -04 .57663 -04 .32457 -03 
04 .57663 -04 .32457 -03 .90031 -04 
03 .92143 -04 .40934 -04 .64568 -04 
03 .90031 -04 .57663 -04 .32457 -03 
03 .32269 -03 .92143 -04 .40934 -04 
04 .32457 -03 .90031 -04 .57663 -04 
04 .40934 -04 064568 -04 .32457 -03 
03 .32269 -03 .95701 -03 .14339 -03 
03 
, 5«0 psig Inflation Pressure 
A, Iiifluence Coefficients in E. Format 
.25392 -03 -.15694 -04 -.10704 -08 -.21712 
•16203 -04 -.28382 -07 -.10043 -03 .13176 
.47122 -07 -.11217 -04 .59990 -05 .9^646 
.62295 -05 .54693 -05 .41422 -08 .65615 
.58930 -05 .71109 -07 .85565 -05 -.84951 
.42917 -08 -.61422 -05 .28253 -05 -.I65II 
.72858 -05 .32203 -05 -.62577 -06 .62758 
.17194 -05 .53686 -08 .67129 -05 -.28836 
.80095 -08 -.66114 -05 .14603 -05 -.69967 
,93443 -02 .10108 -05 -.47000 -05 .12145 
.17186 -06 -.19763 -06 .58928 -04 .51607 
.59752 -07 .18448 -05 .28365 -08 -.17748 
.17023 -02 -.18965 -05 -.15320 -05 .50452 
24205 -06 -.24508-06 .40522 -04 -.52803 
26914 -05 .17145-02 .18436 -05 -.23392 
24464 -03 .98715 -07 .25126 -05 .19504 
17192 -05 -.17757 -06 .81716 -03 -.54317 
74569 -06 .16261 -02 .17700 -05 
33578 -05 -.12572 -08 ,13270 -06 .11965 
88978 -09 .66924 -08 -.16590 -10 .10128 
25160 -09 -.55665 -11 .25290 -08 .44793 
21553 -09 .27387 -08 .57123 -07 -.15241 
38662 -08 .37723 -08 .43980 -10 .58435 
19486 -06 .19538 -09 .59207 -08 .79527 
10512 -09 .10357 -07 .23116 -06 -.33323 
10731 -07 .92920 -07 .97739 -10 -.11587 
19411 -06 ,17698 -09 
21893 -03 -.86295-05 -.70511 -08 -.15489 
13264 -04 .10916 -07 -.54447 -04 .13150 
95433 -06 -.62293 -05 -.42531 -05 .26048 
03 .11946 -04 .10196 -07 .15361 -03 
04 .10807 -07 .53998 -04 -.13037 -04 
06 .61991 -05 -.1908O -05 -.35339 -08 
05 -.82930 -05 .40346 -07 -.73193 -05 
05 .10985 -06 ,60978 -05 .10896 -05 
08 .65030 -05 -.43688 -05 -.75027 -07 
05 .14528 -05 -.58262 -08 -.63257 -05 
05 .10014 -06 .15862 -05 .12416 -05 
08 
02 .10612 -05 -.25431 -05 .20330 -03 
07 -.73643 -07 .14712 -04 .56108 -05 
05 .41477 -02 .11767 -06 -.43770 -05 
03 -.69740 -06 -.28235 -06 .16533 -03 
07 .73351 -06 o24887 -02 .24784 -06 
05 ,69674 -03 .33584 -06 .48656 -07 
02 -.13508 -06 -,32776 -05 ,16552 -02 
06 ,11841 -06 ,17885 -02 .19296 -06 
.09 .71176 -09 .22414 -07 -.21307 -11 
.08 .14726 -08 -,15046 -10 -.12384 -08 
.06 -.33464 -05 -.32383 -08 .18877 -06 
•10 -.33323 -08 .18912 -07 .39727 -10 
.08 .28347 -06 .33379 -05 -.61280 -08 
.07 -.74952 -10 -.70038 -08 .28732 -07 
.05 -.10546 -07 .19291 -06 -.18438 -09 
.05 .25022 -06 .33291 -05 -.15551 -07 
03 .16535 -04 .28811 -07 .10126 -03 
04 .47528 -07 .11312 -04 -.60483 -05 
08 .62784 -05 -.46892 -05 -.24863 -08 
-é66161 -05 .85649 -05 -.40881 -0? .73794 
,85771 -05 -.11079 -06 -.61423 -05 -.30546 
-.17374 -08 -.65562 -05 .45546 -05 .75960 
-.63258 -05 -.22106 -06 .56087 -08 .63778 
.30195 -05 -.10122 -06 -.66402 -05 -.16732 
.64491 -08 ... 
.25707 -02 .22768 -05 -.23737 -05 .28077 
,59499 -07 -.64569 -06 .16586 -04 .10443 
.56630 -05 .17021 -02 -.24218 -06 -.48814 
.58478 -03 -.76983 -06 -.84586 -06 .18453 
-.53222 -07 .24475 -05 .17110 -02 .24343 
-.26049 -05 .75594 -03 .44581 -06 .14108 
.16545 -02 -.23446 -06 -.28664 -05 .16297 
-.62671 -06 -.18638 -06 .16215 -02. .25077 
.48714 -05 -.33080 -08 .24297 -06 .24976 
-.20173 -08 .14525 -07 .32116 -10 .18901 
i14405 -05 -.20410 -09 -.12593 -08 .16723 
-.78187 -09 .44257 -08 .15825 -06 -.33601 
-.54277 -08 .14838 -05 .19235 -08 .56686 
.;.65156 -06 .54257 -09 .97534 -08 .22957 
-.17644 -09 .11404 -07 .13877-05 -.45663 
-.21264 -07 .14032 -05 .18079 -09 -.15854 
.16531 -03 -.62025 -05 -.20037 -07 -.10808 
-.13885 -04 -.50611 -07 -.12068 -04 .64726 
-.19787 -08 -.66152 -05 -.12507 -05 .52923 
-.78814 -05 .79002 -05 .74459 -07 .92041 
-.20105 -05 .36024 -08 -.65536 -05 -.22532 
-.74981 -07 -.78385 -05 .52189 -05 -.12024 
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;45102 -05 -.20788 -05 -.23522 -04 ,11302 -06 -.10140 -05 -,21374 -08 
16637 -03 -.31857 -04 -.75528 -07 -.98613 -04 .32527 -04 .97052 -05 .92852 -04 
24637 -04 -.10487 -06 .93212 -04 -.28164 -04 .98599 -07 
13129 -01 -.84817 -05 -.63271 -05 .51856 -02 -.27642 -05 .17802 -05 .II98I -01 
88436 -06 -,61108-05 .12608 -01 .94287 -05 
32832 -04 ,10980 -06 -,30124 -05 "..50976 -08 .15016 -06 -.74024 -05 .20395 -08 
114-3 -04 -,82967 -05 -,32686 -04 
10531 -03 .11140 -05 -.10397 -04 .99042 -04 -.88632 -05 .10914 -06 -.99409 -04 
58835 -05 -.14275 -06 
12225 -01 -.85513 -05 -.11230 -O^f. .51224 
23934-05 
33660 -04 .14679 -05 -.28903 -05 .13937 
16731 -03 .21676 -04 -.11633 -04 -.14126 
42801 -01 -.55438 -05 -.25623 -05 .14772 
33383 i-04 -.16017 -06 .11018 -06 .32421 
14710 -03 -.93930 -05 -.14823 -04 
,17870 -01 -.11637 -05 . 
,42530 -04 
B, Mass Effects 
.92543 -04 ,41034 -04 .64818 -04 ,32697 
.90071 -04 ,58074 -04 ,32697 -03 .90071 
,58074 -04 ,96101 -03 ,14399 -03 ,32409 
.32697 -03 ,90071 -04 ,58074 -04 ,32697 
,90071 -04 ,58074 -04 ,96101 -03 ,14399 
,64818 -04 ,32697 -03 ,90071 -04 ,58074 
,96101 -03 ,14399 -03 ,32409 -03 .92543 
.90071 -04 ,58074-04 .96101 -03 .14399 
,32409 -03 ,96101 -03 ,14399 -03 .32409 
02 ,26453 -06 ,99286 -05 .55357 -02 
08 -.14723 -05 -.30653 -05 -.49977 -08 
03 .72686 -05 -.20621 -06 
01 .23932 -05 
08 
-03 .90071 -04 ,58074 -04 ,32697 -03 
-04 ,58074 -04 ,32697 -03 .90071 -04 
-03 .92543 -04 .41034 -04 .64818 -04 
-03 .90071 -04 .58074 -04 .32697 -03 
-03 .32409 -03 ,92543 -04 .41034 -04 
-04' :-.'32697 -03 ,90071 -04 ,58074 -04 
-04 ,41034 -04 ,64818 -04 ,32697 -03 
-03 .32409 -03 .96101 -03 .14399 -03 
-03 
Ill, 7,0 pslg Inflation Pressure 
A, Influence Coefficients In E Format 
,24176 -03 -.16060 -04 -,16258 -08 -.20452 -03 ,11866 -04 ,12920-07 .14190 -03 
-.15712 -04 -.31612 -07 -.91331 -04 ,12306 -04 -,91067 -08 .48531 -04 -.11840 -04 
-.50114 -07 -.98961 -05 .54159 -05 ,84986 -06 .48262 -05 -.20016 -05 -.35383 -08 
-.48525 -05 .54388 -05 .39290 -08 .51754 -05 -.80498 -05 .40735 -07 .59375 -05 
.54283 -05 .72762 -07 .72063 -05 -,76234 -05 .11402 -06 .47229 -05 .10691 -05 
,39028 -08 -,47667 -05 ,282-7 -05 ,46834 -09 .51245 -05 -.4?4l5 -05 -.77297 -07 
-.59166 -05 .29119 -05 -.11509 -06 .49005 -05 .14683 -05 -.52462 -08 -.49511 -05 
,17265 -05 ,38662 -08 .53413 -05 -.28013 -05 .10234 -06 ,52252 -05 .13193 -05 
.71074 -08 -.52489 -05 .14677 -05 -.50581 -08 
.73871 -02 .10281 -05 -.48587 -05 .95825 -03 .10803 -O5 -.46856 -05 .15964 -03 
,17324 -06 .21180 -06 .46091 -04 ,52377 -07 -.72359 -07 .11446 -04 .10642 -07 
.66437 -07 .14249 -05 .30624 -08 -.18835 -05 .32669 -02 .12367 -06 -.44093 -05 
,13423 -02 -.19204 -05 -.16216 -05 ,39633 -03 -.70596 -06 -,25176 -06 ,12934 -03 
,24607 -06 -.27188 -06 .31545 -04 -.52588 -07 .71159 -06 ,19573 -02 .24708 -06 
.27096 -05 .13504 -02 ,18582 -05 .24267 -05 .54737 -03 .33375 -06 .84503 -07 
,19137 -03 .10050 -06 .24976 -05 .15340 -02 -.13214 -06 -.32800 -05 .13035 -02 
-.17246 -05 -.84339 -06 .64198 -03 -.54332 -06 .79932 -07 ,14077 -02 ,18949 -06 
,70093 -06 .12808 i02 .17739 -05 
,34249 -05 -.12888 -08 ,13443 -06 .14911».109 ^59^94 -09 .22073 -07 -.23302 -11 
.80318 -09 .66652 -08 -.19437 -10 .93511-09 .14833 -08 -.17376 -10 -.11889 -08 
,24332 -09 -.62724 -11 ,21816 -08 ,45187-06 -.34107 -05 -.30621 -08 ,19040 -06 
,26688 -09 .24218 -08 .57363 -07 -.19759 -10" -,31245 -08 ,18824 -07 .45965 -10 
.37375 -08 .37953 -08 .50698 -10 ,55070 -08 ,28569 -06 ,34002 -05 -.58591 -08 
.19595 -06 ,24273 -09 .55795 -08 ,79699 -07 -.91419 -10 -,68826 -08 .28626 -07 
,12467 -09 ,10273 -07 .23036 -06 -,33933 -O5 -,10502 -07 .19326 -06 -.22796 -09 
.10727 -07 .93086 -07 .11951 -09 -.11794 -05 .24660 -06 .33893 -05 -.15920 -07 
.19406 -06 ,22010 -09 
.20665 -03 -.85079 -05 -.89948 -08 -a4340 -03 .16075 -04 ^32171 -07 .92293 -04 
.12413 -04 ,92283 -08 -.49043 -04 .II969 -04 ^50639 -O7 '.IOOO5 -04 -.54724 -05 




























































































24511 -06 .30762 
37256 -10 .18581 
16069 -08 .16735 
15878 -06 -.40978 
23604 -09 .45048 
95018 —08 .23042 
13952 -05 -.45746 
22126 -09 -.15865 
21310 -07 -.10016 
10854 -04 ,59565 
24945 -06 ,53053 
76988 -07 .79109 
51759 -05 -.23467 
49907 -05 -.12374 
90622 -08 .58715 
57555 -05 -,21604 
43286 -05 .19824 
44819 -05 .33968 
78233 -06 -.24282 
•05 -.54366-05 -.73615 -07 -.72825 -05 
•05 -.39500 -08 .48179 -05 -.27341 -05 
•07 .59790 -05 -.28822 -05 .11636 -06 
.05 -.18114 -05 -.30840 -08 -.53976 -05 
.05 -.69805 -08 .53050 -05 -.15774 -05 
.03 .24260 -06 .95043 -06 .52843 -04 
.07 .21740 -06 .15161 -05 -.75565 -08 
•05 .15980 -02 -.12734 -05 -.22820 -05 
.03 -.27320 -06 -.44550 -06 .35156 -04 
.06 -.23488 -05 .13859 -02 .17347 -04 
.06 .20975 -03 .11975 -06 .27645 -05 
.02 -.14738 -05 -.92378 -06 .67637 -03 
.06 -.41069 -06 .12619 -02 .15440 -05 
.09 .21461-08 .58378-07 .10256 -09 
.08 .16198 -08 .14405 -12 .23084 -08 
•05 -.47746 -05 -.60032 -08 .50276 -06 
•09 -.55743 -08 .39836 -07 -,13823 -09 
.08 .15810 -05 .46497 -05 -.11013 -07 
.06 .31649 -09 
.05 -.15643 -07 















10477 -07 .14329 -05 
74758 -06 -.93728 -09 
45494 -05 
88451 -08 .53221 -04 
51739 -05 -.17541 -05 
24354 -05 .43441 -07 
12396 -06 .51213 -05 
562477-05 -.91216 -06 
53457 -05 -.21713 -05 -.43240 -08 
58105 -06 .10767 -06 .57321 -05 
11226 -07 
23615 -06 .17720 -05 .34362 -04 
07 -.80521 -05 -.39409 -03 -.90317 -07 
05 .14553 -02 -.10004 -05 -.37064 -05 
.39275 -03 -.70642 -06 .11136 -05 .91439 -04 -.20798 -06 -.51058 -05 .53686 -03 
.51978 -07 .53146 -05 .58415 -03 .47095 -06 -.18030 -05 .11813 -02 .16220 -05 
-.21751 -05 .49070 -03 .49598 -06 -.10994 -05 .61069 -03 -.74431 -07 .12333 -05 
.64799 -03 -.61419 -06 .14626 -05 .10700-02 ^ .13545 -05 .2056I—06 .62892 -03 
,65582 -07 -.47281 -06 ,66823 -03 .56617 -06 
.49723 -05 .12138 -07 .22457 "06 ,86706 -09 -.18901 -07 .43707 -07 .47683 -09 
.25808 -07 ,42353 -08 ,18787 -09 .62052 -07 .42232 -06 -.14165 -10 ,62931 -07 
,49186 -06 -.94726 -09 -.61202 -07 ,15575 -05 -.48336 -05 ,64307 -07 ,43780 -06 
-.25999 -08 -,82400 -07 .12006 -06 -,15215 -08 -,12612 -O6 ,57151 -06 -,80974 -10 
.12761 -06 ,62214 -06 ,70388 -09 -,13354 -06 .13360 -05 ,47495 -05 .I5023 -06 
.53618 -06 .36275 -08 .12974 -05 .64975 -06 .II250 -09 -,13110 -05 -.66756 -06 
-i88l66 -09 -.14260 -05 .12383 -05 -.47160 -05 -.23463 -06 -.67949 -06 -.20238 -09 
-.23538 -06 ,69694 -06 ,89293 -09 . - ^ -
,11648 -03 -,47320 -05 ,24095 -07 -.61941 -04 ,15977 -,04 , 64476 -07 ,12636 -04 
-,68277 -05 ,10843 -05 -,59252 -05 -,85890 -07 ,23294 -08 ,59883 -05 ,21578 -06 
-.25349 -08 -,65226 -05 -.37264 -05 ,48389 -07 .76008 -05 -,12452 -05 -.92355 -07 
-.92251 -05 ,11178 -04 -*14642 -06 -459118 -05 -,25083 -06 -,38472 -08 ,59741 -05 (j 
-.18452 -06 ,56223 -08 -,65022 -05 -,33678 -05 ,82902 -07 ,75813 -05 -.29095 -06 -f-
,15116 -06 -,62194 -05 -,37048 -06 ,54510 -08 ,62846 -05 -.39619 -06 -.73302 -08 
-.68357 -05 -.30703 -05 -.11985 -06 -.66701 -05 -.26020 -06 -.77897 -08 .66987 -05 
-.52944 -06 ,99293 -08 
,20049 -02 ,23052 -05 -,46098 -05 .19156 -03 .18658 -06 .11793 -05 .19367 -04 
-.27035 -07 .70388 -05 .12895 -03 -.30429 -07 -.70645 -05 .14365 -03 -.26614 -06 
,92890 -05 ,38860 -03 -,66158 -06 -,32455 -05 .15096 -02 -.10968 r05 -.26442 -05 
,37-26 -03 -.53470 -06 .22448 -05 .19017 -03 .13822 -07 -.22110 -05 .20766 -03 
,11239 -06 .41244 -05 .46779 -03 .47132 -06 .85774 -06 .13005 -02 .15580 -05 
-.10947 -05 .22578 -03 -.24384 -05 .11643 -05 .24349 -03 -.19485 «06 .26974 -06 
,47462 -03 -,48839 -06 -,30572 -06 ,24003 -03 ,19444 -07 .22119 -06 ,25473 -03 
,16858 -06 
,49949 -05 -.41493 -07 .22067 -06 .93722 -09 .47262-07 .19995 -07 .22483 -09 
-.85841 -07 ,14667 -06 ,46946 -10 ,86792 -10 ,16192 -06 -.40781 -09 -.92067 -07 
.47704 -06 -.26377 -08 .11485 -06 .16242 -05 -.49020 -05 -.14765 -06 .43498 -06 
.28242 -08 .11400 -05 .22094 -06 -.12175 -09 -.11520 -05 122418 -O6 .33180 -09 
,12424 -05 .61958 -06 .35346 -08 -.14514 -05 
,26225 -06 .16436 -09 .22164 -06 ,28285 -06 
,47495 -08 -.23349 -06 .28671 -06 -.25342 -09 
,75860 -04 -.69950 -05 -.64037 -07 -.I5W -04 
,46302 -06 -.27330 -08 -.72791 -05 -.74508 -06 
,62877 -07 -.92403 -05 -.51680 -05 .11617 -06 
,72344 -05 -.62375 -06: .46885 -08 -.73109 -05 
,90283 -06 -.10548 -06 -.92764 -05 -.50542 -05 
,65801 -08 -.76972 -05 -.80523 -06 .99558-08 
,81622 -05 -.95^21 -06 .94777 -08 -.81968 -05 
,20684 -02 .24259 -05 -.16256 -05 .15^54 -03 
,72145 -08 .46039 -05 .36220 -04 -.68310 -07 
•71937 -05 .36004 -03 -.61395 -06 .45518 r06 
,48762 -04 .24891 -08 .54419 -06 .53292 -04 
,11875 -06 .19818 -05 .38962 -03 .57440 -06 
,17415 -05 .62994 -04 -.50749 -07 -.14772--05 
,62129 -04 .30821 -08 .15730 -05 .66019 -04 
,50191 -05 .68995 -07 .18105 -06 .71480 -09 
,98455 -06 .22859 -07 -.11943 -09 .10689 -05 
,29004 -06 -.26436-08 .15338 -05 .20754 -05 
,91493 -10 .14653 -06 .54847 -07 .97432 -10 
,18573 -06 .36935 -06 .39485 -08 -.15282 -06 
,70952 -07 -.18967 -09 -.16711 -06 .13797 -06 
,18589 -09 .16411 -06 .74267 -07 .23726 -09 
17018 -05 -.16725 -05 -.91388 -05 
55820 -08 -.10029 -05 -.11961 -05 
14347 -04 -.27199 -05 -.21039 -06 
49426 -06 .87148 -08 -„10081 -04 
.22723 -06 -.96519 -05 .41979 -06 
,12172 -03 .10594 -04 -.14764 -05 -.19028 TT06 






13703 -05 .48643 -05 -.21928 -06 
.54401 -09 -.23838 -06 .59591 -06 
.23437 -06 .29850 -06 .58719 -09 
.92864 -05 .13303 -05 .72025 -05 
,47134 -08 .79097 -05 .11618 -05 
,11317 -04 44849 -05 .17163 -06 
.78795 -06 -.72247 -08 .79425 -05 
.19106 -06 .76170 -05 -.71864 -06 
,83605 -05 .71768 -06 .15028 -06 
.72820 -06 -.12935 -07 4'-
.27036 -06 -,45445<-05 .32652 -04 
,46289 -05 .91334 -04 -,18087 -O6 
.17240 -02 -.16678 -05 -.52383 -06 
.27870 -07 -.14207 -06 ,12086 -0> 
.17081 -05 .58269 -04 -.49489 -08 
.12510 -03 -.13742 -06 -.15879 -05 
,44220 -07 
,97429 -06 ,34221 -07 ,48818 -10 
.15335 -06 -.15580 -08 -.12423 -05 
.49759 -06 -.14499 -06 .50460 -07 
.15836 -06 .14519 -06 .24383 -08 
.63780 -07 .12601 -09 .15445 -06 
.33085 -08 -.16342 -06 .73578 -07 
.22306 -06 .35629 -08 .92353 -05 
.78439 -07 .11687 -04 -.23039 -05 
.91832 -05 .33055 -06 -.60152 -08 
.15149 -05 .13395 -06 .11750 -04 
.84219 -08 .97535 -05 .51254 -06 
.10342 -04 .70928 -06 -.12091 -07 
,21665 -02 .24704 -05 -.15183 -06 ,40342 -05 -.10664 -08 .15468 -06 .44479 -05 
.82371 -08 -.12143 -06 .11455 -04 -;18688 -07 .36179 -06 .44178 -04 -.73359 -07 
,85366 -06 .23567 -03 -.36612 -06 .38601 -06 .60429 -05 .59597 -09 -.38824 -06 
,65978 -05 .29835 -08 .47831 -06 ,15208 -04 ,80991 -08 ^.32810 -06 .48963-04 
.57861 -07 .25926 -06 .72320 -05 -.10228 -08 -.26005 -06 .78204 -05 -.56998 -08 
.33470 -06 .15745 -04 -.76941 -08 ,30848 -06 ,77031 -05 ^96814 -09 .31248 -06 
,82066 -05 ,46910 -08 
.50440 -05 -.52275 -07 .37911 -08 .19586 -10 .52821 -07 .29143 -08 -.42877 -10 
,57170 -07 *23167 -07 -.46378 -09 .66592"-07 .36515 -07 -.89443 -09 -.79627 -07 
.33057 -06 -.16707 -08 -.51458 -07 ,71201 -08 -.34060 -10 .52003 -07 .84919 -08 
,48303 -10 -.56351 -07 .18226 -07 .78176 -09 .65779 -07 .53^71 -07 .13842 -08 
,54108 -07 .96832 -08 ,46927 -10 .5^^8l -07 .11198 -07 -.73749 -10 -.59287 -07 
,16392 -07 -.10922 -08 -.57916 -07 .12194 -07 -.67802 -10 .58161 -07 .11448-07 
.93-34 -10 
^23025 -^03 -.16767 -04 -.29387 -08 -,19286 -03 ,20849 -04 -,29574 -07 ,12911 -03 
,28549 -04 .21728 -06 -.76288 -04 ,25436 -04 ,23335 -06 .30022 -04 -.15956 -04 
,29357 -05 ,18887 -04 ,93971 -06 ,29082 -08 -,19054 -04 ,10445 -04 ,45816 -07 
•20509 -04 -c14089 -04 -.36065 -06 -,23670 -04 ,15739 -04 -,40388 -06 ,19561 -04 
.43110 -05 -.87968 -08 -.19759 -04 ,63091 -05 -,2833^ -07 .21336 -04 -,87837 -05 
,46131 -06 ,20890 -04 ,42484 -05 ,16028 -07 -,20996 -04 ,53821 -05 ,23074 -07 
;12672 -01 -,30854 -05 -.12559 -04 ,36781 -02 -.67413 -05 -.40547 -05 .11052 -02 
•20252 -05 -.92821 -06 ,36862 -03 -,70477 -06 -,7^028 -06 ,90122 -04 -.I6203 -06 
,49291 -06 .67962 -02 .47325 -05 -.85941 -05 .40242 -02 .57887 -05 -.70396 -05 
,15850 -02 .84705 -06 .24219 -06 .55068 -03 .27790 -06 .70395 -06 .49678 -02 
,42239 -05 -.10405 -04 .39640 -02 -.55717 -05 -.25471 -05 .18874 -02 -.15I8O -05 
,80904 -06 ,44397 -02 ,44533 -05 -.24285 -05 ,39074-02 ,56897 -05 
,10296 -04 .10291 -07 -.58328 -06 .66189 -08 -.70824 -08 -.26081 -06 .23173 -09 
,95501 -08 -.97649 -07 -.79157 -10 -.11226 -07 -.19036 -07 -.13708 -09 -.16083 -07 
,16704 -05 -.10265 -04 .18573 -07 -.96256 -06 -.13138 -08 -.16226 -07 -.37805 -06 
,22550 -09 .20753 -07 -.13350 -06 .35^^69 -09 -.31580 -07 -.12280 -05 .10244 -04 
,32779 -07 -.96388 -06 ,12832 -08 -,32132 -07 -.45021 -06 -.23932 -09 .35606 -05 
,11998 -05 -.10232 -04 .48341 -07 -.96323 -06 -.12650 -08 
.19487 -03 -.16599 -04 ,21134 -07 -.13047 
.25572 -04 -.23603 -06 -.30339 -04 .16155 
.15950 -07 .19256 -04 -.96506 -05 -.29574 
,23920 -04 -.15731 -04 .40823 -06 -.19759 
.64088 -05 .14350 -07 -.21562 -04 .92575 
.28186 -07 .22.2. -04 -.56243 -05 -.87583 
.50405 -02 -.94089 -05 -.68489 -05 .12769 
.77554 -06 -.I3O8O -05 .99816 -04 -.13363 
.81540 -05 -.42998 -02 .10877 -04 -.81635 
.60351 -03 .31522 -06 .90911 -05 .39658 
.99255 -05 -.29194 -05 .20038 -02 -.18235 
,32493 -05 .38508 -02 .10128 -04 
.14482 -04 ,23562 -07 -,23686 -05 ,47609 
,17869 -07 -.19007 -06 .48755 -09 ,31282 
,83845 -05 -.14106 -04 .39851 -07 .32689 
,11369 -08 -.23366 -07 -.75W -05 ,13297 
.44931 -07 -,37962 -05 ,41765 -08 ,65446 
,73977 -05 -,13800 -04 
,14153 -03 -,94687 -05 -,19627 -05 -,83708 
,16535 -04 -,32216 -05 ,20494 -04 -,56025 
.31055 -07 ,22496 -04 -.26682 -05 -.33291 
.21357 -04 -.60885 -05 -,18100-07 -,21583 
,10463 -^05 f45333 -06 ,22903 -04 -.67808 
,46469 -07 
,46599 -02 —.88338 -05 -.10995 -04 .10772 
.62113 -06 -.17967 -04 .15461 -02 .13705 
.67986 -05 .37356 -02 .10838 -04 -.64286 
.18073 -02 -.21029 -06 .32338 -05 .19297 
.99010 -05 -.10668 -06 .19012 -02 .17967 
.14661 -04 -.18641 -06 -.20124 -05 .96131 
.40036 -06 -.28849 -05 .16727 -09 -.40548 
.73518 -05 -.14407 -04 -.45028 -06 -.26474 
03 .29412 -04 -.22060 -06 .77092 -04 
04 .29666 -05 -.19054 -04 -.10043 -04 
07 -.20728 -04 .14717 -04 .36567 -06 
04 -.76429 -05 .20256 -07 .19971 -04 
05 -.46725 -06 -.21110 -04 -,60406 -05 
08 . 
02 -.23437 -05 .16813 -06 .40847 -03 
06 .89657 -05 .40237 -02 .76514 -06 
05 .17313 -02 -.;i2217 -05 .66782 -06 
02 ,75849 -06 -.92262 -05 ,39537 -02 
05 -,66627 -06 .29069 -02 .79789 -06 
08 -.12945 -07 -.76394 -06 .17803 -08 
08 -.76659 -05 -.13615 -08 -.55179 -08 
09 -.27736 -08 -.29476 -06 -.11309 -05 
08 -423445 -07 -.74907 -05 .13876 -04 
07 -.74684 -05 .13667 -08 .48124-05 
04 ".32179 -04 .24694 -06 .32944 -04 
05 ,12865 -07 -120712 -04 -,66671 -05 
06 -,25996 -04 ,22458 ^04 -,43549 -06 
04 -,64669 -05 ,37986 -07 ,23450 -04 
05 .26226 -07 -.22973 -04 -.61823 -05 
02 -.21508 "05 .31516 -05 .24922 -03 
06 .18641 -04 .17121 -02 .13100 -05 
05 .14163 -02 .14290 -05 -.28029 -05 
02 -.18020 -05 .59803 -05 .33596 -02 
06 -.67260 -06 ,19985 -02 .16394 -05 
08 ^24748 -06 51976 -06 .50923 -08 
•06 -.31640 -05 -.29983 -08 .41211 -06 
05 -.12018 -07 -.39295 -05 -.33466 -05 
,19603 -09 .39702 -05 -.35130 -05 .40203-08 -.43277 -05 -.66204 -05 .14305 -04 
.71209 -06 -.35249 -05 .49941 -09 -.71379 -06 -,36687 -05 -.38979 -08 
.97347 -04 -.12069 -04 -.33484 -06 -.38386 -04 ,24169 -04 .37409 -05 -.23663 -04 
.13120 -05 -.15687 -07 .23913 -04 -.97961 -06 .24164 -07 -.26012 -04 -.11564 -04 
,32902 -06 .30275 -04 -.75876 -05 ,56868 -06 -.24845 -04 -.I6123 -05 ,22042 -07 
.25106 -04 -.16279 -05 -.31413 -07 -.27299 -04 -.11056 -04 -.47506 -06 -.26638 -04 
.10981 -05 -.31412 -07 .25752 -04 -.20985 -05 .41639 -07 
.48501 -02 -.92275 -05 -.76447 -05 .98241 -03 -.14956 -05 .10309 -04 .54907 -03 
.38864 -07 -.10250 -04 .59982 -03 .30482 -06 .I6215 -04 .13678 -02 .13140 -05 
.27619 -07 .41488 -02 ,10719 -04 -.25530 -05 .56618 -03 -.70475 -07 .27526 -05 
.70786 -03 -.55365 -06 .16278 -05 .14034 -02 -.13975 -05 -.10071 -06 .69778 -03 
.55909 -07 -.14374 -06 .74172 -03 .47447 -06 
.14868 -04 -.45291 -06 -.18866 -05 ,95589 -08.-.34678 -05 -.10662 -05 -.34228 -09 
,35040 -05 -,11131 -05 —.11934 -08 -.38132 -05 -,28937 -05 -.11582 -07 .44017 -05 
,77925 -05 -.14755 -04 .66521 -06 -,12734 -05 -.44656 -09 -.67253 -06 -.13764 -05 
,20337 -08 -.71967 -06 .28741 -05 .15379 -07 .70622 -06 -.13806 -05 .72749 -09 
,70872 -06 -.14506 -05 -.21015 -08 
,47074 -04 .14332 -05 .46484 -05 ,28936 -04 -.11373 -05 .18968 -07^^.29241 -04 
16636 t05 -.27491 -07 .31762 -04 .42339 -05 -.42258 -06 -.37024 -04 -.87OO6 -05 
74881 -06 .30413 -04 -.14614 -05 -.26539 -07 -.30733 -04 -.17744 -05 .38508 -07 
33380 -04 .41311 -05 .59996 -06 .32589 -04 -.23919 -05 .38109 -07 -.32728 -04 
14780 -05 -.50379 -07 
55719 -02 -.11284 -04 -.35759 -05 .13493 -03 .53045 -08 .36547 -05 .14751 -03 
77928 -07 -.27203 -05 .33509 -03 .35163 -06 .83682 -05 .11055 -02 .16281 -05 
70887 -05 .16147 -03 -.11584 -07 .72064 -05 .17467 -03 -.14281 -06 -.66682 -05 
34795 -03 -.41970 -06 -.69141 -05 .17232 -03 .54865 -08 .68839 -05 .18311 -03 
12546 -06 • -
15094 -04 .44526 -06 .20486 -06 .27643 -09 .45000 -06 .26242 -06 ,34737 -09 
48555 -06 -.65946 -06 -,76557 -08 -,57308 -06 -.I8863 -05 -,13216 -07 .47167 -06 
29891 -06 -.37784 -09 -.47672 -06 -.32945 -06 .67I83 -09 .51507 -06 -.64788 -06 
10365 -07 .05393 -06 -.33595 -06 .56473 -09 -.50603 -06 .34512 -06 -.8O892 -09 
,21389 -03 -.16001 -04 .31364 -0? -.17633 -03 .22096 -04 -.48344 -07 .11109 -03 
.39266 -04 -.59854 -06 -.55298 -04 .21909 -04 .57868 -05 .43837 -04 .81834 -06 
;47061 -07 -.44266 -04 .IO529 -04 ,90404 -07 .47738 -04 -.27064 -04 ,82462 -06 
.46696 -04 .30421 -05 ,62206 -07 -,46892 -04 ,79717 -05 -,10019 -06 
,15683 -01 -.79238 -06 -,14626 -04 ,62951 -02 ,22727 -05 -.10544 -04 ,24092 -02 
,82272 -06 ,3939^ -06 ,83245 -03 ,41140 -06 .80569 -05 ,98649 -02 ,23955 ^05 
.18721 -04 .66392 -02 -.30600 -05 -.42P36 -05 ,29632 -02 -,20622 -05 .30606 -05 
,82496 -02 -,11698 -05 -.23662 -05 .66166 -02 .31233 -05 
,17141 -04 -,27968-07 ,34359 -06 ,22700 -08 ,29169 -07 ,15468 -06 -,49705 -09 
.34731 -07 .58748 -07 ,67239 -09 .51364 -07 -,10903 -06 -,17106 -04 -.50761 -07 
,23926 -06 -.19654 -08 ,54543 -07 .15688 -06 .78550 -09 -.59464 -05 .23577 -07 
,17086 -04 -.80346 -07 ,23708 -06 ,19328 -08 
,17817 -03 -.18011 -04 .43454 -07 -.11227 -03 .40481 -04 .60498 -06 ,55881 -04 
,21888 -04 -.58477 -05 -.44264 -04 -.11393 -04 ,38190 -07 ,44733 -04 ,98587 -05 
.77847 -07 ,48278 -04 ,28093 -04 -,83327 -06 -,47197 -04 -,83113 -05 -,55705 -07 
,47392 -04 ,78843 -05 ,89249 -07 
,76112 -02 .62691 -06 .13233 -04 .26540 -02 .86850 -06 .11688 -05 .90914 -03 
.36309 -06 .18284 -04 .66435 -02 -.45948 -06 ,17709 -04 ,68773 -02 ,10574 -05 
.52168 -05 ,31901 -02 -.20610 -05 -.20228 -06 ,66529 -02 .48300 -O6 ,27819 -07 
•66688 -02 -,535^9 -06 
23715 -04 ,44336 -07 .10671 -05 .39222 -08 .47461 -07 ,39756 -06 .13969 -08 
73033 -07 .11613 -05 -.19309 -08 ,71633 -07 .50088 -06 -.23334 -04 -,74650 -07 
96964 -06 -,40873 -08 -,11022 -06 .95026 -06 ,19808 -08 -,80915 -05 ,73039 -06 
23205 -04 
12178 -03 -.16136 -04 -,66141 -06 -.60700 -04 .31635 -04 ,63506 -05 ,47805 -04 
12833 -04 -,40530 -07 -,48311 -04 -.14261 -04 .63654 û07 .52430 -04 -.II387 -04 
92867 -06 .51193 -04 -.14896 -04 .58907 -07 -,51410 ^04 -,14082 -04 -,81662 -07 
68417 -02 .10034 -06 -.10522 -04 ,20984 -02 ,13613 -05 -,14293 -04 .28770 -02 
29379 -06 .15208 -04 ,31104 -02 -.21228 -05 ,31187 -05 ,60671 -02 ,16623 -O5 
15172 -05 ,30626 -02 ,23011 -06 ,55927 -06 ,32539 -02 ,17895 -05 
.24225 -04 .77485 -06 .10035 -05 .I8503 -07 
.67053 -05 .60098 -06 -.36517 -08 .72724 -05 
.70417 -05 -.11889 -08 .11974 -05 .69456 -06 
.70671 -04 .11419 -05 -.74003 -05 -.55515 -04 
.11934 -05 -.67195 -07 -.60939 -04 -.10794 -04 
.69716 -07 .59747 -04 .595^7 -06 ,89008 -07 
«77283 -02 -.82921 -06 .13634 -05 .10017 -02 
.80291 -06 .87122 -05 .22182 -02 -.12577 -05 
.64582 -05 .11407 -02 .67178 -06 
.24812 -04 .11241 -05 .47215 -06 .93664 -09 
.12286 -10 .10793 -05 -.24364 -07 -.12016 -03 
.53318 -06 .24546 -08 .1 ' TÎ "03 -.SCotl 
.19586 -03 -.68961 -05 -.67316 -07 -.15810 -03 
,30365-04 -.93478 -05 .85474 -04 .87798 -05 
•76459 -07 
.19466 -01 -.26194 -05 -.27472 -04 -.89663 -02 
.26267 -05 .50506 -05 .14391 -01 .47495 -05 
,23986 -04 .73608 -07 -.91769 -06 .29277 -08 
.83366 -06 -.20625 -05 -.23958 -04 .11312 -06 
.15974 -03 -.31769 -04 -.675^^2 -07 -.92253 -04 
.25314 -04 -.10427 -06 .86769 -04 -.28080 -04 
,10336 -01 -.85398 -05 -.69799 -05 .40712 -02 
.76348 -06 -.56515 -05 .99306 -02 .94846 -05 
.33041-04 .10973 -06 -.30194 -05 .61887 -08 
.11463 -04 -.83805 -05 -.32860 -04 
.10014 -03 .22612 -05 -.10287 -04 .93636 -04 
65208 -05 -.14293 -06 
,66352 -05 .74565 -06 .79818 -09 
.31319 -06 -.24056 -04 -.11932 -05 
.40658 -08 
.74523 -06 .48622 -07 .56099 -04 
.10975 -05 -.59492 -04 -023556 -05 
.11053 "06 -.11030 -05 .10854 -02 
.60717 -05 .10700-02 .89128 -07 
.11360 -05 .50317 -06 -.21144 -08 
.53619 -06 -.13734 -08 .12064 -05 
.35887 -04 .60426 -07 .91291 -04 
.90255 -07 -.85871 -04 .29999 -04 
65635 -05 -.57845 -05 ,37082 -02 
47179 -05 .92497 -02 .59026 -05 
76131 -07 -.37430 -06 -.10225 -08 
10092 -05 -.26623 -08 
31874 -04 .94456 -05 .86383 -04 
88593 -07 
27356 Tr05 .13378 -05 .94402 -02 
15148 -06 -.74656 -05 .25354 -08 
87989 -05 .10950 -06 -.94036 -04 
.962# -02 -.875'^1 -05 -.10270 -04. .40224 
.23839 -05 
.34065 -04 ,17111 -05 -.28835 -05 .17046 
.16297 -03 .22652 -04 -.11841 -04 -.13645 
.33877 -01 -.57406 -05 -.29404 -05 .11636 
,34014 -04 -.16759 -06 .85530 -07 .40528 
.14239 -03 -.89323 -05 -.14939 -04 
,14072 -01 -.13041 -05 
.42873 -04 
B, Mass Effects 
92943 -04 ,41164 -04 .65068 -04 .32937 
90141 -04 .58483 -04 .32937 -03 .90141 
58483 -04 .96501 -03 .14459 -03 .32254 
32937 -03 .90141 -04 .58483 -04 .32937 
90141 -04 .58483 -04 .96501 -03 .14459 
65068 -04 .32937 -03 .90141 -04 .58483 
96501 -03 .14459 -03 .32254 -03 .92943 
90141 -04 .58483 -04 .96501 -03 .14459 
32254 -03 .32937 -03 .90141 -04 .58483 
02 .25903 -06 .89894 r05 ,43449 -02 
08 -.17169 -05 -.30493 -05 -.60301 -08 
03 .68809 -05 -.21106 -06 
01 .23325 -05 
: 
03 .90141 -04 .58483 -04 .32937 -04 
04 .58483 -04 .32937 -03 .90141 -04 
03 .92943 -04 .41164 -04 .65068 -04 
03 .90141 -04 .58483 -04 .32937 -03 
03 .32254 -03 .92943 -04 .41164 -04 
04 .32937 -03 .90141 -04 .58483 -04 
04 .41164 -04 .65068 -04 .32937 -03 
03 .32254 -03 .96501 -03 .14459 -03 
04 
• 9*0 pslg Inflation Pressure 
A, Influence Coefficients in E.Format 
11660 -03 -.16159 -04 -.26009 -08 -.17985 
14486 -04 -.35046 -07 -.75514 -04 .1066I 
.49917 -07 -.78049 -05 .44181 -05 .68634 
.32195 -05 .52314 -05 .36572 -08 .34817 
.46492 -05 .67246 -07 .53330 -05 -.62122 
.33.29 -08 -.31354 -05 .27429 -05 .30724 
.41548 -05 .24543 -05 -.12456 -06 .32448 
.17043 -05 .15741 -08 ..36367 -05 -.26450 
.57127 -08 -.35650 -05 .14555 -05 -.20753 
,54338 -02 .10218 -05 -.49726 -05 .70271 
.16923 -06 -.22686 -06 .33321 -04 .51697 
.73225 -07 .10102 -05 .32880 -08 -.19925 
.98249 -03 -.18932 -05 -.17061 -05 .28856 
.24445 -06 -.29889 -06 .22635 -04 -.50658 
.26634 -05 .98757 -03 .18162 -05 -.24797 
.13837 -03 .10047 -06 .23960 -05 .11191 
.16707 -05 -.91654 -06 ,46745 -03 -.52303 
.60915 -06 .93637 -03 .17156 -05 
.34222 -05 -.13764 -08 .13275 -06 .20084 
.64921 -09 .64073 -08 -.2I856 -10 .77260 
.22230 -09 -.66867 -11 .15353 -08 .44260 
.35407 -09 .17978 -08 .55883 -07 -,32369 
«33134 -08 .37168 ^08 .56852 -10 .46613 
.19153 -06 .32220 -09 .46750 -08 .77603 
614577 -09 .95051 -08 .22217 -06 -.33798 
.10048 -07 .90473 -07 .14684 -09 -.11744 
.18829 -06 ,29067 -09 
.18243 -03 -.80571 -05 -.12164 -07 -.12236 
.10794 -04 .44538 -08 -.39896 -04 .99225 
,69631 -06 -.32192 -05 -.42344 -05 .19907 
.03 ,11365 -04 .17482 -07 .12060 -03 
.04 -.43562 -08 .39324 -04 -.97762 -05 
.06 .32062 -05 -.20922 -05 -,36088 -08 
•05 -.74697 -05 .36667 -07 -.41577 -05 
.05 .10823 -06 .30984 -05 .10124 -05 
•08 .34419 -05 -.39734 -05 -.72876 -07 
.05 ,14484 -05 -.43647 -08 -.32906 -05 
•05 .94549 -07 .35448 -05 .13646 -05 
•08 
•03 .10760 -05 -.44168 -06 .11615 -03 
i07 -.67290 -07 .82045 -05 .10057 -07 
•05 .23889 -02 .12987 -06 -.43303 -05 
•03 -.69531 -06 -.20402 -06 .92534 -04 
07 .66532 -06 .14279 -02 .23706 -06 
05 .39858 «03 .31714 -06 .13143 -06 
02 -.12282 -06 -.31813 -05 .95294 -03 
06 .18068 -07 .10281 -02 .17768 -06 
•09 .40996 -09 .22398 -07 -.11550 -11 
•09 .14493 -08 -.19356 -10 -.10433 -08 
.06 -.34031 -05 -.27128 -08 .18678 -06 
•10 -.26398 -08 .18075 -07 .49312 -10 
•08 .28020 -06 .33891 -05 -.51291 -08 
•07 -.11241 -09 -i62728 -08 .27504 -07 
•05 -.97969 -08 .18795 *06 -.29897 -09 
•05 ,23528 -06 ,33746 -05 -.15562 -07 
•03 .14891 -04 ,35861 -07 ,76612 -04 
•05 ,50634 -07 ,79184 -05 -.44818 -05 
.08 .32646 -05 -.44779 -05 -.79515 -09 
-.35353 -05 .77798 -05 -.37516 -07 .42189 
.63137 -05 -.10979 -o6 -.31355 -05 -.30222 
.36750 -08 -.34928 -05 .41795 -05 .74419 
.32905 -05 -.22243 -05 .39466 -08 .33400 
.27943 -05 -.96287-07 -.35974 -05 -.18123 
.10813 -08 
.14716 -02 ,23096 -05 -.'29224 -05 .15954 
.59576 -07 -.79462 -06 .93314 -05 .92059 
.5393Ô -05 .98134 -03 -.23996 -06 -.46374 
.33331 -03 -.76617 -06 .40823 -07 .10399 
.49209 -07 .23795 -05 .98609 -03 .24008 
.27536 -05 .43149 -03 .42559 -06 .23690 
.95203 -03 .22942-406 -.37671 -05 .93762 
.66536 -06 -.29100 -06 .93336 -03 .24359 
.49186 -05 .52138 -08 .23995 -06 .40272 
.22657 -08 .14012 -07 .42851 -10 .17390 
.14196 -05 -.32879 -09 -.36565 -08 ,16121 
.12522 -08 ,33734 -08 ,15392 -06 -.52365 
.17023 -08 ,14778 -05 ,30479 -09 .21372 
.64058 -06 ,82309 -09 .85736 -08 ,22337 
..27438 -09 ,80935 -08 .13583 -05 -,44147 
.,20421 -07 .13845 -05 ,28232 -09 -,15281 
.13669 -03 -.48134 -05 -,21284 -07 -.85653 
.,10941 -04 -.56175 -07 -.88560 -05 ,50279 
-.88285 -09 -.35337 -05 -.26162 -05 ,53562 
.,47503 -05 .68598 -05 .72352 -07 ,60614 
.21371 -05 ,19998 -08 -.34890 -05 -.23961 
.,72411 -07 -,47332 -05 ,45980 -05 -,11511 
..36961 -05 -,22662 -05 ,81847 -08 .41462 
.,22807 -05 .44947 r08 -.40446 -05 -.21781 
.14492 -02 .22860 -05 -.48440 -05 ,14381 
.52755 -07 -.71978 -06 ,32631 -05 ,37246 
,78001 -05 .33202 -03 -.76955 -06 -,20247 
05 -.46692 -05 -.68338 -07 -.54109 -05 
05 -.33471 -08 .31824 -05 -.26711 -05 
07 .42153 405 -.24309 -05 .10615 -06 
05 -.17981 -05 -.47827 -09 -.36896 -05 
05 -.54976 -08 .36177 -05 -.15727 -05 
•03 ,23747 -06 ,11053 -05 .38031 -04 
.08 ,23810 -06 ,10438 -05 -.85773 -08 
.05 ,11660 -02 -,12478 -05 -,24261 -05 
.03 -,27110 -06 -.48363 -06 .25241 -04 
•06 -,22958 -05 ,10122 -02 ,16926 -05 
•06 ,15139 -03 .11956 -06 ,26635 -05 
-0'3 -,14229 -05 -.99383 -06 .49203 -03 
.06 .32605 -06 ,91510 -03 ,14888 -05 
•09 ,25546 "08 .56458 -07 .12886 -09 
.08 ,15025 -08 -,44071 -11 ,44615 -08 
.05 -,46804 ;05 -.61780 -08 ,48947 -06 
.09 -,50998 -08 ,38230 -07 -,16303 -09 
.08 ,15687 -05 .45143 -05 -.10881 -07 
•06 .38569 -09 -.81713 -08 .14016 -05 
.05 -.14817 -07 .72881 -06 -.11812 -08 
•05 .13672 -05 .43815 -05 
.04 .13030 -04 -.33603 -08 ,44601 -04 
.05 ,77841 -06 .34798 -05 -.18188 -05 
i08 .39536 -05 -,20137 -05 .39916 -07 
.05 -.66860 -05 .12121 -06 .34381 -05 
.05 -.72827 -08 .39136 -05 -.71594 -06 
•06 .36431 -05 -.21880 -05 -.29802 -08 
.05 -.46372 C06 .10096 -06 .40252 -05 
.05 -.99143 -08 . 
.03 .23579 -06 ^20194 -05 .25196 -04 
.07 -.74877 -05 .28682 -03 -.88286 -07 
.05 .10614 -02 -.98354 -06 -.39415 -05 
,28529 -03 -.70751 -06 .12430 -05 .65504 
.50183 -07 .49795 -05 .42477 -03 .45170 
.23269 -05 .35656 -03 .50080 -06 -.98864 
.47133 -03 -.59169 -06 .15922 -05 .78174 
.62842 -07 f.60094 -06 .48601-03 .54214 
.49441 -05 .90676 -08 .22249 -06 .12458 
.28054 -07 .42588 -08 .26091 -09 -.62061 
.47838 -06 -.12323 -08 -.61195 -07 .15127 
.37415 -08 -.91098 -07 .11828 -06 -.21264 
.13574 -06 .60401 -06 .89339 -09 -.14477 
.'52899 -06 .53003 -08 .11802 -05 .63032 
.10954 -08 .13431 -05 .12338 -05 -.46003 
.27491 -06 .67219 -06 .10929 -08 
.10469 -03 -.37605 -05 .23195 -07 ^ .54579 
.60489 -05 -.95206 -06 -.41423 -05 -.53582 
.14975 -08 -.47358 -05 -.39837 -05 -.46001 
.74453 -05 ,10071 ^ 04 -,15108 -06 -.41878 
.15770 -06 .45531 -08 ".47334 -05 -.35036 
•15054 -06 -.44591 -05 -.37157 -06 i42543 
.50796 -05 -.31637 -05 -.11639 -06 -.49273 
.51572 -06 .77374 -08 
.14603 -02 .23002 -05 -.51112 -05 .13896 
.34301 -07 .60797 -05 .93232 -04 -.29423 
.84770 -05 .28227 -03 -.65739 -06 -.26842 
.26866 -03 -.51242 -06 .18687 -05 .13751 
.10590 -.06 .37969 -05 .33984 -03 .46726 
.12735 -05 .16325 -03 -.23101 -07 .13491 
,34457 -03 -.48586 -06 -.51779 -06 -.17349 
,16060 -06 
.49742 -05 -.45923 -07 .21707 -06 .13081 
.82849 -07 .14538-06 ,50221 -10 .84112 
.47930 -06 -.38047 -08 .12177 -06 .15896 
.39482 -08 .10023 -05 .22020 -06 -.14246 
-04 -.20894 -06 -.47572 -05 ,39076 -03 
-06 -.15480 -05 .86245 -03 .15957 -05 
-06 .44449 -03 -.71929 -07 .11241 -05 
-03 -.13261 -05 .34637 -06 .46489 -03 
-06 
-08 -.18477 -07 .42323 -07 .66480 -09 
-07 .41088 -06 -.24000 -10 .63263 -07 
-05 -.47575 -05 .65892 -07 .43317 -06 
-08 -.13359 -06 .55481 -06 -.97035 -10 
-06 .13555 -05 .46448 -05 .17010 -06 
-06 ,13502 -09 -.11972 -05 .64133 -06 
-05 -.27380 -06 •'.65753 -06 .24722 -09 
-04 .14430 -04 .69860 -07 .10843 -04 
-07 .18080 -08 ,42036 -05 .28052 -06 
-07 .58140 -05 -.75716 -06 -.92298 -07 
-05 -.22953 -06 -.39684 -08 .42090 -05 
-05 .79279 -07 .58147 -05 .15531 -07 
-08 .45235 -05 -.38403 -06 -.55244 -08 
-05 -.32225 -06 -.60862 -r3 .49530 -05 
-03 .17890 -06 .13279 -05 .13690 -04 
-07 -.61205 -05 .10364 -03 -.26050 -06 
-05 .11013 -02 -.10835 -05 -.29182 -05 
-03 .12971 -07 -.18394 -05 .14998 -03 
-06 .11334 -06 .95013 -03 .15353 -05 
-05 .17592 -03 -.18697 -06 .39881 -07 
-03 .I8O3O -07 .43975 -06 .18401 -03 
-08 .53132 -07 .11912 -07 .29718 -09 
-07 .16001 -06 -.52316 -09 -.91051 -07 
-05 -.48490 -05 -.16725 -06 .42779 -06 
-09 -.10167 -05 .21964 -06 .40691 -09 
,11398 -05 .63246 -06 .51357 -08 -,13863 
,26113 -06 .19107 -09 .24117 -06 .28286 
,69342 -08 -,25989 -06 ,28608 -06 -.29869 
,70885 -04 ,60366 -05 -,69954 -07 -,13111 
,48153 -06 -.22006 -08 -,54032 -05 -,78242 
,64871 -07 -.74630 -05 -.54974 -05 .12402 
.53878 -05 -.63740 -06 ,38480 -08 -,54665 
,10260 -05 -.10901 -06 -,75423 -05 -.53104 
,54131 -08 -,58795 -05 -,82643 -06 .84938 
.63933 -05 -.88919 -06 .78447 -08 -.64260 
,15066 -02 ,24300 -05 -.18859 -05 .11316 
,70381 -08 ,38152 -05 .26000 -04 -.66253 
.65989 -05 .26120 -03 -.60409 -06 .85818 
.34985 -04 .24831 -08 .21363 -06 .38198 
.11519 -06 .15851 -05 .28241 -03 .53557 
.13363 -05 .45139 -04 -.48113 -07 -.10826 
.^4526 -04 .31393 -08 ,11780 -05 .47287 
.50063 -05 .78265 -07 .18010 -06 .10241 
,82945 -06 .19486 -07 -.13347 -09 .92802 
.26356 -06 -.36637 -08 .14890 -05 .20881 
,10232-^09 ;14898 -06 .53769 -07 .81785 
,20455 -06 .35322 -06 .55093 -08 -.15769 
,70747 -07 -.19730 -09 -.17824 -06 .12910 
.20895 -09 .17346 -06 .73767 -07 .25100 
.19040 -04 .17916 -05 -.16497 -05 -.71897 
.45499 -06 .52073 -08 -.81666 -05 -.13260 
.16101 -06 -.13057 -04 -.31217 -05 -.23959 
.73795 -05 .54664 -06 .77541 -08 -.82656 
.28408 -05 .26639 -06 -.77982 -05 .43778 
.10795 -07 -.88597 -05 -.16313 -05 -.21037 
.86469 -05 ,47175 -06 .14241 -07 
15787 -02 .24643 -05 -.19458 -06 ,28472 
05 .13399 -05 .47992 -05 -.23764 -06 
06 -,69456 -09 -,26655 -06 ,60002 -06 
09 ,26109 -06 ,29883 -06 .73609 -09 
04 .87845 -05 .12396 -05 ,53249 -05 
06 ,42599 -08 .60563 -05 ,13213 -05 
06 .96991 -05 -.37096 "05 .18516 -06 
05 -.81271 -06 -.62589 -08 .61246 -05 
05 -.20332 -06 .57953 -05 -.71579 -06 
08 .65843 -05 .82171 -06 .15640 -06 
05 ^.75064 -06 -.11056 -07 
03 .28501 -06 -.37494-05 ,23432 -04 
07 .39005 -05 .65492 -04 -.17724 -06 
06 .12581 -02 -.16850 -05 -.19629 -06 
04 .25999 -07 .20748 -06 .86837 -04 
06 -.13023 -05 .41786 -04 -.48901 -08 
05 .89875 -04 -.13382 -06 -.11920 -05 
04 .41505 -07 
08 ,81758 -06 .33318 -07 .53415 -10 
06 .15757 096 -.21860 -08 -.11333 -05 
05 -.49504 -05 -.14683 -06 .48959 -07 
10 -.16567 -06 ,13879 -06 . ,34611 -08 
06 ,62443 -07 ,14035 -09 ,16001 -06 
06 -,46955 -08 -,17346 -06 ,72276 -07 
09 
05 ,24481 -06 ,31120 -08 ,72946 -05 
05 -,85494 -07 ,10016 -04 ,25923 -06 
06 -.72736 -05 .35800 -06 -.52931 -08 
05 -.16840 -05 ".14733 -06 .10142 -04 
06 .74101 -08 .79115 -05 .57217 -06 
06 -.86026 -05 -.66489 -06 -.10680 -07 
05.-.98454 -09 ,19868 -06 ,32329-05 
.79379 -08 -.17577 -06 .81708 -05 -.18238 -07 .43356 -06 .31511 -04 -.71369 -07 
,74027 -06 .16993 -03 -.36351 -06 .27813 -06 .42689 -05 .51269 -09 -.28040 -06 
/46544 -05 .27992 -08 .36991 -08 -.10826 -04 .79980 -08 -.22540 -06 .34924 -04 
,55911 -07 .16253 -06 .51101 -05 -.89953 -09 -.16303 -06 .55205 -05 -.54374 -08 
.23422 -06 .11196 -04 -.76734 -08 .20994 ^06 .54415 -05 .81761 -09 -.21348 -06 
.57930-05 .44689-08 
.50418 -05 -.51238 -07 .38128 -08 .21235 -10 .51975 -07 .30066 -08 -.51943 -10 
.57890 -07 .22791 -07 -.62416 -09 .70901 -07 .36160 -07 -.12411 -08 -.89351 -07 
.33671 -06 -.23513 -08 -.50429 -07 .73341 -08 -.37345 -10 r.51l66 -07 .90549 -08 
.51967 -10 -.57104 -07 .15991 -07 .10655 TT08 .70162 -07 : .55085 -07 .19140 -08 
,54062 -07 .10011 -07 .51163 -10 .54852 -07 .11955 -07 -.81744 -10 -.61268 -07 
,13858 -07 ,14938 -08 -,59542 -07 .12499 -07 -.74264 -10 ,59846 -07 ,12098 -07 
,10288 -09 
.20848 -03 -.17065 -04 ,32469 -09 -.17156 -03 .19936-04 ,45333 -07 .11115 -03 
,26491 -04 .22558 -06 -,63774 -04 ,22048 -04 ,21938 -O6 ,23990 -04 -.13334-04 
,24619 -05 .13301 -04 ,69230 -06 -,32036 -08 -.13450 -04 ,10038 -04 ,67809 -07 
,14817 -04 -.13127 -04 -.37420 -06 -,17891 -04 ,13385 -04 -.38284 -06 ,13906 -04 . 
.41533 -05 -.19599 -08 -,14098 -04 ,60902 -05 -.48272 -07 .I5621 -04 -.82275 -05 
,46925 -06 .15244 -04 .43001 -05 .74932 -08 -.15344 -04 .52049 -05 .45106 -07 
.92965 -02 -.30492 -05 -.12507 -04 .26934 -02 -,66711 -05 -.42010 -05 .80495 -03 
,19949 -05 -.83819 -06 .26667 -03 -.70061 -06 .80855 -06 .^4677 -04 -.15871 -06 
,63302 -06 ,49645 -02 ,46838 -05 -.84814 -05 ,29442 -02 ,56652 -05 -,71818 -05 
,11544 -02 ,79890 -06 ,37602 -06 ,39828 «03 ,27840-06 ,67344 -05 .36258 -02 
.41749 -05 -.10113 -04 .28990 -02 -.54097 -05 -.27655 -05 .13746 -02 -.14597 -05 
.98668 ^06 .32436 -P2 .43943 -05 -i21535 -05 .28578 -03 .55145 -05 
.10275 -04 .96478 -08 -.84002 -O6 ,l2l625--08 -.51282 -08 -.25508 -O6 -32695 -09 
.81320 -08 -.84747 -07 -.68623 -10 -.99231 -08 -.18578 -07 -.14755 -09 -.13326 -07 
.16453 -05 -.10233 -04 .16679 -07 -.94565 -06 -.17433 -08 -.13266 -07 -.36975 -06 
.27676 -09 .18892 -07 -.12911 -06 .41057 -09 -.29429 -07 -.11967 -05 .10205 -04 
.30997 -07 -.94395 -06 .16867 -08 -,29976 -07 -.43985 -06 -.28626 -09 .35461 -05 
.11604 -05 -.10189 -04 .47332 -07 -.94191 -06 -.16673 -08 
.17402 -03 -.15832 -04 .32316 -07 -.11278 -03 .27432 -04 -.23025 -06 .64701 -04 
.22239 -04 -.22286 -06 -.24340 -04 .13559 
.14511 -07 ,13647 -04 -.92912 -05--.46387 
.I8152 -04 -.13408 -04 .38854 -06 -.14098 
.62161 -05 .30009 -07 -.15849 -04 .87246 
.23939 -07 .15562 -04 -.54673 -05 -.26460 
,36788 -02 ,92493 -05 -.73859 -05 .92850 
.76894 -06 -.14381 -05 .71659 -04 -.12271 
.79240 -05 .31419 -02 .10625 4:04 -.83695 
,43585 ^03 .31350 ^06 .78457 -05 .29003 
.96081 -05 -.31650 -05 .14584 -02 -.17575 
,28975 -05 .28163 -02 .97876 -05 
,14224^-04 ,26944 -07 -.23322 -05' .63058 
,16998 -07 -.18450 -06 ,57322 -09 -.75667 
.83756-05 -.13721 -04 ,42280 -07 -.32272 
,14108 -08 ,13732 -07 -,74763 ^05 ,17462 
.48770 -07 -,37461 -05 ,53534 -08 ,62892 
.73396 -05 -.13317 -04 
,12600 -03 -.79866 -05 ,19843 -06 -,72404 
,14166 -04 -.27953 -05 .14797 -04 -.58226 
.33396 -07 ,16823 -04 -,19366 -05 -.33891 
.15649 -04 -.62449 -05 -.14165 -07 -.15877 
.59561 -06 ,46050 -06 ,17289 -04 -,67323 
,45190 -07 
.33997 -02 -.87220 -05 -,11855 -04 ,78304 
,63273 G06 -,16727 -04 .11392 -02 ,13212 
,58954 -05 ,27284 -02 ,10662 -04 -,69484 
.13162 -02 -,20320 -06 ,29285 -05 ,14043 
.97058 -05 -.36650 -06 ,13841 -02 .17197 
,14457 -0% -.18709 -06 -,20015 -05 ,13766 
,43872 -06 -.28406 -05 .19147 -09 -.43615 
.73605 -05 -.14118 -04 -,50876 -06 -.26291 
.21720 -09 .36308-05 -.34396 -05 .51162 
.04 .24976 -05 -.13451 -04 -.98281 -05 
.07 -.15037 -04 .13792 -04 .38126 -06 
.04 -.74895 -05 .17495 -07 .14308 -04 
.05 -.47738 -06 -.15463 -04 -.61057 -05 
'07 
.03 -.23068;-05 .45887 -06 .29489 -03 
.06 .86931 -05 .29438 -02 .75084 -06 
•05 .12597 -02 ,11655 -05 .84521 -06 
.02 -.74121 -06 -,89160-05 ,28906 -02 
•05 -.85831 -06 .28576 -02 ,77657 -06 
08 -.11457 -07 -.74819 -06 .23223-08 
08 -.76278 -05 -.18007 -08 .42991 -08 
05 -.35141 -08 -.27217 -07 -.11082 -05 
08 -.13615 -07 -.74067 -05 .13417 -05 
07 -.74072 -05 -,17930 -08 .46443 -05 
04 .29326 -04 .23624 -06 .27241 -04 
05 .10025 -07 -.15016 -04 -.69702 -05 
06 -.20353 -04 ,20428 -04 -,42366 -06 
04 -,66768 -05 ,38049 -07 .17795 -04 
05 .20731 -07 -.17372 -04 -.63800 -05 
03 -.21610 -05 .35694 -05 ,17878 -03 
06 ,17450 -04 ,12457 -02 ,12550 -05 
05 ,10296 -02 ,14546 -05 -,24946 -05 
02 -,17374 -05 .63764 -05 .24559 -02 
06 -.11086 -05 .14542 -02 ,15704 -05 
07 .27292 -06 ,51344 -06 ,71475 -08 
06 ^,31145 -05 -.38480 -08 .44836 -06 
06 -.17548 -07 -.35797 -05 -.32949 -05 
08 -.40860 -05 -.66314 -05 ,13982 -04 
.83186 -06 -.34651 -05 .60045 -09 -*83448 -06 -.35998 -05 -.48890 -08 
,88503 -04 -.11017 -04 -.35413 -06 -.33403 -04 .22313 -04 .34090 -05 -.17878 -04 
.11813 -OS -.13264 -07 .18138 -04 -.77294 -06 .22347 -07 -.2037O -04 -.12125 -04 
.33757 -06 .24943 -04 -.60509 -05 .60267 -06 -.19146 -04 -.15248 -05 .18679 -07 
.19423 -04 -.14491 -05 -.27391 -07 -.21794 -04 -.11485 -04 -.49428 -06 -.21143 -04 
.12041 -05 -.26599 -07 .21253 -04 -.19225 -05 .36567 -07 
.35394 -02 -.91488 -05 -.85461 -OS .71290 -03 -.14158 -05 .87648 -05 .39723 -03 
.36394 -07 -.87382 -05 .43338 -03 .28690 -06 .14896 -04 .99423 -03 .Ï3038 -05 
.10039 -05 .30321 -02 .10591 -04 -.32811 -05 .47395 -03 -.66678 -07 .34987 -05 
.51163 -03 -.53179 -06 .75039 -06 .10195 -02 -.13915 -05 -.92565 -06 .50456 -03 
.51687 -07 .70098 -06 .53601 -03 .45221 -06 
.14736 -04 .51626 -06 .18658 -05 .13245 -07 -.30576 -05 -.10635 -05 .39849 -09 
.31-16 -05 -.10980 -OS -.14775 -08 -.34823 -05 -.29367 -05 -.16778 -07 .42108 -05 
.77287 -05 -.14587 -04 .72346 -06 -.12693 -05 -.51342 -09 -.73439 -06 -.13752 -05 
.26181 -08 .80665 -06 -.28895 -05 .22399 -07 .78825 -06 -.13777 -05 .85560 -09 
79165 -06 -.14502 -05 -.26573 -08 
43474 -04 .25627 405 -.45209 -05 .23188 -04 -.12289 -05 .I6898 -07 -.23526 -04 
18405 -05 -.24755 -07 .26346 -04 .48106 -05 -.47035 -06 -.32330 -04 -.97092 -05 
85098 -06 .24086 -04 -.15276-05 -.23628 -07 -.25221 -04 -.19773 -05 .34623 -07 
28241 -04 .46069 -05 .67115 -06 .27422 -04 -.22705 -05 .34064 -07 -.27564 -04 
16742 -05 -.45546 -07 
40677 -02 -.11356 -04 -.23806 -05 .96839 -04 .53327 -08 .24553 -05 .10577 -03 
72728 -07 -.15058 -05 .24069-03 .34891-06 .71076-05 .80136-03 .16065-05 
56911 -05 .11583 -03 -.11490 -07 .58157 -05 .12522 -03 -.13549 -06 -.53544 -05 
24986 -03 -.41981 -06 -.55898 -05 .12355 -03 .57358 -08 .55629 -05 .13121 -03 
11790 -06 
15407 -04 .45199 -06 -.23546 -06 ,30928 -09 -.45863 -06 -,25818 -06 -.31521 -09 
50894 -06 -.63792 -06 -.10885 -07 -.63343 -06 -.18369 -05 -.18449 -07 .48850 -06 
29383 -06 -.42034 -09 -.49571 -06 -.32770 -06 .72573 -09 .55119 -06 -.61856-06 
14740 -07 .53673 -06 -.33098 -06 .63570 -09 -.53945 GO6 -.34234 -06 -.87452 -09 
.19549-03 -.16228 -04 .28414 -0? -.15838 ^03 .21331-04 -.44425 -Ô? .96331 -04 
-.36466 -04 -,,62753 -06 -.45597 -04 .19077 -04 .51028 -05 .33871 -04 .74346 -06 
-.44071 -07 -.34318 -04 .10197 -04 .92206 -07 .38022 -04 -.24992 -04 .86248 -06 
.36993-04 .33236 -05 .56185 -07 -.37179 -04 .77737 -05 .97456 -07 
.11495 -01 -.80393 -06 -.14639 -04 .46078 -02 .21628 -05 -.10694 -04 .17548 -02 
,75123 -06 .57223 -06 ,60206 -03 .41831 -06 .75709 -05 .72071 -02 .24042 -05 
-.18291 -04 -.48573 -02 -.29271 -05 -.46092 -05 .21580 -02 -.19725-405 .27693 -05 
.60309 -02 -.17233 -05 -.19932 -05 .48405 -02 ,29812 -05 
.17092 -04 -.23711 -07 .32853 -06 .30356 -08 .24989 -07 .14817 -06 -.60640 -09 
-.31703 -07 .55096 -07 -.79658 -09 -.47432 -07 -.13514 -06 -.17046 -04 -.46510 -07 
.22097 -06 -.26006 -08 ,51348 -07 ,14887 -06 .97596 -09 -.59239 -05 .I906I -06 
.17019 -04 -.78645 -07 ,21666 -06 ,25665 -08 
.16066 -03 -,17341 -04 ,37924 -07 -.97737 -04 ,37789 -04 ,63679 -06 .46360 -04 
-.19106 -04 -,51768 -05 -.34315 -04 -,11350 -04 ,31870 -07 ,34819 -04 -,95753 -05 
-.75365 -07 -.38577 -04 ,26093 -04 -.87492 -06 -.37543 -04 -,86272 -05 -.47153 -07 
.37728 -04 -.77186 -05 .82766 -07 K 
. \o 
.55596 -02 .58120 -06 -.13751 -04 .19312 -02 *79315 -06 115246 -05 .65665 -03 
.35209 -06 ,17570 -04 ,48606 -02 -,43840 -06 -,17068 -04 .50278 -02 .10971 -05 
-.57082 -05 .23215 -02 -.19675 -05 -.63691 -06 ,48671 -02 .45636 -06 ,52801 -06 
,48776 -02 ,58346 -06 
.23136 -04 -.38693 -07 .10054-05 ,50671 -08 ,42096 -07 ,37338 -06 ,17040 -08 
-067769-07 .10052 -05 -.25674 -08 ,65654 -07 ,32001 -06 -,22628 -04 -,68182 -07 
„89444 -06 -.51940 -08 -,10517 -06 ,80122 -06 ,20415 -08 -,78324 -05 ,38932 -O6 
«22457 -04 
.10919 -03 -,14115 -04 -,71793 -06 -.51807 -04 .29311 -04 .57941 -05 ,38062 -04 
-.12968 -04 -.34564 -07 -.38619 -04 -.14613 -04 .55902 -07 .43193 -04 -.97670 -05 
,10107 -05 .41949 -04 -.14687 -04 .50798 -07 -.42163 -04 -.14376 -04 -.71918 -07 
.49955 -02 ,90439 -07 -,11625 -04 ,15248 -02 ,14472 -05 -.13033 -04 ,20953 -02 
-.28354 -06 .13981 -04 .22634 -02 .20490 -05 .42981 -05 .44345 -02 .16530 -05 
-.32216 -06 .22293 -02 .21939 -06 -.58832 -06 .23673 -02 .17108 -05 
,23806 -04 ,88504 -06 .98516 -06 .26993 
,61600 -05 .48569 -06 -,44937 -08 .68809 
,61026 -06 -,14695 -08 ,14064 -05 ,48873 
,63443 -04 ,27768 -05 -.71033 -05 -.46435 
,16246 -05 -.60127 -07 -.52760 -04 -.11927 
,63829 -07 .51495 -04 .10084 -05 .80724 
,56468 -02 -.97708 -06 -.17171 -06 .72432 
,77206 -06 .70859 -05 .16106 -02 -.12373 
,48618 -05 .82390-03 .64060 -06 
,24599 "04 -.12236 -05 .47949 -06 .11078 
,13815 -05 .11219 -05 -.35763 -07 -.13446 
,55100 -06 .30637 -08 
,18040-03 -.75329 -05 -.60104 -07 -.14305 
28368 -04 -.85700 -05 .73460 -04 .87340 
47785 -07 
14261 -01 -.25664 -05 -.27140 -04 .65629 
25211 -05 - .48179 -05 .10542 -01 .46659 
23910 -04 .68558 i07 -.88738 -06 .38971 
83078 -05 -.19882 -05 -.23873 -04 .11092 
14511 -03 -.30607 -04 -.48426 -07 -.80310 
25278 -04 -.96973 -07 .74949 -04 -.27084 
75539 -02 -,83397 -05 -.77584 -05 ,29616 
72846 -06 -.47712 -05 .72618 -02 .92488 
32173 -04 .10348 -06 -.29240 -05 .77819 
11143 -04 -.82440 -05 -.31931 -04 
89837 -04 .38682 -05 -.97702 -05 ,83200 
72712 -05 -.13526 -06 
07 .60715 -05 .66233 -06 .98841 -09 
05 .29852 -06 -.23581 -04 -.14001 -05 
06 .49734 -08 
04 .90134 -06 .44369 -07 .47110 -04 
04 -.12584 -05 -.51229 -04 .22073 -05 
07 
03 -.10477 -06 .44442 -06 .78416 -03 
05 .44992 -05 .77330 -03 .82824 -07 
08 .12414 -05 .51836 -06 -.26859 -08 
05 .54765 -06 -.16350 -08 .13511 -05 
03 .34583 -04 .39144 -07 .79159 -04 
05 .78064 -07 -.73883 -04 .28897 -M 
02 -.64097 -05 -.60891 -05 .27001 -02 
05 -.43579 -05 .67680 -02 .57324 -05 
08 -.71550 -07 -.36062 -06 -,12648 -06 
06 -.97421 -06 -.35519 -08 
04 .29959 -04 .86935 -05 -.74541 -04 
04 .64355 -07 
02 -.25820 -05 .61488 -06 ,69068 -02 
05 
08 .14423 -06 -.73201 -05 -.33735-08 
04 -.87081 -05 ,10340 -06 -.83630 -04 
.70325 -02 -.87911 -05 -.85621 -06 .27269 
.22842 -05 "O'v 
,33529 -04 .20182 -05 -.27606 -05 .21229 
,15202 -03 .23042 -04 -.11812 -04 -.12559 
.24967 -01 -.58463 -05 -.30661 -05 ,85096 
.33920 -04 -.15761 -06 .53780 -07 .54539 
,13148 -03 -.79535 -05 -.14592 -04 
,10286 -01 -.14951 -05 
.41883 -04 
B. Mass "Effects 
.93343 -04 .41324 -04 
.90211 -04 .58893 -04 
.58893 -04 .96901 -03 
.33177 -03 .90211 -04 
.90211 -04 .58893 -04 
.35318 -04 .33177 -03 
.96901 -03 .14519 -03 
.90211 -04 .58893 -04 



















02 .24537 -06 .73505 -05 .31593 -02 
08 -,20267 -05 -.29066 -05 -.74436 -08 
03 .60701 -05 -.20714 -06 
02 .21520 -05 
08 
03 .90211 -04 .58893 -04 .33177 -03 
04 .58893 -04 .33177 -03 .90211 -04 
03 ,93343 -04 .41324 -04 .65318 -04 
03 .90211 -04 .58893 -04 .33177 -03 
03 .32689 -03 .93343 -04 .41324-04 
04 .33177 -03 .90211 -04 .58893 -04 
04 .41324 -04 .65318 -04 .33177 -03 
03 .32689 -03 .96901 -03 .14519 -03 
03 
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IX. APPENDIX C: 
TABLE OF MATERIAL WEIGHTS. 
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Table of Material Weights 
Material Weight 
Airmat (including drop cords) 0,002335 Ib/lnv sq 
Airmat (without drop cords) 0,002024 lb/in. 
Tape, i inch wide 0,000331 lb/in. 
Tape, 1 inch wide 0,000662 lb/in, 
Tape, 2 inch wide 0,001325 lb/in. 
Semi-circular edge 0,01185? lb/in. 
